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1. The tram on rubber tyres 

1.1 Introduction 

The concept of rubber-tyred intermediate guided transit system appeared as an attractive 
means to combine for the medium importance projects, the qualities of the light rail transit 
with the economic benefits of the road systems, to achieve in some manner a light rail system 
at the best cost. The first assessments showed that it is possible to achieve 30% of a standard 
light rail investment cost adopting such a system. 

As for the streetcar, the guidance device of the intermediate guided transit systems on tyres 
offers several advantages, among which we can note : 

- makes easy, to some degree, the manufacturing of larger capacity vehicles than  
buses, 

- encourages the separate right-of-way insertion while reducing the land needs, 
- assures an optimal link between platform and vehicle in the stations. 
 

Indeed, the guidance device permits the right-of-way to stay within the limits of the dynamic 
gauge of the vehicles to which are added a protective air space. It facilitates the insertion of 
the transit system in the historic city centers, the space spared, compared to that of bus right-
of-way, facilitates the improvement of the other uses of the street (parking, sidewalk, bicycle 
path..) or its embellishment.  

The vehicle gauge becomes more and more coercive in the large conurbations, because of the 
increasing congestion : the guided bus authorizes a reduced right-of-way area to around 15 to 
20 % of the necessary bus right-of-way where the buses are operated through a standard 
traffic considering the dynamic gauge and the necessary protective air space. The choice of a 
public transit system on Separate RoW considering a surface separated from general traffic 
right-of-way, the most reduced right-of-way assert itself for a better insertion on the definitive 
road network (especially if it must go through the centre) and for a reduction of the nuisances 
of the public works yard (disruptions to residents).  

The vehicle guidance allows us to reduce the surface allocated to the system. The guidance 
also allows a better accessibility while suppressing the gap along the station platforms and a 
better vehicle stability and a better general comfort for the users. 

The railway type guidance device of the intermediate systems (TVR, TRANSLOHR..) allows 
us to use an electric supply of light rail type and even to constitute large capacity trains 
(TRANSLOHR STE version). 

 

Under commercial operation two concepts are proposed : 

 

- The use of the guidance device along the total ride. In this case, the intermediate 
system is under operation like “ a light rail transit on tyres ”. The scheme of Caen GLT has 
been designed on this principle but keeping a bimodality for degraded conditions. On the 
contrary, the Translohr STE did not keep the guidance bimodality that allows to choose larger 
vehicles length and as a result, allows also a narrower gauge (2,20 meters) to facilitate 
insertion. 
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- A mixed ride along a guided separate right-of-way and along a road separate right-
of-way, or even along an ordinary road network: the Nancy scheme is designed under this 
principle.  

 
The guidance in station facilitates an easy and fast transfer between the platform and the 
vehicle and the quality of the service thanks to a reduced gap between the edge of platform 
and the floor of the vehicle: the disabled persons with reduced mobility and child stroller 
access becomes easier. 

Quality surface facings can be realized on the tracks like for light rail transit. 

The intermediate guided on tyres system track creates a trace in the city that reinforces the 
legibility of the system and stimulates its use. 

The intermediate system uses a non polluting energy, with a high efficiency and a supply 
device that can become very discreet. 

The vehicles are innovating, often personalized and bring silence and comfort of ride, they 
show a progress in relation to the very ordinary design of buses. 

The rubber-tyre guided intermediate systems benefit from inherent qualities of the tyre 
notably the adhesion that gives them, e.g. the performances superior to iron in emergency 
braking and to climb elevated slopes. 

We recall the inherent qualities of the tyre below: 

- Absence of vibrations: on the subways and the trams arranged tracks, the tyre, 
thanks to its structure and absorption capacities, transmits  few vibrations to the environment, 
contrary to the steel wheel. 
 

- Adhesion: thanks to an elevated adhesion coefficient tyres permit going over  
elevated slopes (until 13%, the limitation is due to standing passengers comfort) whereas steel 
wheels vehicles cannot ride on gradient slopes superior to 7 % without motorization of all the 
axles. The adhesion of the tyre reinforces the users and pedestrians safety, as reducing the 
emergency braking distances what allows to operate very short intervals vehicles if necessary  

 
- Comfort of the user, respect of the environment: on straight line and, more again, in 

curve, the tyre proves to be less noisy than steel wheel. This advantage increases with the 
vehicle and track oldness, notably in curve where the strident grating of steel wheels on the 
rails becomes unpleasant for both passengers and residents. 

 
- Manoeuverability : with a superior handle capacity compared to the steel wheels 

vehicle’s one, a vehicle on tyre can change direction more easily. The use of tyre for tram 
rolling stocks allows to reduce from 18 to 12 meters curvature radius. It permits a better 
insertion in often crowded city center. The terminals can be achieved in loops because of the 
small necessary area due to the small curvature . The loop terminal allows us to reduce the 
number of doors to only one facade of vehicles and only one cabin. Also, if they are bimodal,  
the vehicles on tyre can evolve outside of the tracks and can reach the garages and workshops 
without  particular infrastructures. 

 
The tyre allows to achieve infrastructure savings.  
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1.2 The infrastructures of tram on tyres 

A large part of savings announced by the arrival of the new intermediate systems on the 
market depends on the infrastructures. Three types of direct cost reduction can be obtained in 
the case of the tram on rubber-tyres :  

- First, the most favourable design of structures as regards fatigue, that takes into 
account the lightness of the axle load and the number of axles passage during the tracks use ;  
 

- Then, considering the light pavement thickness necessary in front of the calculated 
traffic, the possibility to keep transverse supply networks under the tracks, but also 
longitudinal networks if one protects them against leakage currents ; 

 
- Finally, in some cases, the use of bimodal vehicle allows to go to the depot-

workshop, located far enough from the line terminus, along the existing road network, and to 
use a bus extended depot without putting switches on the tracks and supply catenaries, the 
vehicles being able to circulate with batteries or a thermal motor foreseen in the bimodal 
vehicle. 

 
In the case of the light rail transit, the first two factors of cost reduction are possible. The third 
type is only partially feasible, if it is necessary to construct a railroad track until the garage 
that could be an extended bus depot in which there are no catenaries. The light tram can be 
equipped of an autonomy consisting in embarked batteries or other devices, that it will use 
otherwise if there is a current breakdown ; the electric supply design will be able to be 
calculated thus with this constraint, without redundant electric substations, with an objective 
of cost savings.  

 

Thanks to vibration lack, it is possible to suppress or to reduce the different elastic levels 
necessary to absorb noise and vibration in the case of a railroad track passing close to 
dwellings, hospitals, offices, etc. Otherwise, the reduction of the pavement thickness structure 
permits us to maintain some supply networks under the track, the cover on these pipes or 
cables being sufficient during the earthworks and therefore when the Separate RoW Public 
Transport system is under operation. The absence of vibrations reduces the track maintenance 
expenses and decreases the mechanical solicitations and the vehicle mechanical ageing. 
 
The road technique used for the Separate RoW Public Transport System pavements 
realization allows us to get some competitive realization costs while opening the calls of offer 
to the numerous specialized road construction enterprises. 
 

It is possible to adopt a more hilly profile and therefore more inclined slopes and 
shorter curvature radius which encourages the insertion of the separate right-of-way in 
urbanized areas and reduces the earthworks volumes and pavement construction.  

 
The light rail transit investment cost (20 M Euros to 30 M Euros/km) can appear excessive in 
the case of projects intended to serve limited passenger volumes (1500 to 3000 p/p/h/d), what 
is frequently the case of medium size french conurbations projects. In spite of its saving 
benefit (6 to 8 M Euros / km), the busway appears rarely like an alternative.  
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The buses always endure a real image deficit and the realization of the busways is not 
considered as a tool permitting to sufficiently improve the urban site quality. The urban 
insertion quality and the care brought to the intermediate system realization are not extra 
investments because they contribute to give to this system an excellent image encouraging its 
use. 

 

1.3 The Translohr tram 
 

The rubber-tyred rail guided vehicle named TRANSLOHR system is developed by the Lohr-

Industrie located in Alsace, France. Lohr-Industrie is for their public transport product 

segment associated to Fiat-Ferroviaria1. The TRANSLOHR is a rubber-tyred trams range. 

The TRANSLOHR STE has permanent guidance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: TRANSLOHR from the test site of RATP (Source: www.lohr.fr) 

 

The system has also been tested since 2001 on RATP’s on the Trans Val-de-Marne site.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Localisation du Trans Val de Marne, site d’essai des 3 systèmes TVR, TRANSLOHR et CIVIS  

(Source: www.lohr.fr) 

 

 

                                                
1 Electrical equipment comes from Fiat ( now owned by Alstom, which also supplies electrical equipment to 
CIVIS and TVR. 
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Clermont-Ferrand has been the first city to employ the system in regular use through the 

operator SMTC during 2006. In this city the permanent guidance system is chosen with a 

module vehicle of four wagons.  

 

Vehicle aspects Descriptions 

Guidance Technology Mechanical guidance.  

The vehicle is guided by a single centrally embedded rail on a guideway. Every axle is 

equipped with a guidance device composed of two rollers in V fixed on a swiveling arm. The 
guiding system, mounted on all axles, is mechanically locked with the rail, and thus 
guarantees the precision of the trajectory, the perfect docking at the stations without any 
effort on the rail. The internal faces of the rollers are covered by rubber. Centre rail has 
sloping railhead sides. This rail is also useful for the return of the electricity (current), 
collected by a pantograph. Thus the module is prevented from jumping out of the guidance 

system. There is no possibility of derailment, even in very slippery conditions. The vehicle is 
monotrace. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bidirectional abilities Bidirectional modes in the permanent guided version.  

Propulsion Electric traction, with electrical power supply (catenary) and additional gas turbine generator 

charges batteries for permitting more extensive off- track running like use in public service 
over the whole bus way. 

 

Figure 3 : Vehicles aspects of TRANSLOHR 

 

 

The first prototype operated on the Trans Val of Marne site, south of Paris, the first quarter 
2001. 

Lohr-Industrie proposes a rubber - tyred guided trams range. The main product is the tram 
TRANSLOHR STE with permanent guidance, derived from the new small gauge rubber-tyre 
electric transport system STEP concept. There are  three, four and five bodies vehicles6  
ranging in length from 25 metres to 39 metres. Their body gauge is 2,20 meters. These 
vehicles are easily accessible with a 25 centimeter low floor (above the ride level), always 

                                                
6 Called Translohr STE3, STE4 or STE5 
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guided vehicles, they have an electric traction, supplied in electric energy by catenary and 
battery for the circulation in the depot-workshop. 

A bimodal version has also been studied : TRANSLOHR SE (the vehicle is able to leave its 
rail everywhere as  to continue in truck driver mode) for the experiment on the Trans Val de 
Marne site (South of Paris) cf. Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 : TRANSLOHR SE and the equipment to attach/detach on the rail the guidance device  

(Source: Lohr-Industrie) 

1.3.1 Geometrical characteristics of TRANSLOHR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 : TRANSLOHR STE 3,4 et 5 lengths and their respective platform  (Source: Lohr-Industrie) 
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Figure 6 : Necessary gauge and radii of Translohr and articulated bus  (Source: Lohr-Industrie) 

 

Les paramètres requis sont manquants ou erronés.Figure 7 : 

Ground occupancy of Translohr and tramway on steel wheels  (Source: Lohr-Industrie) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 : Possibility of the tram on tyres to climb a slope  (Source: Lohr-Industrie) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model Unit STE 3 STE 4 STE 5 STE 6 

Maximum Speed Km/h  70   

Rated power voltage V  750   

Overall width m  2.20   

Overall height apart from 

pantograph 

m  2.89   

Floor level m  0.25   
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Overall turning circle m  10.50 on rail   

Obstacle limit gauge OLG m  5.40   

Overall length m 25 32 39 46 

Number of passenger modules  3 4 5 6 

Number of axles  4 5 6 7 

Door (1.3 m x 1.95 m)  2 x 3 2 x 4 2 x 5 2 x 6 

Capacities 4 p/m2 127 170 213 255 

 6 p/m2 178 238 298 345 

 

Figure 9 : Main characteristics of Translohr STE 3, 4 et 5 lengths  (Source: Lohr-Industrie) 

 

So, Translohr possesses all the characteristics of a modern tramway : 

- Full and permanent guiding by rail, allowing tram architecture and rail 

accreditations. 

- Large transportation capacity complete range from 25 to 46 meter long, consisting 

of 3 to 6 interconnected passenger modules, and a capacity up to 255 persons at 4 

p/m2. 

- Reversibility: 2 driver cabins at both ends. 

- Accessibility: integral low floor (25 cm above the track) 

- In option, battery pack on roof, to ensure electric autonomy for a certain distance 

(some kilometres). 

 

Some differences between tram on steel wheels and tram on tyres 

 

The tyre axle, in replacement of the traditional steel bogie, offers some benefits: 

 

- Silence of operation (no steel-steel contact): a precise study has to be done about 

energy consumption between a tramway on steel wheels and a tramway on tyres, 

indeed generally a vehicle on steel wheels needs between 2 to 3 minus energy than 

a vehicle on tyres.2 

- High insertion performance short turning radius (10,5 m at the rail) gradient ability 

(13%) and small dynamic gauge (5.40 m). 

- High braking efficiency (disc brakes & ABS installed on all the wheels). 

- Light infrastructure due to the optimised weight distribution on the axles. 

 

                                                
2 Cf. communication about rail in Africa comparing the energy necessary to carry 1000 tons by railway or by 
lorries. 
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For a middle range of capacity for example between 2000 to 5000 p/h/d3 the tramway on tyres 

is an economical one: 

- Optimized infrastructure costs 

- Reduced ground occupancy (dynamic gauge 2.20 m) 

- Reduced depot land area 

- Due to the characteristics of tramway on tyres, the underground networks (sewage, 

gas and water pipes,cables of telephone, television, electricity, ..) might not be 

displaced but generally they are displaced in french cities, the public works being 

paid by concessionary companies that is to say by clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
3 These figures has to be precise by our study to be done. 
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1.3.2 Different types of Translohr track  
 

For the guided mode, there are 3 types of track that could be choosen by LCPC4, we are 
interested here by 2 types of track :  

 - the track in continuous reinforced concrete, 
 - the track constituted by a structure of bituminous concrete with a high module. 
 
Indeed, to compare the different intermediate systems we retain 2 types of track for each 

constructors which are the most adapted to be protected against ruts of bituminous concrete. 
In fact, under local conditions one constructor could propose a road structure with a 

thick slab taking all the precautions in relation with this type of work. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3.2.1 Measurement of track structures 
2.1 Le dimensionnement des structures de chaussée 

 
La différence des démarches de dimensionnement entre le routier et le ferroviaire se 

situe au niveau des méthodes : la méthode routière croise des données stratégiques (niveau de 
service, durée de vie, entretien) avec des données mécaniques (rigidité, fatigue, portance du 
sol, sensibilité à l’orniérage) et le trafic (cumul, composition, charges par essieux) tandis que 
pour le ferroviaire urbain les données relatives aux trafics et aux comportements des 
matériaux sont moins explicitement identifiées. 

Le Lcpc a donné dans le cadre de cette expertise un avis sur les structures routières 
proposées par les constructeurs et en a éventuellement revu le dimensionnement.  

Pour mémoire, la démarche type d’un dimensionnement de structures de chaussée 
consiste à : 

 - vérifier sa compatibilité avec les sollicitations et avec le mode de gestion de 
l’ouvrage (durée de vie, scénario d’entretien). 

 - vérifier les matériaux et les épaisseurs vis à vis du risque de dégradation par fatigue 
et par orniérage due à l’intensité et la répétition des charges. 

L’orniérage des matériaux bitumineux est une déformation permanente et irréversible 
liée au fluage des matériaux sous l’intensité du trafic. 

Le béton est insensible à l’orniérage mais principalement sujet au risque de rupture par 
fissuration sous l’effet de la fatigue. 

Les trafics sont rangés en classes délimitées à partir du trafic cumulé sur 20 ans (dans 
notre cas nous prenons en compte une durée de service de 30 ans) : la difficulté tient à 
l’évaluation du trafic de référence qui nécessite un retour à la notion d’essieux équivalents. 
C’est là qu’apparaît l’incidence des roues jumelées par rapport à la roue simple. 

 
Pour une même fréquence d’exploitation du système de transport intermédiaire le choix 

de roues jumelées à la place de la roue simple fait redescendre un trafic de la classe T 1+ à la 
classe T 2.  

Le guidage est également un facteur aggravant dans la mesure où il réduit le balayage : 
lorsque le trafic routier n’est pas canalisé, la bande de roulement a une largeur de 1 à 1,2 

                                                
4 LCPC: Central Laboratory of Bridges and Roads 
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mètre; avec un système guidé le balayage est supprimé ce qui nécessite l’introduction d’un 
coefficient de correction par rapport aux structures habituelles. Les différents 
dimensionnements sont effectués sans tenir compte de la vérification au gel, pour chacun des 
systèmes expertisés.          
    
2.1.1 Voie sur chaussée en béton armé en continu  
 Hypothèses de dimensionnement 

 
Le dimensionnement des structures de chaussées pour la circulation du Translohr est 

conforme aux directives du « guide de conception et dimensionnement des structures de 
chaussée de décembre 1994 du Setra et Lcpc. 

 
On trouvera en annexe les tableaux établis par M. Balay (Lcpc) qui donnent les résultats 

du calcul du trafic équivalent et l’agressivité correspondante pour le Translohr et le Tvr dans 
les mêmes conditions d’exploitation (2,266 millions de rames). 

 
Avec une structure béton, le coefficient d’agressivité moyen du Tvr est de 15,2 ce qui conduit 
à un trafic NE de 34,36 millions de passages soit un trafic correspondant à une classe T 0 +, 
alors que pour le Translohr le coefficient d’agressivité est seulement  de 0,4 ce qui conduit à 
un trafic NE de 0,8 millions de passage soit un trafic correspondant à une classe T 3. 
 
 Cette grande différence trouve son origine dans le montage  à roue simple du Tvr et le 
montage à roues jumelées du Translohr.  
 

L’hypothèse de dimensionnement retenue est celle relative à une plateforme support de 
chaussée de type PF2 (classe de plateforme 2 et module d’Young > 50 Mpa), structure type 
20.1 Setra, conformément au catalogue  des structures types de chaussées neuves du Ministère 
de l’Equipement. 
 
  Structure préconisée 
 

 La plateforme est de la classe PF2, avec un module à la plaque au second cycle de 
chargement EV2 > 50 Mpa, la structure comprend : 

 
 - un géotextile anticontaminant 
 
 - une couche de fondation en béton non armé d’épaisseur 0,18 m, le béton étant dosé à 

200 kg de ciment (béton de la classe 3 de la norme des bétons routiers). 
 
 - une couche de roulement en béton armé continu d’épaisseur 0,17 m, le béton étant 

dosé à 350 kg de ciment, avec des armatures HA f 12 FE 500, (béton de la classe 5 de la 
norme des bétons routiers). Le taux d’armature de la dalle est de 80 kg/m3 afin de réaliser une 
chaussée sans joints et en considérant la fissuration préjuduciable (méthode BAC). 

soit une épaisseur totale de la structure de 35 cm. 
 
Les travaux consistent en : 
  
 - le terrassement et l’évacuation des déblais, 
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 - le compactage du fond de forme sans déviation, 
 - la pose d’un géotextile, 
 - la réalisation de la structure de chaussée telle que définie ci-dessus : 
  .  couche de fondation en béton à 200 kg/m3 de 0,18 m, 
  . mise en place d’un enduit de cure monocouche, 
  . la réalisation de la dalle en béton armé de 0,17 m d’épaisseur avec au droit de 

chaque rail, une réservation de 0,50 m de large sur 0,20 m de hauteur. 
 

2.1.2 Voie sur chaussée en enrobés à module élevé EME  
 Hypothèses de dimensionnement 
 
Nous avons décrit dans le paragraphe 2.1 la démarche type d’un dimensionnement de 

structures de chaussée. On trouvera en annexe les tableaux établis par M. Balay (Lcpc), 
détaillant le calcul du trafic équivalent et l’agressivité correspondante pour le Translohr et le 
Tvr dans les mêmes conditions d’exploitation (2,246 millions de rames). Pour l’étude de la 
solution bitume le choix du matériau Eme se justifie en raison des performances reconnues de 
ce matériau vis à vis du problème d’orniérage alors que ce n’est pas le cas avec les graves 
bitumes routières classiques. 

 
Sur une structure bitumineuse, le coefficient d’agressivité moyen du Tvr est de 3,9 ce qui 
conduit à un trafic NE de 8,8 millions de passages soit un trafic correspondant à une classe  
T 1+, alors qu’avec le Translohr le coefficient d’agressivité est seulement  de 0,99 essieux de 
référence ce qui conduit à un trafic NE de 2,22 millions de passages soit un trafic 
correspondant à une classe T 2. 
 

L’hypothèse de dimensionnement retenue est celle relative à une plateforme support de 
chaussée de type PF2 (classe de plateforme 2 et module d’Young > 50 Mpa), structure type 
20.1 Setra, conformément au catalogue  des structures types de chaussées neuves du Ministère 
de l’Equipement. 
 

Structure préconisée 

La plateforme est de la classe  PF2, avec un module à la plaque EV2 > 50 Mpa, la 
structure comprend : 

 
 - un géotextile anticontaminant 
 
 - une couche de base en enrobés à module élevé EME - Structure d’une épaisseur de  

0, 08 m + 0,10 m soit 0,18 m en deux couches, conforme à la norme NF P 98-140. 
  
 - une couche de roulement en béton bitumineux très mince BBTM à module élevé 

d’une épaisseur de 0, 025 m, conforme à la norme NF P 98-137. 
 
soit une épaisseur totale de la structure de chaussée de 20,5 cm 
 
Les travaux consistent en : 
  
  - le terrassement et l’évacuation des déblais, 
 - le compactage du fond de forme hors déviation de réseaux, 
 - la pose d’un géotextile, 
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 - la réalisation de la structure de chaussée telle que définie ci-dessus : 
   
   
  . une couche de base en enrobés à module élevé EME, 
  . couche de roulement en BBTM, 
 
 - le fraisage des couches de roulement et de base sur une épaisseur de 0,19 m et une 

largeur de 0,50 m. 
 
3. Estimation du coût de la voie du Translohr 
3.1 Structure en béton armé en continu  

 
Cette estimation est effectuée à partir d’éléments fournis par Transroute à Lohr-

Industrie (cf. annexes) pour une plateforme en alignement droit avec des poteaux supports de 
caténaire latéraux : la plateforme fait une largeur de 6,14 m. 

 
 
 - A. Mise en oeuvre de la plateforme :  
 
  - sciage enrobés       60,00 F/ml 

  - démolition d’enrobés 1 x 6,5 x 23,08 x 0,9446 = 141,7 F/ml 
  - décaissement à 0,35 m de profondeur 
     1 x 6,50 x 0,35 x 67,1 x 0, 9446 = 144,19 F/ml 
 
  - compactage fond de forme 1 x 6,50 x 2,3 x 0, 9446 =  14,12 F/ml 
  - géotextile   1 x 6,50 x 16,92 x 0,9446 = 103,89 F/ml 
 
       sous total A  464 F/ml 
 
 - B. Mise en oeuvre de la voirie : 
 
  - couche de fondation en béton dosé à 200 kg épaisseur 0,18 m  
 
     0,18 x 6,50 x 984,61 x 0,9446   =  1088,17 F/ml 
 
  - enduit de cure monocouche : 
     6,50 x 5,38 x 0,9446  =   33,03 F/ml 
 
  - couche de roulement BAC 
     0,17 x 6,50 x 1447, 55 x 0,9446 =  1510,92 F/ml 
 
       sous total B  2632 F/ml 
 
 - C.Rails : 
 
  - réservation pour rails 
 
     390,00 x 2 =    780 F/ml 
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  - fourniture et pose du rail 
      
     2 x 1250 =    2500 F/ml 
 
       sous total C  3280 F/ml 
 
 -D.  Assainissement 
 
  - avaloirs siphonés (2 unités / 30ml)    110 F/ml 
        
       sous total D  110 F/ml 
  
 Total des 4 postes ci-dessus :     6486 F/ml 

   
 
3.2 Structure en enrobés EME 
 

Cette estimation est effectuée à partir d’éléments fournis par Transroute à Lohr-
Industrie (cf. annexes) pour une plateforme en alignement droit avec des poteaux supports de 
caténaire latéraux : la plateforme fait une largeur de 6,14 m. 

 
 
 - A. Mise en oeuvre de la plateforme :  
 
  - sciage enrobés       60,00 F/ml 

   
  - démolition d’enrobés  
     
    1 x 6,5 x 23,08 x 0,9446 =   141,7 F/ml 
   
  - décaissement à 0,205 m de profondeur 
     
    1 x 6,50 x 0,205 x 60,26 x 0, 9446 = 75,84 F/ml 
 
  - compactage fond de forme 
 
     1 x 6,50 x 2,3 x 0, 9446 =    14,12 F/ml 
  - géotextile    
 
    1 x 6,50 x 16,92 x 0,9446 =    103,89 F/ml 
 
       sous total A  396 F/ml 
 
 - B. Mise en oeuvre de la voirie : 
 
   
 - couche de base en enrobés EME  
 
  0,22 x 6,50 x 835,16 x 0,9446 = 923 F /ml 
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 - couche de roulement BBTM 
 
  0,02 x 6,50 x 861,54 x 1,5*x 0,9446 =  198,36 F/ml 
 
       sous total B  1121 F/ml 
* nous majorons le prix unitaire (proposé par le constructeur) du béton bitumineux EME 

type Tensoger de 50% pour estimer le prix unitaire du BBTM 
 
- C.Rails : 
 
  - réservation pour rails 
 
     475 x 2 =    950 F/ml 
 
  - fourniture et pose des rails 
      
     2 x 1250 =    2500 F/ml 
 
       sous total C  3450 F/ml 
 
 -D.  Assainissement 
 
  - avaloirs siphonés (2 unités / 30ml)    110 F/ml 
        
       sous total D  110 F/ml 
  
 Total des 4 postes ci-dessus :     5077 F/ml  
 
 Entretien à réaliser tous les 7,5 ans soit 3 opérations en 30 ans 
 
     3 x 425 x 0,9446 =   1204 F/ml 
 
  Total au ml de voie double :    6281 F/ml 

 
 
 
4. Comparaison avec les infrastructures du Tramway Français Standard (TFS) 

 
Nous comparons le coût des infrastructures proposées pour le Translohr à celles du 

Tramway français standard. Nous nous référons pour cela aux  infrastructures adoptées sur les 
réseaux de tramways de Nantes, Strasbourg et Rouen qui ont  des caractéristiques 
géométriques similaires dans des conditions standards (type 1 avec un étage élastique) sans 
précautions particulières pour le bruit et les vibrations. 

 
Les infrastructures du TFS dites de type 1 consistent en : 
  
- une couche de fondation de béton maigre d’épaisseur 0,19 m avec un module de 

déformation du sol constituant le fond de forme de 50 Mpa,  
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- une couche de béton à 350 kg d’une épaisseur de 0,22 m, permettant le calage des 

traverses en béton sur lesquelles sont fixées les rails, 
 
 - une couche de grave bitume d’épaisseur 0,13 m sur laquelle est mise en oeuvre une 

couche de finition en enrobés d’épaisseur 0,06 m. 
 
L’emprise traitée est égale à 5,80 m : en effet le tramway français standard a un gabarit 

statique de 2,30 m, un gabarit dynamique de 2,70 m une  lame d’air de 0,10 m de part et 
d’autre du véhicule soit pour une voie double une largeur de 5,80 m;  pour le Translohr le 
gabarit statique est de 2,50 m et le gabarit dynamique de 2,90 m, la lame d’air est de 0,10 m 
de part et d’autre du véhicule, soit pour une voie double une largeur de 6,20 m. 

 
4.1 Comparaison avec l’estimation de la voie du TFS/Nantes 
 

A partir de références obtenues sur les dernières réalisations de Nantes auprès de 
Semaly  nous estimons ci-après la réalisation de la voie du TFS exploité à Nantes. 
 
4.1.1 La plateforme 
 

La réalisation de la plateforme tenant compte des dimensions retenues soit 5,80 ml de 
largeur, 0,60 m de profondeur à partir du futur plan de roulement se décompose ainsi : 

 
 - terrassement sur 0,60 m de profondeur, chargement des déblais et compactage du 

fond de forme : 
    0,60 m x 5,8 m x 100 =    348 F/ml vd 
 
 - mise en oeuvre du béton de forme à 200 kg : 
   0,19 m x 5,8 m x 750 =   827 F/ml vd 
 
 soit un total de :       1175 F/ml vd 
   
   
 Poste Plateforme : 
 Total au ml de voie double :     1175 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise la plateforme sur une largeur de 6,14 m, le coût augmente de 1,0586 soit  
            
         1244 F/ml vd 

 
4.1.2 La voie 

 
La réalisation de la voie selon les caractéristiques géométriques  ci-dessus se 

décompose ainsi : 
 
 - rail ornière 35 G : 4 ml x 5850 x 0,055 =  1287 F/ml vd 
 - traverse béton équipée : 2/0,75 (446) =  1189 F/ml vd 
 - soudures : 0,222 x 730 =  162 F/ml vd 
 - béton 350 kg : 5,8 x 0,22 x 854 = 1090 F/ml vd 
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 - pose de la voie : 420 x 2 =  840 F/ml vd 
  
 soit un total de : 4568 F/ml vd 
 
 Poste Voie : 
 Total au ml de voie double : 4568 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise les voies sur une plateforme de 6,14 m, le coût du béton devient 1154 F/ml 

vd soit un total de  4632 F/mlvd 
 
4.1.3 Le revêtement  
 

La réalisation du revêtement se décompose ainsi : 
   
- éclisses béton par ml de rail : 4 x 79 =    316 F/ml vd 
- grave bitume 0-20 sur 0,12 m d’ép. et le  
  béton bitumineux 0-6 sur 0,06 m d’ép. : 
  5,2 m2 x 600 =      3120 F/ml vd 
- drainage par boite à eau :      50 F/ml vd 
  soit un total de :    3486 F/ml vd  
   
Poste Revêtement : 
Total au ml de voie double :      3486 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise le revêtement sur une emprise de 6,14 m, le coût de ce poste devient : 
 
         3690 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS (N) en 5,80 m de large :  9229 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS (N) en 6,14 m de large :  9566 F/ml vd 

 
4.2. Comparaison avec l’estimation de la voie du TFS/Rouen 
 

A partir de références obtenues d’une étude comparative de coût de 3 types de voie 
réalisées à Rouen, Lille et Bobigny où les coûts unitaires sont identiques, éléments fournis par 
Cogifer, nous estimons ci-après la réalisation de la voie du TFS /Rouen. 
 
4.2.1 La plateforme 

 
La réalisation de la plateforme tenant compte des dimensions retenues soit 5,80 ml de 

largeur, 0,60 m de profondeur à partir du futur plan de roulement se décompose ainsi : 
 
 - terrassement sur 0,60 m de profondeur, chargement des déblais et compactage du 

fond de forme : 
    0,60 m x 5,8 m x 120 =    418 F/ml vd 
 
 - mise en oeuvre du béton de forme à 200 kg : 
   0,19 m x 5,8 m x 980 =   1080 F/ml vd 
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 soit un total de :       1498 F/ml vd 
   
   
 Poste Plateforme : 
 Total au ml de voie double :     1498 F/ml vd 
 

Si on réalise la plateforme sur une largeur de 6,14 m, le coût augmente de 1,0586 soit 
          
 1586 F/ml vd 
4.2.2 La voie 
 
La réalisation de la voie selon les caractéristiques géométriques  ci-dessus se 

décompose ainsi : 
 
 - rail ornière 35 G : 0,222 x 6200 =  1364 F/ml vd 
 - traverse béton équipée : 2/0,75 (365) =  974 F/ml vd 
 - attaches : 5,334 x 60 =  320 F/ml vd 
 - soudures : 0,222 x 1400 =  310 F/ml vd 
 - béton 350 kg : 5,8 x 0,22 x 1050 = 1340 F/ml vd 
 - pose de la voie : 9 h x 220 =  1980 F/ml vd 
  
 soit un total de : 6288 F/ml vd 
 
 Poste Voie : 
 Total au ml de voie double : 6288 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise les voies sur une plateforme de 6,14 m, le coût du béton devient 1154 F/ml 

vd soit un total de  6367 F/ml vd 
 

 
4.2.3 Le revêtement  

 
La réalisation du revêtement se décompose ainsi : 

   
- éclisses alvéo par ml de rail : 4 x 60 =     240 F/ml vd 
- revêtement : 5,2 m2 x 260 =     1352 F/ml vd 
   
soit un total de :      1592 F/ml vd  
   
Poste Revêtement : 
Total au ml de voie double :      1592 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise le revêtement sur une emprise de 6,14 m, le coût de ce poste devient : 
         1671 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/R en 5,80 m de large   9378 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/R en 6,14 m de large   9624 F/ml vd 
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4.3. Comparaison avec l’estimation de la voie du tramway de Strasbourg 

 
A partir de références obtenues du Maître d’oeuvre du projet de tramway de Strasbourg, 

nous estimons ci-après la réalisation de la voie du tramway de Strasbourg : la structure de la 
voie de ce tramway a été dimensionnée en vue d’une exploitation avec le tramway français 
standard (Rouen, Nantes et Grenoble). 

 
4.3.1 La plateforme 

 
La réalisation de la plateforme tenant compte des dimensions retenues soit 5,80 ml de 

largeur, 0,60 m de profondeur à partir du futur plan de roulement se décompose ainsi : 
 
  - sciage d’enrobés :      60 F/ml vd 
 
  - démolition d’enrobés : 5,8 x 23 =    133 F/ml vd 

 
 - terrassement sur 0,60 m de profondeur : 
    0,60 m x 5,8 m x 60 =    209 F/ml vd 
  
 -  compactage du fond de forme et géotextile : 
    5,8 x 19,30 =     112 F/ml vd 
  
 - mise en oeuvre du béton de forme à 200 kg : 
   0,19 m x 5,8 m x 780 =   860 F/ml vd 
 
 soit un total de :       1374 F/ml vd 
   
 Poste Plateforme : 
 Total au ml de voie double :     1374 F/ml vd 

Si on réalise la plateforme sur une largeur de 6,14 m, le coût augmente de 1,0586 soit 
          
 1451 F/ml vd 
 

4.3.2 La voie 
 
La réalisation de la voie selon les caractéristiques géométriques  du TFS se décompose 

ainsi : 
 
 - voies et blochets :  3480 F/ml vd 
 - béton 350 kg : 5,8 x 0,22 x 886 = 1130 F/ml vd 
  
 soit un total de : 4610 F/ml vd 
 
 Poste Voie : 
 Total au ml de voie double : 4610 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise les voies sur une plateforme de 6,14 m, le coût du béton devient 1196 F/ml 

vd soit un total de  4676 F/ml vd 
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4.3.3 Le revêtement  

 
La réalisation du revêtement se décompose ainsi : 

   
- éclisses béton par ml de rail : 4 x 79 =    316 F/ml vd 
- revêtement : 5,2 m2 x 0,06 x 1215 =    379 F/ml vd 
- grave bitume : 5,2 m2 x 0,12 x 876 =   547 F/ml vd 
- drainage :        360 F/ml vd 
   
soit un total de :      1602 F/ml vd  
   
Poste Revêtement : 
Total au ml de voie double :      1602 F/ml vd 
 
Si on réalise le revêtement sur une emprise de 6,14 m, le coût de ce poste devient : 
         1677 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/S en 5,80 m de large   7586 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/S en 6,14 m de large   7804 F/ml vd 
 

5. Comparaison des 5 estimations (Translohr Bac/Eme, TFS N/R/S ) 
 
 - pour la voie : 
 Nous récapitulons dans le tableau suivant les éléments de coût du poste voie décrits ci-

dessus en francs de janvier 1996 au mètre linéaire de voie double en 6,14 m de large pour les 
deux systèmes :  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Désignation  Lohr Bac* Lohr Eme* TFS /N TFS /R TFS /S 
Rail 35 G néant néant 1287 1364 3480 
Selles & attaches cf.rail translohr rail translohr néant néant cf. rail 35G 
Traverses équipées néant néant 1189 1294 cf. rail 35G 
Béton 350 kg cf.longrine cf.longrine 1154 1419 1197 
Armatures 7,2°/°° cf. longrine cf.longrine néant néant néant 
Soudures cf.rail pt rlt cf. rail pt rlt 162 310 cf. rail 35G 
Rail Translohr 2500 2500 néant néant néant 
Longrine 780 950 néant néant néant 
M.O.pose voie cf.rail & long. cf.rail & long. 840 1980 cf. rail 35G 
Total 3280 3450 4632 6367 4677 
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* La colonne Lohr Bac c’est à dire la chaussée réalisée en béton armé en continu, représente 
la décomposition en : 
 -  coût de la pose et la fourniture du rail pour un ml de voie double c’est à dire dans ce 
cas de 2 ml de rails pour le Translohr soit 2500 F/ml vd 
 -  réalisation de la longrine support du rail soit 780 F/ml vd 
* La colonne Lohr Eme c’est à dire la chaussée réalisée en  une couche de base Eme et de 
roulement en enrobés BBTM, représente le même coût du rail seul diffère le support en béton 
à 950 F/ml vd 
Si on reprend le tableau ci-dessus en ne tenant compte que du rail 35 G, du rail type pont 
roulant, des fixations et soudures, on écrit : 
 
Désignation   Translohr TFS /N TFS /R TFS /S 
Rail 35 G néant 1287 1364 3480 
Selles & attaches cf.rail translohr cf. trav. cf. trav. cf. rail 35 G 
Traverses équipées néant 1189 1294 cf. rail 35 G 
Soudures cf.rail translohr  162 310 cf. rail 35 G 
Rail translohr 2500 néant néant néant 
M.O.pose voie cf.rail translohr 840 1980 cf. rail 35 G 
Total 2500 3478 4948 3480 
Gain entre coût TFS  
et coût Translohr 

 + 39,1% + 97,9% + 39,2 % 

 
 
 

Les coûts de mise en place des rails pour la voie du TFS et du Translohr sont différents : 
le coût de la mise en place des rails pour le TFS/N est de 39,1% supérieur à celui du Translohr 
et pour le TFS/R est de 97,9% supérieur  à celui du Translohr, en tenant compte des rails, des 
traverses et attaches pour le TFS et du rail et attaches pour le Translohr. 

 
En tenant compte de la pose sur longrine pour le rail Translohr et du béton de calage des 

traverses pour la voie du TFS, l’écart s’accroît entre la pose du rail Translohr et la pose des 
rails de la voie du TFS  en effet la mise en place de la voie du TFS/N est 39,1% plus chère 
que la pose de la voie type Bac du Translohr et la pose de la voie du TFS/R est 97,9% plus 
chère que la voie type Bac du Translohr. 

 
- pour la plateforme : 
La différence de quantité de déblai mise en oeuvre entre Translohr et TFS est de 192% 

en faveur de la méthode Lohr Eme et 71,4% pour la méthode Lohr Bac. Si on compare la 
couche de fondation en béton à 200 kg dans le cas de la méthode Bac la moins chère de 
Translohr, avec la couche de fondation de la voie du TFS les épaisseurs correspondantes sont 
18 cm pour Translohr et 19 cm pour la voie du TFS. 

L’économie en faveur du Translohr apparaît au niveau de la couche de roulement Bac 
soit une épaisseur de 17 cm réalisée en béton armé en continu qui va remplacer la couche de 
béton à 350 kg de 22 cm d’épaisseur non armé qui cale les traverses supportant les rails 35 G 
de la voie du TFS et le revêtement bitumineux qui assure la finition de la voie de tramway en 
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centre ville, revêtement qui n’est pas nécessaire lorsque les voies sont en site propre en 
périphérie. 

 
Le coût de la couche de roulement en Bac de 17 cm et du rail pour le Translohr revient à 

4910 F/m vd, la voie du TFS (couche de béton avec les traverses, les rails et leurs attaches et 
le revêtement de finition) revient à 8118 F/m vd soit 65,6% de plus. Dans le cas du TFS le 
revêtement n’a pas la même utilité que dans le cas du Translohr : on peut imaginer qu’ en 
dehors des carrefours les voies du tramway sont en site propre et inaccessibles pour des 
véhicules routiers tels que des autobus ou des véhicules de secours; le revêtement en grave-
bitume et enrobés n’est alors pas nécessaire ce qui apporte un gain de l’ordre de 3000 F dans 
le cas du TFS/N. Le coût de la structure Bac du Translohr et celui de la voie sur traverses du 
tramway sont alors équivalents pour des prestations d’un niveau différent mais qui permettent 
dans les deux cas d’assurer le passage du tramway ou du Translohr. 

 
- pour le revêtement : 
Les quantités mises en oeuvre de grave bitume et d’enrobés sont équivalentes entre le 

TFS et le Translohr; pour le Translohr le coût est introduit dans le poste plateforme, nous 
estimons néanmoins qu’il est de l’ordre de 2000 F/ml vd. 

Dans le tableau récapitulatif suivant nous rassemblons les principaux coûts par poste et 
donnons les écarts de coûts entre la solution Lohr méthode de pose Bac, la solution Lohr Eme 
et et les infrastructures réalisées à Nantes, Rouen, Strasbourg pour le TFS. Ces coûts sont 
calculés en alignement droit pour une largeur traitée de 6,14  m de large sans tenir compte 
d’aiguillages, de type de pose à plusieurs étages élastiques, d’un assainissement sophistiqué, 
de dévoiements de réseaux sous la plateforme, le module de déformation du sol en fond de 
forme est de 50 Mpa. 

 
 

Désignation Lohr Lohr TFS/N TFS/R TFS/S 

 Structure BAC Eme voie type 1 voie type 1 voie type 1 
I Plateforme 3096 1517 1244 1586 1451 
II Voie ou rail 3280 3450 4632 6367 4676 
III Revêtement 110* 110* 3690 1671 1677 
IV Entretien  1204    
Total 6486 6281 9566 9624 7804 

Surcoût en %   / 
Lohr Eme 

    3,3% 1 52,3% 53,2 24,2% 

Gain en % de 
TFS / N 

    32,2%     34,3%    

 
 

* Assainissement de surface, le revêtement faisant partie de la plateforme. 
 
 En conclusion, nous constatons pour le cas de la structure de chaussée en enrobé Eme 

(avec couche de roulement en enrobés BBTM) compte tenu du coût de réfection de la couche 
de roulement tous les 7,5 ans le montant de l’investissement au mètre linéaire de voie double 
des infrastructures du Translohr est de 6281 F HT . Le gain par rapport à l’infrastructure du 
TFS/N représente 34,3% du coût de cette infrastructure en 6,14 m de large et avec un seul 
étage élastique c’est à dire la voie standard du TFS. 
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Le coût d’une structure de chaussée en BAC reste équivalent à celui de la structure de 

chaussée en Eme: ce montant est de 6486 F HT au ml vd. Le gain par rapport à 
l’infrastructure du TFS/N représente 32,2% du coût de cette infrastructure en 6,14 m de large 
et avec un seul étage élastique c’est à dire la voie standard du TFS. 
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1.3.2 Case study 
 
The first line of Translohr in France: Clermont – ferrand 

 
Following a European invitation to tender on performances, the project “Translohr” of the 
company Lohr-Industrie was selected in December 2001. It is the bidirectional articulated 
vehicle of  four cars with small gauge (2,20 m in width) and low integral floor (23 cm of the 
ground) resting on respectively five steering axles. At the extreme parts of vehicles, there are 
engines (2 x 200 kW on the whole), with an axle load not exceeding 7.2 tons. 
 
As shown in above chapters, in addition to the rubber tyre system, the main difference lies in 
guidance system, assured by a single central rail gripped by inclined rollers with 45°. This rail 
is also useful for the return of the electricity (current), collected by a pantograph. In 
Clermont-Ferrand, the "route" is constructed in a concreted or asphalted track (depends the 
city’s architects constrains), occupying all the width of the platform, in which the rail guides 
(one per circulation direction) are embedded and bordered by vast ruts allowing the passage 
rollers. Although being very discrete establishment in urban site, this provision however 
excludes bus circulation because of the small gauge, just as that of the cars and more 
particularly of the two-wheeled vehicles (bicycles & motor-cycles) because of the width of 
the ruts; only the perpendicular crossings or of skew are possible. 
 
The first line 

 
The first line, 14 km long for North-South direction, is serving 31 stations of Champratel 
(where the center of maintenance and depot are) in Pardieu. In downtown area, it takes again 
an exclusive right of way route for bus done at the beginning of the 80’s, and passes through 
the place of Jaude, the center of Clermont-Ferrand. Far from the south, it takes the central part 
of a bridge road with a slope of 6,25 % before arriving at the station of CHU Gabriel 
Montpied, which was provisional terminus on August 25th 2007. 
 
 
Good for the service 

 
Tested successfully on the test line of the Lohr manufacturer in Duppigheim in Alsace, the 
first vehicle arrived in Clermont-Ferrand on December 2nd 2005, and then the 21 others were 
delivered. After validation of the rolling stock and the line, the drivers formation and the 
white running tests, the first french line of tyred monorail tram was brought into service on 
October 14th 2006, from Champratel to the CHU Gabriel Montpied, the section of 10 km long. 
Though the system is generally proved reliable with high accelerations performance and a 
particularly effective braking system, the technology remains that of a road vehicle - with 
particularly significant jumpings on the concrete pavements - independently of the clean 
"chuintement" to the guided tyre-vehicles. 
 
The extensions 
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In particular, serving the University Campus and SNCF railway station of Pardieu, the second 
section was opened into service on August 25th 2007, the overall length being now 14 km. 
Crossing a not very dense habitat (suburban zone and campus), this prolongation comprises a 
complex layout with tight curves and strong declivities (up to 8% in Margeride) - for which 
the tyred vehicles, articulated and with small gauge, are well adapted - and crosses even a 
national road! For the connection with station TER SNCF, the parking of private cars and 
buses, the terminal station Pardieu has a multimodal vocation. Since the opening of this 
extension, the daily traffic passed from 32 000 to 40 000 passengers, frequentation was 
developed after the re-entry of the many students of the university campus. Unfortunately, 
this line is not connected to SNCF railway main station of Clermont-Ferrand, this makes the 
correspondence with the rail network only limited to the station of Pardieu. 
 
General Cost 
 
This first guided tyre line cost is on the whole 290 million euros, that is to say 20.71 M €/km, 
a price equivalent to the traditional tramways on steel wheels. But as for the majority of the 
networks, it is necessary to take into account the related installations (independent of the 
running type), of great quality in Clermont like, for example, in the Place of Jaude which 
profited a very successful new pedestrians space in prolongation carried out at the bottom of 
the Cathedral about fifteen years ago. In the north of Clermont, an extension of 2 km is under 
study to serve the Quartier des Vernes, in order to integrate it in the agglomeration. After a 
phase of public dialogue, a drafting schedule of conditions, the launching of the invitations to 
tender and the first construction could start in 2009. 
 

1. 4 The Tram TVR5  

 

1.4.1 A new guided transit system story: the GLT6 

 

As the Canadian conglomerate Bombardier Transports acquired in 1989 the Ateliers du Nord 

la France (ANF-Industrie) and Brugeoise & Nivelles (Belgium), it was of much help to 

further develop the Belgian GLT (Guided Light Transit) concept from the 80ies, together with 

Spie-Enertrans. In Belgium, a manufacturer, La Brugeoise et Nivelles, proposes an articulated 
bus (3 car bodies) for a duomodal system guided by a central rail (Guided Light Rail). Each 
vehicle could be coupled in order to form a train of a maximum of 3 units, of a length of 76 m 
with a capacity of 600 passengers (6 passengers/m2). Each of the 4 axles can be put into 
guiding mode, the minimum radius is 12.5 m. This system is planned for the network of the 
city of Mons and is under test in Rochefort (Belgium). 

 
 

 
 

Some years before a stranger device emerged from the factory of La Brugeoise & Nivelles 

(BN) in Brugge, Belgium, to be demonstrated initially on a short track in the shadow of the 

                                                
5 TVR: Transport sur Voie Réservée, Separate right of way transit 
6 GLT: Guided Light Transit 
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Atomium in Brussel. This was labeled GLT (Guided Light Transit) and was a rubber-tyred 

vehicle but with a pantograph on its roof, feeding power to electric motors to provide the 

drive. As well as a steering wheel, at the centre point of the underside of the vehicle a pair of 

in-line small double-flanged wheels were held down onto a centre slot rail by hydraulic force. 

When running under electric power from a single overhead wire these wheels also acted as 

the current return. An auxiliary diesel motor was fitted to provide power to the electric motors 

when running away from the guideway and overhead. A longer section of test track was built 

along some 4 km of disused railway between Jemelle and Rochefort in the Ardennes, and two 

quite smart prototypes carried out extensive trials, including public operation, in the early 

1990s. A third prototype was given bogies and ran trials as a tram in Bruxelles, but these 

high-floor vehicles were soon rendered obsolete by the arrival of low-floor trams (and later 

buses). Another significant problem was excessive noise caused by the oscillation of the 

wheel in the guideway. 

 

BN was by now part of Bombardier and quite an aggressive campaign in England and France 

was waged to sell the system as an intermediate mode between tram and bus, with all the 

kudos of the former at only half the cost. Nothing happened in the UK, but in France the 

Bombardier salesmen were able to tap into the desire of any French city worth its salt (with 

Government encouragement) to have its TCSP (Transport en Commun en Site Propre) or 

segregated surface transit system. Most went for trams of course, but it was inevitable that 

some politicians were going to jump at the opportunity to have a ‘half-price tramway’. And it 

was in the city of Caen that this happened. 

 

The Guided Light Transit4 or Separated RoW Tramway guided by means of a single central 
rail has been developed by Bombardier and tested on an experimental site, the Trans-Val-de-
Marne, in the southern suburb of Paris, in 1998 ; it has been chosen for the future Separate 
RoW Public Transport of Caen and for the Nancy dual-mode trolleybus system substitution 
where the new system has been  under operation in September 2001. 

From the choice of this system by the City of Caen, the manufacturers Bombardier - ANF and 
Spie-Énertrans developed the GLT becoming TVR 5 easily accessible with its low floor, dual-
mode diesel-electric, which can be either guided with the central rail or autonomous as rubber 
tyred vehicle. Under every axle there is an arm, on which are fixed two vertical rollers, 
located before and behind the axle, that follows the rail and drive the wheels by means of 
rods. The arm can either be brought down or raised by means of an hydraulic jack : to 
introduce these vertical rollers on the rail, it is necessary to put the vehicle in an introducing 
zone, that features a V shape switch or dropping place.  

This vehicle is monotrace. It is not a super trolleybus since its body, born from the new tram 
2000 of Brussels, is a rail rolling stock’s one; since it is electrically supplied by a pantograph 
power collector ; and since it includes three articulated bodies, with a total 24,5 meters length. 
It can roll to 70 km/h and can climb 13 % maximum gradient, enter in a 12 meters minimum 
curvature radius while the trams enter in 15 to 20 meters minimum curvature radius according 
to the track gauge.  

 

 

                                                
4 Guided Light Transit presented by Brugeoise & Nivelles during the 1985 UITP Conference in Brussels 
5 TVR : Transport sur Voie Réservée, Separated RoW Tramway 
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1.4.2 The TVR of Caen and Nancy 

 

The first French city to show an interest in the GLT was Caen. Caen, like many cities, is too 

small to fully justify the costs of a full tramway system, however the GLT seemed a more 

realistic proposition. Caen began studies in the late-1980s and by the mid-1990s had settled 

upon the GLT as their favoured solution to the problems of traffic congestion in the town. A 

full scale mock-up of the GLT was produced and remained stationed outside the CTAC depot 

for some while. 

 

However, the first of the new vehicles into service were not in Caen, but in Nancy. Nancy was 

already notable as having been the only city in France in modern times to build a trolleybus 

system. The system, which opened in 1982, was operated by a fleet of Renault PER180H 

articulated diesel-trolleybuses. It served several important suburbs and a major hospital at the 

top of a steep hill. By the late-1990s the PER180Hs were getting towards the end of their 

useful lives and were in urgent need of replacement.  

 

Nancy wished to provide a heavy-duty transport solution for this important route, but it was 

felt that conventional trams would find it very difficult to climb the steep gradients on the 

route in all weathers (and even if they did, would not be able to do so without generating 

significant amounts of noise and disturbance to local residents). Clearly, Nancy wished to 

keep the use of the expensive electrical installations put in place for the trolleybus, so an 

electrically-powered mode of transport was desirable. The TVR seemed the ideal solution. 

Major works were carried out to install guide rails and stations and reorganise traffic flows in 

the city, and the system was scheduled to open in December 2000. Nancy chose to market the 

TVR as a 'Tram' presumably to cash in on the marketing value of trams elsewhere. 

 

 The system with a new name “TVR“ was presented in 1990 and it occurred in Nancy, 
France, in 1991 on a trolley bus platform. The city of Caen, France, selected this solution for 
employment in 1994, but as permanent guided system. The TVR is a rubber-tyred rail guided 
vehicle equipped with pantograph for the energy supply via catenary. It is bimodal as it has 
the ability to leave the rail guidance and be lead by an operator.  
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Above: TVR in Nancy (Source: www.parisceinture.com)/Below: TVR in autonomous mode (Source: www.lrta .org)  

Since 1997 the RATP is using a 1.4 km section of the Trans Val-de-Marne in southeast Paris to test 
the TVR. The section includes a long ramp with a 5% gradient.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vehicle aspects Descriptions 

Guidance Technology Mechanical guidance. Under every axle there is an arm, on which are fixed two 
vertical rollers, located before and behind the axle, that follows the rail and drive the 
wheels by means of rods. The arm can either be brought down or raised by means of 
an hydraulic jack: to introduce these vertical rollers on the rail, it is necessary to put 
the vehicle in an introducing zone, that features a V shape switch or dropping place.  

 

 

Bimodal abilities Yes, one version under operation in Nancy. 
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Bidirectional abilities No bidirectional abilities. 

Propulsion Electric traction, with electrical power supply (catenary). Auxiliary Diesel engine 
provides electrical power when running away from the guideway and overhead 

supply in driver guided mode. Traction motors Alstom 300 kW plus auxiliary 200 

kW diesel generator 

 

Figure 3 : Vehicles aspects of  Bombardier’s TVR 

 

The experience with TVR (in public transport employment), mainly in rail-guided mode, does now 
exceed 200.000 km and further aspects of the employment will be discussed in later chapters. 

 

 

 

With two articulation points and a total length of 24.5 metres, GLT vehicles are shorter than 

most modern trams, but quite long compared to regular buses. They are designed to look 

much like trams, although they are unidirectional and have bus-like rear-view mirrors. Unlike 

trams and Translohr vehicles, GLT vehicles have a steering wheel, though it is not used when 

following a guidance rail. 

 

They have 100% low floors, seat forty passengers, and have standing room for as many as 

105. 

 

Nancy’s fleet use dual trolley poles to collect and return their electric power, in order to allow 

the use of existing wires constructed for use by trolleybuses. In Caen, where the central 

guidance rail has been installed on all sections of the passenger-service route, they follow the 

model used by trams, collecting their power from a single pantograph and returning it through 

the central guidance rail, and use their diesel motors and steering wheels only while travelling 

to and from the depot. 

 

 

 

Model Unit TVR 

Maximum Speed Km/h 70 

Rated power voltage V DC 750 

Overall width m 2.5 

Overall height apart from 

pantograph 

m 3.22 

Floor level m  

Overall turning circle m  

Obstacle limit gauge OLG m  

Overall length m 25 

Number of passenger modules  3 

Number of axles  4 
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Door (1.3 m x 1.95 m)  2 x 3 

Capacities 4 p/m2 127 

 6 p/m2 178 

 

Figure 9 : Main characteristics of Bombardier ‘s TVR  (Source:) 

 

In Nancy TVR system is operated by the Société de Transports de l'Agglomération 

Nancienne, or STAN. The vehicles follow a guidance rail on about 60% of the route. The 

system entered service in December 2000, but was closed from March 2001 through March 

2002 while Bombardier performed upgrades to the vehicles. 

 

In Caen, the GLT fleet began operation in November 2002, incorporating the changes made to 

Nancy’s vehicles during the upgrade. They are operated by the Compagnie des Transports de 

l'Agglomération Caennaise under the name Twisto. 

 
2. Les différents types de voie du TVR (système GLT) 
 
En mode guidé, nous avons vu ci-dessus que 3 types de voie peuvent être envisagés, nous 
nous intéressons ici plus particulièrement à 2 types de voie :  
 - la voie en béton armé continu, 
 - la voie constituée d’une structure en enrobés à module élevé. 
 
2.1 Le dimensionnement des structures de chaussée 

 
Until recently in France the design of pavement structures was specified in catalogs of 

standard structures in which course thicknesses are fixed according to the traffic category and 
subgrade load-bearing capacity. This type of document is appropriate when the constituent 
materials of the pavements and their mechanical performance are predefined and investment 
strategies are firmly established. During the past 10 years the technical and economic context 
in France has changed considerably. The standardization of road products and materials has 
introduced material classes characterized by their mechanical performance, and road 
management has been transferred from state to local authorities and has been accompanied by 
a differentiation in the various owners' investment and maintenance strategies. Catalogs of 
existing pavement structures have had to be supplemented through an approach that made it 
possible to set the parameters for the mechanical properties of materials and pavement 
investment strategies. The publication of the French technical guide for the design of 
pavement structures serves as such a supplement. This manual makes explicit the mechanistic 
approach in use for many years in France. The basic concepts, design criteria, and application 
of this method are described, and examples for asphalt and cement-concrete pavement are 
provided.La différence des démarches de dimensionnement entre le routier et le ferroviaire se 
situe au niveau des méthodes : la méthode routière croise des données stratégiques (niveau de 
service, durée de vie, entretien) avec des données mécaniques (rigidité, fatigue, portance du 
sol, sensibilité à l’orniérage) et le trafic (cumul, composition, charges par essieux) tandis que 
pour le ferroviaire urbain les données relatives aux trafics et aux comportements des 
matériaux sont moins explicitement identifiées. 
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Le Lcpc a donné dans le cadre de cette expertise un avis sur les structures routières 
proposées par les constructeurs et en a éventuellement revu le dimensionnement.  

 
Pour mémoire, la démarche type d’un dimensionnement de structures de chaussée 

consiste à : 
 
 - vérifier sa compatibilité avec les sollicitations et avec le mode de gestion de 

l’ouvrage (durée de vie, scénario d’entretien). 
 
 - vérifier les matériaux et les épaisseurs vis à vis du risque de dégradation par fatigue 

et par orniérage due à l’intensité et la répétition des charges. 
L’orniérage des matériaux bitumineux est une déformation permanente et irréversible 

liée au fluage des matériaux sous l’intensité du trafic. 
Le béton est insensible à l’orniérage mais principalement sujet au risque de rupture par 

fissuration sous l’effet de la fatigue. 
 
Les trafics sont rangés en classes délimitées à partir du trafic cumulé sur 20 ans (dans 

notre cas nous prenons en compte une durée de service de 30 ans) : la difficulté tient à 
l’évaluation du trafic de référence qui nécessite un retour à la notion d’essieux équivalents. 
C’est là qu’apparaît l’incidence des roues jumelées par rapport à la roue simple. 

 
Pour une même fréquence d’exploitation du système de transport intermédiaire le choix 

de roues jumelées à la place de la roue simple fait redescendre un trafic de la classe T 1+ à la 
classe T 2.  

Le guidage est également un facteur aggravant dans la mesure où il réduit le balayage : 
lorsque le trafic routier n’est pas canalisé, la bande de roulement a une largeur de 1 à 1,2 
mètre; avec un système guidé le balayage est supprimé ce qui nécessite l’introduction d’un 
coefficient de correction par rapport aux structures habituelles. Les différents 
dimensionnements sont effectués sans tenir compte de la vérification au gel, pour chacun des 
systèmes expertisés.          
            
   
2.1.1 Voie sur chaussée en béton armé en continu  
 Hypothèses de dimensionnement 

 
Le dimensionnement des structures de chaussées pour la circulation du Tvr est 

conforme aux directives du « guide de conception et dimensionnement des structures de 
chaussée de décembre 1994 du Setra et Lcpc. 

 
On trouvera en annexe les tableaux établis par M. Balay (Lcpc) qui donnent les résultats 

du calcul du trafic équivalent et l’agressivité correspondante pour le Translohr et le Tvr dans 
les mêmes conditions d’exploitation (2,266 millions de rames). 

 
Avec une structure béton, le coefficient d’agressivité moyen du Tvr est de 15,2 ce qui conduit 
à un trafic NE de 34,36 millions de passages soit un trafic correspondant à une classe  
T 0 +, alors que pour le Translohr le coefficient d’agressivité est seulement  de 0,4 ce qui 
conduit à un trafic NE de 0,8 millions de passage soit un trafic correspondant à une classe T 3. 
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Cette grande différence trouve son origine dans le montage à roue simple du Tvr et le 
montage à roues jumelées du Translohr. 
 

L’hypothèse de dimensionnement retenue est celle relative à une plateforme support de 
chaussée de type PF2 (classe de plateforme 2 et module d’Young > 50 Mpa), structure type 
20.1 Setra, conformément au catalogue  des structures types de chaussées neuves du Ministère 
de l’Equipement. 
 
  Structure préconisée 
 

 La plateforme est de la classe PF2, avec un module à la plaque au second cycle de 
chargement EV2 > 50 Mpa, la structure comprend : 

 
 - un géotextile anticontaminant 
 
 - une couche de fondation en béton non armé d’épaisseur 0,19 m, le béton étant dosé à 

200 kg de ciment (béton de la classe 3 de la norme des bétons routiers). 
 
 - une couche de roulement en béton armé continu d’épaisseur 0,22 m, le béton étant 

dosé à 350 kg de ciment, avec des armatures HA f 12 FE 500, (béton de la classe 5 de la 
norme des bétons routiers). Le taux d’armature de la dalle est de 80 kg/m3 afin de réaliser une 
chaussée sans joints et en considérant la fissuration préjuduciable (méthode BAC). 

soit une épaisseur totale de la structure de 41 cm. 
 
Les travaux consistent en : 
  
 - le terrassement et l’évacuation des déblais, 
 - le compactage du fond de forme sans déviation, 
 - la pose d’un géotextile, 
 - la réalisation de la structure de chaussée telle que définie ci-dessus : 
  .  couche de fondation en béton à 200 kg/m3 de 0,19 m, 
  . mise en place d’un enduit de cure monocouche, 
  . la réalisation de la dalle en béton armé de 0,22 m d’épaisseur avec au droit de 

chaque rail, une réservation de 0,30 m de large sur 0,15 m de hauteur. 
 

2.1.2 Voie sur chaussée en enrobés à module élevé EME  
 Hypothèses de dimensionnement 
 
Nous avons décrit dans le paragraphe 2.1 la démarche type d’un dimensionnement de 

structures de chaussée. On trouvera en annexe les tableaux établis par M. Balay (Lcpc), 
détaillant le calcul du trafic équivalent et l’agressivité correspondante pour le Translohr et le 
Tvr dans les mêmes conditions d’exploitation (2,246 millions de rames). 

 
Sur une structure bitumineuse, le coefficient d’agressivité moyen du Tvr est de 3,9 ce qui 
conduit à un trafic NE de 8,8 millions de passages soit un trafic correspondant à une classe  
T 1+, alors qu’avec le Translohr le coefficient d’agressivité est seulement  de 0,99 ce qui 
conduit à un trafic NE de 2,22 millions de passages soit un trafic correspondant à une classe  
T 2. 
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L’hypothèse de dimensionnement retenue est celle relative à une plateforme support de 

chaussée de type PF2 (classe de plateforme 2 et module d’Young > 50 Mpa), structure type 
20.1 Setra, conformément au catalogue  des structures types de chaussées neuves du Ministère 
de l’Equipement. 
 

Structure préconisée 

La plateforme est de la classe 1 PF2, avec un module à la plaque EV2 > 50 Mpa, la 
structure comprend : 

 
 - un géotextile anticontaminant 
 
 - une couche de base en enrobés à module élevé EME  - Structure d’une épaisseur en 

deux couches, de 0, 12 m+ 0,11 m soit 0,23 m, conforme à la norme NF P 98-140. 
  
 - une couche de roulement en béton bitumineux très mince BBTM à module élevé 

d’une épaisseur de 0, 025 m, conforme à la norme NF P 98-137. 
 
soit une épaisseur totale de la structure de chaussée de 25,5 cm 
 
Les travaux consistent en : 
  
  - le terrassement et l’évacuation des déblais, 
 - le compactage du fond de forme hors déviation de réseaux, 
 - la pose d’un géotextile, 
 - la réalisation de la structure de chaussée telle que définie ci-dessus : 
   
   
  . une couche de base en enrobés à module élevé EME, 
  . couche de roulement en BBTM, 
 
 - le fraisage des couches de roulement et de base sur une épaisseur de 0,15 m et une 

largeur de 0,30 m. 
 
3. Estimation du coût de la voie du TVR 
3.1 Structure en béton armé continu  
 
L’estimation du constructeur pour une mise en oeuvre d’une dalle en béton armé de 0,30 m 
d’épaisseur sur une couche de fondation de 0,15 m de grave 0/31,5 avec deux longrines 
support du rail est de : 
 
 - Mise en oeuvre de la plateforme y compris les longrines supportant les rails: 
  665 F/ m2 x 6,14     = 4083,10 F/ml 
 
Initialement la fourniture et pose du rail étaient de : 
 
 - Fourniture et pose du rail : 
 2660,77 F/ml x 2 ml       = 5321,54 F/ml 
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      total   = 9404 F/ml 
 
Une nouvelle estimation du constructeur incluant l’effet de série dans la fabrication du rail 
 donne : 
 
 - Fourniture du rail pour 2 ml ou 1 ml de voie double :  2163,87 F/ml 
 
 - Pose du rail pour 2 ml :     2475,20 F/ml 
 
      total :   4639,07 F/ml 
 
à comparer avec l’estimation ci-dessus de 5321,54 F/ml soit 12,8 % moins élevé. 
 
Ainsi, le montant total de l’estimation du constructeur pour un mètre linéaire de voie double 
devient 8722 F/ml vd contre 9405 F/ml vd soit une baisse de 7,26%. 
 
Le Lcpc préconise un dimensionnement différent de la dalle en béton armé en continu 
cf.par.2.1.1 pour une structure consistant en une couche de fondation en béton maigre de 0,19 
m et une couche de roulement en Bac de 0,22 m. 
La structure proposée par le constructeur se décomposait en une couche de fondation de 0,15 
m d’épaisseur en grave 0/31,5 et une dalle en Bac de 0,30 d’épaisseur pour un prix forfaitaire 
de 665 F/m2 , soit 4083 F/ml vd 
 
Nous pouvons estimer la nouvelle structure préconisée par le Lcpc à partir des prix unitaires 
d’autres constructeurs pour les mêmes prestations : 
 

- A. Mise en oeuvre de la plateforme :  
 
  - sciage enrobés       60,00 F/ml 

  - démolition d’enrobés 1 x 6,5 x 23,08 x 0,9446 = 141,7 F/ml 
  - décaissement à 0,41 m de profondeur 
     1 x 6,50 x 0,41 x 67,1 x 0, 9446 = 168,91 F/ml 
 
  - compactage fond de forme 1 x 6,50 x 2,3 x 0, 9446 =  14,12 F/ml 
  - géotextile   1 x 6,50 x 16,92 x 0,9446 = 103,89 F/ml 
 
       sous total A  489 F/ml 
 
 - B. Mise en oeuvre de la voirie : 
 
  - couche de fondation en béton dosé à 200 kg épaisseur 0,19 m  
 
     0,19 x 6,50 x 984,61 x 0,9446   =  1148,62 F/ml 
 
  - enduit de cure monocouche : 
     6,50 x 5,38 x 0,9446  =   33,03 F/ml 
 
  - couche de roulement BAC 
     0,22 x 6,50 x 1447, 55 x 0,9446 =  1955,32 F/ml 
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       sous total B  3137 F/ml 
 
 - C.Rails : 
 
  - réservation pour rails 
 
     390,00 x 2 =    780 F/ml 
 
       sous total C  780 F/ml 
 
Total :         4406 F/ml 
 

 
Ce montant est supérieur de l’ordre de 8%,  à celui proposé par le constructeur pour une 
structure de 15 cm de grave et 30 cm de béton armé en continu en effet le coût du m3 de grave 
ciment est de l’ordre de 300 F tandis que le m3 béton maigre est de l’ordre de 900 F. 
 
En définitive,  
 
 - la mise en oeuvre de la plateforme y compris les longrines supportant les rails selon 
les dimensions préconisées par le Lcpc avec la méthode Bac est estimée à : 
 
  717,6 F/m2 x 6,14 =       4406F/ml 
 
 - la fourniture du rail pour 2 ml ou 1 ml de voie double :   2164 F/ml 
 
 - la pose du rail pour 2 ml :      2475 F/ml 
 
       
 Total au ml de voie double :     9045 F/ml 
 
 
Ce total est à comparer avec le montant initial de 9404 F/ml soit un gain de 3,97% 
 
3.2 Structure en enrobé Eme 
 
Le constructeur a proposé une chaussée souple dont la structure se décompose en: 
 
 - une couche de fondation en grave 0/31,5 de 0,10 m d’épaisseur 
 - une couche de base en grave bitume à haute performance (GBHPR) mis en oeuvre en 
deux couches sur 0,24 m d’épaisseur. 
 - une couche de roulement en béton bitumineux anti-orniérage (BBAO) d’une 
épaisseur de 0,06 m 
 

L’ estimation de cette chaussée est effectuée à partir d’éléments fournis par Spie-
Enertrans (cf; annexes) pour une plateforme en alignement droit avec des poteaux supports de 
caténaire latéraux : la plateforme fait une largeur de 6,14 m.   
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 - Mise en oeuvre de la plateforme comprenant le terrassement, la couche de fondation, 
la couche de base, la couche de roulement et la mise en oeuvre  de la longrine support de rail : 
 
 458,75 F/ m2 x 6,14 ml + 474,90 F/ml x 2 ml =  3766,50 F/ml 
 
 - Fourniture et pose du rail : 
 
 2660,77 F/ml x 2 ml                                      = 5321, 54 F/ml 
 
 Total au ml de voie double :    9088,00 F/ml 
 
Le constructeur a fait une nouvelle estimation de la fourniture du rail pour tenir compte de 
l’effet de série, et le Lcpc préconise un dimensionnement différent de la structure de chaussée 
à savoir : 
 
- une couche de base en enrobés à module élevé EME  - Structure d’une épaisseur en deux 
couches 0,12 m + 0,11 m = 0,23 m, conforme à la norme NF P 98-140. 

  
 - une couche de roulement en béton bitumineux très mince BBTM à module élevé 

d’une épaisseur de 0, 025 m, conforme à la norme NF P 98-137. 
 
soit une épaisseur totale de la structure de chaussée de 25,5 cm. 
 

Nous pouvons estimer la nouvelle structure préconisée par le Lcpc à partir des prix unitaires 
d’autres constructeurs pour les mêmes prestations : 
 

- A. Mise en oeuvre de la plateforme :  
 
  - sciage enrobés       60,00 F/ml 

   
  - démolition d’enrobés  
     
    1 x 6,5 x 23,08 x 0,9446 =   141,7 F/ml 
   
  - décaissement à 0,255 m de profondeur 
     
    1 x 6,50 x 0,255 x 60,26 x 0, 9446 =  94,34 F/ml 
 
  - compactage fond de forme 
 
     1 x 6,50 x 2,3 x 0, 9446 =    14,12 F/ml 
  - géotextile    
 
    1 x 6,50 x 16,92 x 0,9446 =    103,89 F/ml 
 
       sous total A  414 F/ml 
 
 - B. Mise en oeuvre de la voirie : 
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 - couche de base en enrobés EME  
 
  0,23 x 6,50 x 835,16 x 0,9446 = 1179,39 F /ml 
 
 - couche de roulement BBTM 
 
  0,025 x 6,50 x 1292,31 x 0,9446 =  198,36 F/ml 
 
       sous total B  1378 F/ml 
- C.Rails : 
 
  - réservation pour rails 
 
     475 x 2    = 950 F/ml 
 

  - La fourniture du rail pour 2 ml    = 2163,87 F/ml 
 

  - La pose du rail pour 2 ml     = 2475,20 F/ml 
        
       sous total C  5589  F/ml 
 
 
  Total des 3 postes ci-dessus :    7381 F/ml  
 
Ce montant est à comparer à l’estimation initiale de  9088 F/ml soit 18,8% de 

diminution par rapport à l’estimation initiale. 
 

       
4. Comparaison avec les infrastructures du Tramway Français Standard (TFS) 

 
Nous comparons le coût des infrastructures proposées pour le TVR à celles du Tramway 
français standard. Nous nous référons pour cela aux infrastructures adoptées sur les réseaux 
de tramways de Nantes, Strasbourg et Rouen qui ont des caractéristiques géométriques 
similaires dans des conditions standards (type 1 avec un étage élastique) sans précautions 
particulières pour le bruit et les vibrations. 
 
Les infrastructures du TFS dites de type 1 consistent en : 
 - une couche de fondation de béton maigre d’épaisseur 0,19 m ou 0,29 m selon le 
module du sol constituant le fond de forme,  
 - une couche de béton à 350 kg d’une épaisseur de 0,22 m, permettant le calage des 
traverses en béton sur lesquelles sont fixées les rails, 
 - une couche de grave bitume d’épaisseur 0,13 m sur laquelle est mise en oeuvre une 
couche de finition en enrobés d’épaisseur 0,06 m. 
 
Le tramway français standard a un gabarit statique de 2,30 m, un gabarit dynamique de 2,60 
m, une lame d’air de part et d’autre du véhicule de 0,10 m donne un gabarit limite d’obstacle 
de 5,60 m. 
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Dans les mêmes conditions le Glo du Tvr est de 6,20 m, le gabarit dynamique du véhicule 
étant de 2,90 m pour un gabarit statique de 2,50 m. 
 
Si nous comparons les quantités mises en oeuvre dans le cas d’une structure mixte pour le 
TVR et une pose de type 1 (traverses sur béton) pour le TFS, nous avons : 

 
 - pour le terrassement : 
 
  . TFS : 5,80 m x 0, 60 m x 1,00 ml =    3,48 m3 
   
  . TVR : 6,14 m x 0, 26 m x 1,00 ml =    1,59 m3 

auquel on doit rajouter le déblai pour réaliser les 2 longrines supportant les rails de 
guidage : 0, 16 m3/ml vd dans le cas d’une chaussée Eme, 

 
  TVR : 6,14 m x 0,37 m x 1,00 ml =    2,27 m3 

 

dans le cas d’une chaussée en Bac. 

 

 pour la couche de fondation: 
 
  . TFS (béton à 200 kg) : 5,80 m x 0,19 m x 1,00 ml =  1,12 m3 
  . TFS (béton à 350 kg) : 0,22 m x 5,80 m x 1,00 ml =  1,276 m3 à déduire le 

volume des bi-blocs constituant les traverses noyées dans le béton soit 0,07 m3/ml vd 
 
  . TVR(béton 200kg) : 6,14 m x 0,17 m x 1,00 ml  =   1,044 m3 
  dans le cas d’une chaussée en Bac 
 
  . TVR(EME G) : 6,14 m x 0,24 m x 1,00 ml  =   1,474 m3 
  dans le cas d’une chaussée Eme 
 
- pour la pose de la voie : 
   
  Dans le cas du TFS on utilise le rail 35 G (4 ml/ml vd) et le nombre de soudures est 

de 0,222/ml vd. Le rail est fixé sur des traverses. 
 
  Dans le cas du TVR on utilise un rail de type pont roulant fixé par attaches sur une 

longrine en béton, de part et d’autre de ce rail il y a un contre-rail qui permet de limiter le 
revêtement de la chaussée et de laisser l’espace nécessaire d’insertion pour le roulement des 
galets sur le rail de guidage. 

 
  . TFS - Traverses 2/ 0,75 m =      2,66  au ml vd 
   - rail 35 G :       4 ml /ml vd 
  
  . TVR - Longrine, béton armé : 0,35 x 0,50 x 2 =    0,35 m3/ml vd 
    béton de propreté :0,50 x 0,05 x 2 =   0,05 m3/ml vd 
   - rail type pont roulant :     2 ml/ml vd 
   - contre rail :       4 ml/ml vd 
- pour le revêtement : 
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 . TFS : grave bitume 5,20 x 0,13 x 1,00 ml =     0,676 m3 

  enrobé 0/6 5,20 x 1,00 ml =     5,20 m2 
   éclisse béton ou azobé :      8,00 ml 
 
 . TVR : grave bitume : 6,14 m x 0,12 m x 1,00 ml =    0,737 m3 
 . TVR béton bitumineux : 5,54 m x  1,00 ml =    5,54 m2 
    ou Bac : 0,20 m x 6,14 m x 1,00 ml =  1,228 m3 

 
4.1 Comparaison avec l’estimation de la voie du TFS/Nantes 

 
A partir de références obtenues sur les dernières réalisations de Nantes auprès de Semaly  
nous estimons ci-après la réalisation de la voie du TFS  à Nantes. 
 
4.1.1 La plateforme 

 
La réalisation de la plateforme tenant compte des dimensions retenues soit 5,80 ml de largeur, 
0,60 m de profondeur à partir du futur plan de roulement se décompose ainsi : 

 
 - terrassement sur 0,60 m de profondeur, chargement des déblais et compactage du 

fond de forme : 
    0,60 m x 5,8 m x 100 =    348 F/ml vd 
 
 - mise en oeuvre du béton de forme à 200 kg : 
   0,19 m x 5,8 m x 750 =   827 F/ml vd 
 
 soit un total de :       1175 F/ml vd 
   
   
 Poste Plateforme : 
 Total au ml de voie double :     1175 F/ml vd 

 
Si on réalise la plateforme sur une largeur de 6,14 m, le coût augmente de 1,0586 soit  
            
           1244 F/ml vd 

 
4.1.2 La voie 

 
La réalisation de la voie selon les caractéristiques géométriques  ci-dessus se décompose ainsi 
: 

 
 - rail ornière 35 G : 4 ml x 5850 x 0,055 =  1287 F/ml vd 
 - traverse béton équipée : 2/0,75 (446) =  1189 F/ml vd 
 - soudures : 0,222 x 730 =  162 F/ml vd 
 - béton 350 kg : 5,8 x 0,22 x 854 = 1090 F/ml vd 
 - pose de la voie : 420 x 2 =  840 F/ml vd 
  
 soit un total de : 4568 F/ml vd 
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 Poste Voie : 
 Total au ml de voie double : 4568 F/ml vd 
 

Si on réalise les voies sur une plateforme de 6,14 m, le coût du béton devient 1154 F/ml vd 
soit un total de  4632 F/mlvd 
4.1.3 Le revêtement  

 
La réalisation du revêtement se décompose ainsi : 

   
- éclisses béton par ml de rail : 4 x 79 =    316 F/ml vd 
- grave bitume 0-20 sur 0,12 m d’ép. et le  
  béton bitumineux 0-6 sur 0,06 m d’ép. : 
  5,2 m2 x 600 =      3120 F/ml vd 
- drainage par boite à eau :      50 F/ml vd 
  soit un total de :    3486 F/ml vd  
   
Poste Revêtement : 
Total au ml de voie double :      3486 F/ml vd 
 

Si on réalise le revêtement sur une emprise de 6,14 m, le coût de ce poste devient : 
 
           3690 F/ml vd 

 
Total estimation TFS (N) en 5,80 m de large :  9229 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS (N) en 6,14 m de large :  9566 F/ml vd 

 
4.2. Comparaison avec l’estimation de la voie du TFS/Rouen 

 
A partir de références obtenues d’une étude comparative de coût de 3 types de voie réalisées à 
Rouen, Lille et Bobigny où les coûts unitaires sont identiques, éléments fournis par Cogifer, 
nous estimons ci-après la réalisation de la voie du TFS /Rouen. 

 
4.2.1 La plateforme 

 
La réalisation de la plateforme tenant compte des dimensions retenues soit 5,80 ml de largeur, 
0,60 m de profondeur à partir du futur plan de roulement se décompose ainsi : 

 
 - terrassement sur 0,60 m de profondeur, chargement des déblais et compactage du 

fond de forme : 
    0,60 m x 5,8 m x 120 =    418 F/ml vd 
 
 - mise en oeuvre du béton de forme à 200 kg : 
   0,19 m x 5,8 m x 980 =   1080 F/ml vd 
 
 soit un total de :       1498 F/ml vd 
   
   
 Poste Plateforme : 
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 Total au ml de voie double :     1498 F/ml vd 
 

Si on réalise la plateforme sur une largeur de 6,14 m, le coût augmente de 1,0586 soit 
          
 1586 F/ml vd 
4.2.2 La voie 

 
La réalisation de la voie selon les caractéristiques géométriques  ci-dessus se décompose ainsi 
: 

 
 - rail ornière 35 G : 0,222 x 6200 =  1364 F/ml vd 
 - traverse béton équipée : 2/0,75 (365) =  974 F/ml vd 
 - attaches : 5,334 x 60 =  320 F/ml vd 
 - soudures : 0,222 x 1400 =  310 F/ml vd 
 - béton 350 kg : 5,8 x 0,22 x 1050 = 1340 F/ml vd 
 - pose de la voie : 9 h x 220 =  1980 F/ml vd 
  
 soit un total de : 6288 F/ml vd 
 
 Poste Voie : 
 Total au ml de voie double : 6288 F/ml vd 

 
Si on réalise les voies sur une plateforme de 6,14 m, le coût du béton devient 1154 F/ml vd 
soit un total de  6367 F/ml vd 
 
4.2.3 Le revêtement  

 
La réalisation du revêtement se décompose ainsi : 

   
- éclisses alvéo par ml de rail : 4 x 60 =     240 F/ml vd 
- revêtement : 5,2 m2 x 260 =     1352 F/ml vd 
   
soit un total de :      1592 F/ml vd  
   
Poste Revêtement : 
Total au ml de voie double :      1592 F/ml vd 

 
Si on réalise le revêtement sur une emprise de 6,14 m, le coût de ce poste devient : 

         1671 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/R en 5,80 m de large   9378 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/R en 6,14 m de large   9624 F/ml vd 
 

4.3. Comparaison avec l’estimation de la voie du tramway de Strasbourg 
 

A partir de références obtenues du Maître d’oeuvre du projet de tramway de Strasbourg, nous 
estimons ci-après la réalisation de la voie du tramway de Strasbourg : la structure de la voie 
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de ce tramway a été dimensionnée en vue d’une exploitation avec le tramway français 
standard (Rouen, Nantes et Grenoble). 

 
4.3.1 La plateforme 

 
La réalisation de la plateforme tenant compte des dimensions retenues soit 5,80 ml de largeur, 
0,60 m de profondeur à partir du futur plan de roulement se décompose ainsi : 
 
   - sciage d’enrobés :      60 F/ml vd 
 
  - démolition d’enrobés : 5,8 x 23 =    133 F/ml vd 

 
 - terrassement sur 0,60 m de profondeur : 
    0,60 m x 5,8 m x 60 =    209 F/ml vd 
  
 -  compactage du fond de forme et géotextile : 
    5,8 x 19,30 =     112 F/ml vd 
  
 - mise en oeuvre du béton de forme à 200 kg : 
   0,19 m x 5,8 m x 780 =   860 F/ml vd 
 
 soit un total de :       1374 F/ml vd 
   
 Poste Plateforme : 
 Total au ml de voie double :     1374 F/ml vd 

Si on réalise la plateforme sur une largeur de 6,14 m, le coût augmente de 1,0586 soit 
          
 1451 F/ml vd 
 
4.3.2 La voie 

 
La réalisation de la voie selon les caractéristiques géométriques  du TFS se décompose ainsi : 

 
 - voies et blochets :  3480 F/ml vd 
 - béton 350 kg : 5,8 x 0,22 x 886 = 1130 F/ml vd 
  
 soit un total de : 4610 F/ml vd 
 
 Poste Voie : 
 Total au ml de voie double : 4610 F/ml vd 

 
Si on réalise les voies sur une plateforme de 6,14 m, le coût du béton devient 1196 F/ml vd 
soit un total de  4676 F/ml vd 
 
4.3.3 Le revêtement  

 
La réalisation du revêtement se décompose ainsi : 

   
- éclisses béton par ml de rail : 4 x 79 =    316 F/ml vd 
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- revêtement : 5,2 m2 x 0,06 x 1215 =    379 F/ml vd 
- grave bitume : 5,2 m2 x 0,12 x 876 =   547 F/ml vd 
- drainage :        360 F/ml vd 
   
soit un total de :      1602 F/ml vd  
   
Poste Revêtement : 
Total au ml de voie double :      1602 F/ml vd 

 
Si on réalise le revêtement sur une emprise de 6,14 m, le coût de ce poste devient : 

         1677 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/S en 5,80 m de large   7586 F/ml vd 
 
Total estimation TFS/S en 6,14 m de large   7804 F/ml vd 
 

5. Comparaison des 4 estimations (TVR, TFS N/R/S ) 
 
 - pour la voie : 
 

Nous récapitulons dans le tableau suivant les éléments de coût du poste voie décrits ci-dessus 
en francs de janvier 1996 au mètre linéaire de voie double en 6,14 m de large pour les deux 
systèmes :  
 
Désignation    TVR TFS /N TFS /R TFS /S 
Rail 35 G néant 1287 1364 3480 
Selles & attaches cf.rail pt rlt néant néant cf. rail 35G 
Traverses équipées néant 1189 1294 cf. rail 35G 
Béton 350 kg cf.longrine 1154 1419 1197 
Armatures 7,2°/°° cf. longrine néant néant néant 
Soudures cf.rail pt rlt 162 310 cf. rail 35G 
Rail type pont roulant 4639 néant néant néant 
Longrine 950 néant néant néant 
M.O.pose voie cf.rail & long. 840 1980 cf. rail 35G 
Total 5589 4632 6367 4677 
 
Si on reprend le tableau ci-dessus en ne tenant compte que du rail 35 G, du rail type pont 
roulant et contre-rails, des fixations et soudures, on écrit : 

 
Désignation   TVR TFS /N/S TFS /R TFS /R 
Rail 35 G néant 1287 1364 3480 
Selles & attaches cf.rail pt rlt cf. trav. cf. trav. cf. rail 35 G 
Traverses équipées néant 1189 1294 cf. rail 35 G 
Soudures cf.rail pt rlt 162 310 cf. rail 35 G 
Rail type pont roulant 4639 néant néant néant 
M.O.pose voie cf.rail pt rlt 840 1980 cf. rail 35 G 
Total 4639 3478 4948 3480 
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Différence en % du 
coût TFS / TVR 

1 - 33,4 + 6,6 - 33,4 

 
Les coûts de mise en place des rails pour la voie du TFS et du TVR sont différents : le coût de 
la mise en place des rails pour le TFS/N&S est de 33,4% % inférieur à celui du TVR et celui 
du TFS/R est supérieur de 6,6% à celui du TVR, bien qu’il n’y ait que 2 x 1 rails de guidage 
au ml de voie double pour le TVR pour  4 x 1 rails 35 G au ml de voie double. Cette 
différence provient en partie du coût de fourniture du rail et des attaches, qui est de l’ordre de 
6000 x 0,055 = 330 F/ml pour le rail 35G auquel on ajoute les attaches à 80 F/ml soit 410 
F/ml de rail ou 1640 F/ml vd pour le tramway Tfs, 
à comparer avec le Tvr où le montant du rail  et les 2 contre-rails s’élève à 471 F/ml auquel on 
ajoute les attaches et armatures  537 F/ml de rail , soit 1008 F/ml de rail ou 2016 F/ml vd,soit 
une différence de 22,9% en faveur du Tfs. 

 
 - pour la plateforme, la différence de quantité de déblai mise en oeuvre entre TVR et 

TFS est de 50% de plus pour le TFS (épaisseur de 0,60 m contre 0,40 m pour le TVRdans le 
cas de la méthode Bac).  

 
À la  la couche de fondation en béton maigre de 19 cm du (TFS) correspond une couche 

de base en enrobé à module élevé de 23 cm (Tvr),  pour le revêtement les épaisseurs  de grave 
bitume et de béton bitumineux sont de l’ordre de 19 cm pour le TFS alors que pour le TVR on 
a une couche de BBTM de 2,5 cm. 

Ainsi pour le Tvr on a une structure dont l’épaisseur totale est de 25,5 cm (structure 
Eme) et 41 cm (structure Bac) tandis que pour le Tfs on a une épaisseur de  60 cm dans les 
deux cas, les  structures sont adaptées à une plateforme PF2 dont le module de déformation 
est supérieur ou égal à 50 Mpa. 

 
 Le coût de la plateforme du TVR sans la longrine support du rail et y compris le revêtement 
en béton bitumineux est de 2742 F/ml vd dans le cas d’une structure en enrobés Eme et de 
4406 F/ml vd dans le cas d’une structure BAC; ces coûts sont à comparer aux coûts des postes 
plateforme et revêtement du TFS soit 4934 F/ml vd (TFS N) supérieur de 44,4% par rapport 
aux mêmes postes du TVR structure Eme. Dans le cas de la structure BAC, le coût de la 
plateforme et du revêtement du TVR est 10,7% moins cher que celui du TFS/N. 
 
 

Désignation TVR TVR TFS/N TFS/R TFS/S 

 Structure Eme BAC voie type 1 voie type 1 voie type 1 
I Plateforme 2742* 4406* 1244 1586 1451 
II Voie 4639** 4639** 4632 6367 4676 
III Revêtement   3690 1671 1677 
IV Entretien 1289     
Total 8670  9045 9566 9624 7804 

Gain en % /Tfs     -9,4 - 5,4 1 +0,6 - 18,4 

 
 
* Ce montant comprend le revêtement, le terrassement, la couche de béton maigre et la 

couche de Bac et la réservation pour les deux rails. 
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** Ce montant représente la fourniture et pose de 2 ml de rail et contre-rail, la longrine 
support du rail. à comparer avec la fourniture et pose de 4 ml de rail 35 G, les traverses 
équipées et le béton de calage. 

 
 - pour le revêtement,  dans le cas de la structure bitumineuse on prévoit un entretien 

tous les 7,5 ans dont le montant est estimé à 70 F/m2 pour la réfection de la couche de 
roulement. Nous ajoutons cette dépense de 1289 F/ml vd au coût d’investissement de la voie 
en structure Eme. 

 
 
En conclusion, nous constatons pour le cas de la structure en enrobés à module élevé  

compte tenu du coût de réfection de la couche de roulement tous les 7,5 ans le montant de 
l’investissement au mètre linéaire de voie double des infrastructures du Tvr est de 8670 F HT 
soit 9,4 % du coût de la voie du Tfs/N en moins, pour une infrastructure de même largeur 
(largeur 6,14 m) la  voie du Tfs étant de type 1 à un seul étage élastique. 

 
Dans le cas d’une structure Bac les infrastructures du TVR voit leur montant augmenter 

de l’ordre de 4,3% par rapport au coût d’une structure en enrobés Eme : ce montant de 9045 F 
ht au ml vd est néanmoins inférieur de 5,4% du coût du Tfs/N. 

 
1.4.2 Case study 
 
The line of TVR in Caen 

 

After 12 years of planning and two years of construction, the French town of Caen in 

Normandy, with 250,000 inhabitants, opened a new tramway at the end of November 2002. It 

is unusual in having rubber-tyred vehicles, yet is not a trolleybus as it sends the return current 

through a central rail. 

 

The new tramway is 40% cheaper than traditional tramways, with a cost of €15 million/km 

compared with €20 million. 

 

The tramway project 

 

The scheme opened with two lines, called 'A' and 'B', serving districts in the north and north-

east, running through the city centre to the south and south-west of Caen. For the majority of 

their journey, both routes combine into one, splitting near the termini. In total there are 34 

stops and the total journey from one end of the system to the other takes 30mins. Travel from 

any of the four termini into the city centre at Saint-Pierre takes 15mins. 

 

The route is integrated with 25 existing bus routes, also run by the same franchised operator, 

Twisto, that sells combined bus/tram tickets. 

 

Within walking distance of the route, it serves 70,000 residents and 60,000 workers and its 

opening created 40 new jobs. The system has an on-line journey planner and timetable. Trams 

run seven days a week from 05:30 to 00:30 at 7min to 10min intervals on each branch, giving 

a 3.5min to 5min interval service on the main central section. 
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The project has a licensor and two concessionaires in a three-way agreement. Viacités, 

Syndicat Mixte des Transports en Commun de l'Agglomération Caennaise is the public 

transport authority for the urban transport region. It is a local authority consisting of 19 

districts and the Calvados administrative region. The public works concessionaire is the 

company STVR (Société de Transport sur Voie Réservée) responsible for designing the mode 

of transport, financing, construction of the platform structures, fixed installations, rolling 

stock and maintenance of equipment. Twisto is the public service concessionaire responsible 

for the commercial operation of the bus and tram network. The civil engineering work was 

carried out by Spie Batignolles TPCI, with ancillary work by SGTE Construction. 

 

Tramway infrastructure 

 

The tramway uses a purpose-built reserved street section, designed to also act as a 'buffer' 

between the pedestrian pavement and road. Cars are banned from using the reserved section. 

This also allows the trams to average 20km/h (12.4mph) during the journey - 30% faster than 

buses. 

 

The 34 stations are fully wheelchair-accessible, as are the trams, and are spaced about 300m 

to 400m (990ft to 1,320ft) apart. The maximum gradient allowed by the rubber-tyred system 

is 13% (1 in 8), which allows trams to reach critical areas of the city centre and the city's old 

quarters. 

 

Construction of the tramway went in hand with an urban transport plan, which saw the 

existing cycle-route network tripled in size, to encourage environmentally-friendly transport. 

 

To broaden its transport services, Viacités expanded its bus network to make it 

complementary to its tram services. To assist in this intermodal interchange, the new network 

helps to connect principal modes of transport through the provision of car and cycle parks, 

'platform to platform' connections between tram and bus services which reduces walking 

distances and the sale of a one-price tram/bus ticket. 

 

Tram on tyre rolling stock 

 

The hybrid system uses a vehicle on rubber tyres but is steered by an arm which drops into a 

single centre rail. This arm also provides a return path for the negative traction current. 

 

The trams are Bombardier GLT 'tram-on-tyre' three-car articulated units with a maximum 

capacity of almost 200 people each (154 seated plus 41 standing). They are powered by 

Alstom 300kW traction motors. An auxiliary 200kW diesel engine is available for running off 

route and at the depot, powering the traction motors. 

 

The vehicles are single-ended (creating more space for passengers) and are treated as road 

vehicles under French traffic law, so cannot run in multiple. 

 

Signalling / Communications 

 

The system uses conventional tram / traffic lights and there is radio communication from the 

driver's cab. 
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The network also provides an online timetable, fares guide and journey planner to encourage 

integrated multi-mode travel. 

 

The future 

 

The tramway is also producing a change in lifestyle for the people of Caen. It is enabling 

districts to be opened up and revitalised, creating links between central and outer districts, 

bringing living and working areas closer together and promoting access to public transport for 

the disabled (a 90cm movable platform has been specially developed to help access for 

passengers with impaired mobility). 

 

By encouraging mobility and offering rapid transport, the tramway is helping to expand the 

economy and is revitalising the city centre and the districts it serves. The tramway service 

should also encourage companies to set up along its route, promoting the emergence of new 

business communities in the city centre and its environs. 

 

Further extensions may be possible depending on the scheme's success. The effectiveness in 

service of the new technology is being watched with interest by other potential tramway 

operators. 

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 
 Twisto Transports Urbains 
Population 250,000 
Date opened November 2002 
Cost €235.5 million 
Staff 40 
Route Details 
Gauge Not applicable 
Lines 2 
Length 15.7km (9.75miles) 
Stations 34 
Passengers carried/year TBC 
Staff TBC 
Electrification 
Voltage 750V DC 
SystemOverhead 
Rolling Stock 
Builder Bombardier 
Type GLT 'tram-on-tyre' system 
Vehicles Three-car articulated, single-ended, rubber tyred, electrically-guided trams 
Traction motors Alstom 300kW 
Power Electric, plus auxiliary 200kW diesel generator 
Weight25.5t 
Length 24.5m (80ft) 
Width 2.5m (8ft 4in) 
Height 3.22m (10ft 7in) 
Maximum speed 70km/h (43.5mph) 
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Maximum gradient 13% (1 in 8) 
Capacity 154 passengers plus 41 standing 
Special Characteristics 
Uses rubber-tyred trams   
Overhead pick-up, return current to centre rail   
Electronic guidance system   
Two lines running north-south   
Integrated with 21 bus routes including through ticketing   
Runs on reserved roadway   
Existing cycleways trebled at same time as tramway built   
Featured Suppliers 
AMEC SPIE Rail - Rail Project Consultancy 
ContiTech Railway Engineering - Railway Suspension Systems 
Faiveley Transport - Passenger Access Products, Air Conditioning, High-Voltage Solutions 
and On-board Electronics 
GERFLOR - PVC Flooring for Metros, Trams and Trains 
Kontron AG - Certified, Embedded Systems for Real-Time Rail Applications 
 
 
Home | New On This Site | Industry Projects | Products & Services | Industry News | 
Newsletter | Events & Exhibitions | Organisations | Advertise With Us 
 
Copyright 2007 SPG Media Limited a subsidiary of SPG Media Group PLC 
Welcome to Railway Technology - The website for the Railway Industry 
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 White Papers 
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Bombardier's website features a couple of webpages describing the guided bus system 
produced for Nancy: 
 
http://www.bombardier.com/en/1_0/1_2/1_2_2_2_1.jsp 
 
 
A good description of the problems encountered with the Nancy guided bus can be found at 
the following website: 
 
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/c.fuller1/Tvr.html 
 
Light Rail Now features a somewhat strident webpage concerning the problems with the 
Nancy system: 
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http://www.lightrailnow.org/features/f_ncy001.htm 
 
The TVR - 'tram' of the future or expensive mistake? 
The latter part of the 20th Century saw a massive revival in the fortunes of tramways in 
France, with systems being built in several major cities and more on the way. However, the 
construction of a tramway is a massive and expensive undertaking, so in the 1980s, studies 
began to establish a way of producing a vehicle which had the crowd-shifting capacity of a 
tram while being simpler and cheaper to install. 
 
Bombardier designed prototypes of the TVR - 'Transport Routier sur Voie Reservée' (in 
English the GLT - 'Guided Light Transit') in the 1980s. The vehicle can probably best be 
described as a 'guided trolleybus' - It runs on rubber tyres and is powered by electricity 
(although a diesel engine is also fitted). While the vehicle doesn't actually run on rails, it is 
guided by a single steel rail followed by guide wheels under the vehicle. The vehicles 
themselves are single-ended three section vehicles with four axles, with a guide wheel for the 
first and third axles in order that the whole vehicle follows the guide rail. 
 
The idea is to offer an entirely flexible mode of transport that is cheaper to install than the 
tramway. Since the guide rail bears no weight (and there's only one rail) it is of a lighter 
construction than typical tramway rail. The vehicle can also operate away from the rail and 
the wires, steered by a conventional steering wheel and powered by its diesel engine, so 
extensions and off-route diversions are easier to achieve and construction of depot facilities is 
quicker and easier. 
 
While the GLT’s central guidance rail is not significantly less expensive than the rails need by 
regular trams, the overall system can be installed at a lower cost since existing trolleybus 
wires can be used without the installation of tracks, and not all new sections need have either 
rails or electric wires installed; even if the entire passenger route is equipped with guidance 
rails and wires, as in Caen, the depot need not be located immediately by the track, saving 
planners from having to find space for a new yard in what may be a central and high-valued 
area of the city. 
 
Another advantage over trams, which was particularly of interest to planners in Nancy, is that 
rubber tyres give significantly more traction than steel wheels, and so can be used to climb 
steeper hills, up to a grade or slope of 13%. 
 
Compared to buses, the use of a guidance rail allows GLT vehicles running in parallel lanes to 
pass closer together than drivers could safely steer. They can also draw up to level, tram-like 
platforms that allow for easier boarding, and give access to passengers dependent on 
wheelchairs without requiring the time-consuming deployment of ramps or ‘kneeling’ 
systems. 
 
[edit] Disadvantages 
 
The GLT systems in place have experienced some mechanical problems which, though they 
have largely been resolved, have discouraged some other cities from adopting the technology. 
[1] The vehicles have shown a tendency to move erratically when running free, and do not 
respond well should the driver mistakenly attempt to steer while following the guidance rail 
(for example, to avoid a jaywalking pedestrian or an animal running into the street). 
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In addition, due to the tyres running over the same spot in the road, in both Nancy and Caen 
there has been significant rutting of the roadway, resulting in extensive repairs at significant 
cost to the operator. This could be considered to add to the already high running costs. Ride 
quality is also said to be poor, not much of an improvement on a bus, due to the 4 wheeled 
design, whereas trams have bogies with shock absorbers. 
 
Problems with the guidewheel breaking have also emerged, leading the trolleybus to swerve 
off its roadway. This is due to the high centrifugal forces exerted on the wheel when it goes 
round corners. As a result of the breakages, a speed limit of 10k/h is now enforced on corners. 
 
One of the main aims of the system, to achieve a lower cost per km than trams, has failed. 
Other French tramways achieve a cost per mile at least 10% lower than that for the Guided 
Bus. Similarly, the cost per person of the vehicles is also noticeably higher with the guided 
bus that a tram. 
 
Where snowfall is an issue, this system may not be practical. 
 
Critics of the system also point out that unlike a conventional tramway, GLT is a proprietary 
system, meaning that once having installed it, a city would face difficulties in purchasing 
vehicles from any manufacturer other than Bombardier. [2] A standard tramway, on the other 
hand, can easily accommodate vehicles from multiple suppliers; Nancy’s neighbour 
Strasbourg, for example, recently chose the Citadis tram from Alstom to supplement its 
existing Bombardier Eurotram fleet. 
 
Because of the significant problems encountered by the cities which have opted for the 
Bombadier Guided Bus, one of which has demanded compensation for the costs it has had to 
pay out for the GLT, Bombadier will not sell any more GLT systems, at least until all the 
issues have been resolved. 
 
[edit] Legal status 
 
GLT vehicles are legally considered buses, they must bear number plates, rear-view mirrors 
and lights. Unlike trams and Translohr vehicles, GLT vehicles have a steering wheel, though 
it is not used when following a guidance rail. 
 
[edit] 
 
We all know the guided bus has been around a long time. Geoffrey Skelsey and Roger Jones 
first wrote about them in Modern Tramway in September 1986 (almost coinciding with 
British bus deregulation, which saw off the only example then in use in the UK). At that time 
Essen (Germany) with 9 km, Adelaide (Australia) with 12 km and Birmingham (UK) with 0.5 
km were using the O-Bahn system developed by Daimler Benz, and later christened by James 
Freeman of Badgerline KGB, or kerb-guided bus. This made the ‘control mechanism’ easier 
to visualise in an era when a lot of other initials started to be bandied about to label innovative 
transit systems. Essentially horizontal guide wheels fitted to the front axle of a bus guide it 
between vertical kerbs. 
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The KGB subsequently disappeared in Birmingham, but a short section (0.4 km) was laid in 
the German city of Mannheim to bring buses along a tramway reservation in order to provide 
priority at traffic lights. In the UK Leeds took up the idea and after trials using ex-
Birmingham parts, succeeded in attracting Government funding for installations in two 
corridors. A short section (0.2 km) was also installed in Ipswich as part of what today would 
be called a Bus Quality Partnership. 
 
An obvious disadvantage of the KGB is that it creates a physical barrier along the route, and 
cannot be used therefore for street running. It also involved diesel buses, which rather spoilt 
its environmental credentials (at least until EURO2 engines and low-sulphur diesel came 
along), though Essen did put trolley poles on theirs for a while to create a guided trolleybus. 
Two poles were needed because there could be no current return via wheels and rails as with a 
tramway. Anyway, after 15 years the only place in the world still building KGB is Leeds. 
 
Meanwhile a stranger device emerged from the factory of La Brugeoise (BN) in Brugge, 
Belgium, to be demonstrated initially on a short track in the shadow of the Atomium in 
Brussel. This was labeled GLT (Guided Light Transit) and was a rubber-tyred vehicle but 
with a pantograph on its roof, feeding power to electric motors to provide the drive. As well 
as a steering wheel, at the centre point of the underside of the vehicle a pair of in-line small 
double-flanged wheels were held down onto a centre slot rail by hydraulic force. When 
running under electric power from a single overhead wire these wheels also acted as the 
current return. An auxiliary diesel motor was fitted to provide power to the electric motors 
when running away from the guideway and overhead. A longer section of test track was built 
along some 4 km of disused railway between Jemelle and Rochefort in the Ardennes, and two 
quite smart prototypes carried out extensive trials, including public operation, in the early 
1990s. A third prototype was given bogies and ran trials as a tram in Bruxelles, but these 
high-floor vehicles were soon rendered obsolete by the arrival of low-floor trams (and later 
buses). Another significant problem was excessive noise caused by the oscillation of the 
wheel in the guideway. 
 
BN was by now part of Bombardier and quite an aggressive campaign was waged to sell the 
system as an intermediate mode between tram and bus, with all the kudos of the former at 
only half the cost. The aforementioned James Freeman was responsible for bringing one of 
the prototypes to Bristol under Badgerline auspices, seeing an opportunity to take advantage 
of the political and financial woes then affecting the ATA light rail scheme. Nothing 
happened in the UK, but in France the Bombardier salesmen were able to tap into the desire 
of any French city worth its salt (with Government encouragement) to have its TCSP 
(Transport en Commune en Site Propre) or segregated surface transit system. Most went for 
trams of course, but it was inevitable that some politicians were going to jump at the 
opportunity to have a ‘half-price tramway’. And it was in the city of Caen that this happened. 
 
The Bombardier vehicle for Nancy at the Crespin factory away from its guidance rail, and 
before mounting of the trolley poles. The 24.5-m long, 2.5-m wide vehicle weighs 25.5 t, 
about 20% more than an equivalent bus. (Bombardier) 
 It was in 1994 that Caen decided to nominate Bombardier to build a GLT line, a 
decision no doubt helped by the company’s decision to manufacture the vehicles at the French 
factory of ANF Industrie at Crespin, now part of the group. Suddenly the GLT was a French 
product (and redesignated TVR Transport sur Voie Reservé). The intention to have the system 
built in 1996-8 was thwarted by local politics and legal challenges following a referendum 
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which seemed to show the majority of local people were against the idea. Construction of the 
15.7-km wholly-guided line finally started in March 2000, with public service scheduled for 
September 2002. The cost, including 24 Bombardier vehicles, is predicted to be FRF 1300 
million. 
 
This delay in gaining approval for the Caen line permitted Nancy to come up on the ‘inside 
rail’ and achieve the first TVR in revenue service. Nancy, a city of 255 000 in the eastern 
Lorraine region of France built a completely new three-route 30-km trolleybus system in 
1982/3, using 50 Renault articulated trolleybuses with diesel generators which permitted 
operation ‘beyond the wires’. By 1998 the vehicles were becoming unreliable, with spares 
hard to obtain, and when the Bombardier salesmen came calling the opportunity was seen to 
preserve the investment in the system infrastructure while upgrading to tram-like performance 
by choosing a guided trolleybus system, using TVR guidance for the central portion. An 11-
km line (8.6-km guided) has been built at a cost of FRF 978 million, including 25 Bombardier 
vehicles for FRF 274 million. As is often the case in France the target was set to have the line 
running before the next municipal elections on 11 March 2001.  
 
Translohr is a very stylish vehicle that matches the low-floor tram in ambience. It is seen here 
on a 10.5-m radius curve at the Lohr test track. (F. Muth) 
 
Lyon managed to build its 18.3-km tramway to a similar timescale, but Nancy had to cope 
with unfamiliar infrastructure and the first production batch of a unique type of vehicle. The 
planned dates in December 2000 and January 2001 passed in a flurry of teething troubles and 
it was not until 11 February 2001 that squadron revenue service started. The ‘tram on tyres’ 
became an election issue, with allegations that the vehicles did not meet safety criteria, and 
complaints about the noise generated by their operation. Worse was to come, for on 6 March 
at the point where the route transforms from guided to unguided mode (Essey) a vehicle lost 
stability with the rear end striking a traction pole, and three passengers injured by flying glass. 
The drivers then went on a one-day strike on the grounds that the new system was unsafe. 
Persuaded back to work, exactly the same thing happened at the same point on 10 March, 
fortunately at 05.50 in the morning, so there were no injuries. The line was shut down 
immediately and indefinitely pending the inquiry to be held by a technical commission. 
 
At least one of our members had in fact witnessed a similar incident on the TVR test running 
in Paris (a guide rail was installed on 1.5 km of the 12-km Trans Val-du-Marne busway) in 
spring 2000, describing the rear end as behaving like a scorpion’s tail, with only good luck 
preventing contact with anything solid. That incident never hit the headlines (and may have 
been hushed up), but it now seems clear that there is an inherent instability to the rear section 
of a TVR vehicle, which is triggered by a particular set of circumstances. The Bombardier 
engineers must be worried people. 
 
Which brings us to the title of this article, for no sooner does one type of guided bus leave the 
stop, than another one seems to appear, chasing the holy grail of the ‘tramway effect’ for the 
cost of a bus. Readers of our news columns will have already noticed the decision of Rouen 
and Clermont Ferrand to chose the Civis system developed by Renault-Matra. Rouen wanted 
something to scale its eastern heights (where gradients were too steep for an extension of its 
new tramway system), while Clermont Ferrand was the home of Michelin tyres, and anxious 
to have a rubber-tyred vehicle on its TCSP. Civis is an optical guidance system with a 
dashboard-mounted camera tracking a double dotted white line on the road surface through 
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the windscreen, and passing electronic guidance commands to the steering. The vehicle 
(Renault has become part of Irisbus) is an articulated bus or trolleybus, featuring a diesel 
generator electric hub motors. 
 
It all sounds rather unlikely, but trials started only in February 2001, so it is too early to 
comment. However Irisbus-Matra must be pleased with an early success in the US market, 
having been selected by Las Vegas for a US DoT-sponsored trial. At least they have got the 
system working, unlike the AEG buried-cable bus guidance system installed between 
Greenwich and the Dome, which never managed to get commissioned during the year that the 
Dome was open (despite working perfectly well in the Channel Tunnel emergency tunnels, 
and undergoing trials on Newcastle Riverside). 
 
Which brings us to the latest contender, Translohr, on offer from the Lohr Industrie, a 
specialist vehicle manufacturer based near Strasbourg in the Alsace region of France. Lohr 
have reverted to mechanical guidance, seeking to address what they see as the drawbacks of 
the TVR. There is still a centre rail, but to a profile with sloping railhead sides. Each vehicle 
wheelset is guided by two modules at the outer ends of a box frame (substituting for the axle), 
and each module has two wheels fixed at 45o to the rail and 90o to each other which 
effectively grip the rail, thus preventing a module from jumping out of the guidance system. 
This is important, for unlike the TVR the guidance wheels exert no downward force on the 
rail, which thus requires a much less substantial substructure and reduces installation costs. 
The vehicle weight is transmitted through the rubber tyres (eight on the three-section 
prototype). Running vibration is almost eliminated, making the system smoother and quieter. 
 
Two graphics from Lohr showing the wheelset design with triangular guidance supports, and 
the wheel/rail/road surface interface. 
 
The prototype unveiled in July 2000 is equipped with a pantograph current collection system, 
with current return through the centre rail. As built, batteries provided limited off-track 
capability (there is a manual steering wheel system), but after a brief appearance in Paris on 
the relaid section of the Trans Val-du-Marne busway, the vehicle has returned to the 
manufacturer to have a roof-mounted gas turbine generator installed to permit more extensive 
off-track running, so that it can be used in public service over the whole busway. 
 
The Translohr SE-3 prototype has been the subject of a great deal of design effort to produce 
what looks like a modern, well-designed low-floor tram, with the rubber tyres hidden under 
skirts. Three doors give access to a spacious passenger area with a floor height of just 250 
mm. Much use of aluminium keeps the weight of the 25-m long, 2.2-m wide vehicle down to 
19.5 t unladen. 116 passengers can be accommodated (32 seated) in an attractive environment 
created by the Italian coachbuilder Parizzi. Electrical equipment comes from Fiat (now owned 
by Alstom, which also supplies electrical equipment to Civis and TVR). 
 
Those who have seen Translohr in action have come away impressed with its performance 
and build quality. The company has invested over FRF 100 million in the project and will 
need to achieve some sales within two or three years to start generating a return on that 
investment. Their salesmen are in particular targeting smaller French cities which would like 
a tramway, but doubt that they can afford it, plus some of the smaller German tramway towns 
which are finding life heavy-going financially. They have already persuaded Ulm to rewrite 
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their tender for new trams to permit Lohr to bid the Translohr system, and this should be the 
first indication of the comparative costs. 
 
All these systems are of course proprietary products, and once purchased the operator is 
locked in to the manufacturer, unlike the tramway product which is available from a wide 
range of competitive sources. Tram builders have been under pressure to reduce the cost of 
vehicles for some time, hence the appearance of modular ‘catalogue’ trams such as Combino, 
Citadis, Cityrunner, Cityway and Incentro. Other elements of the infrastructure, track and 
overhead, also need cost reductions if the conventional tramway is going to compete against 
the ‘tramway on tyres’. The forthcoming Alstom low-cost tramway demonstration in La 
Rochelle should be particularly significant in demonstrating how this can be achieved. The 
company is building a 1.5-km tramway close to its Aytré factory and test a ‘cut-price’ Citadis 
variant and associated infrastructure that should get the cost/km below that of the Nancy 
TVR. 
 
To return to the top of this page - click here 
To return to the "Magazine" page - click here 
To return to LRTA home page - click here 
The TVR - 'tram' of the future or expensive mistake? 
The latter part of the 20th Century saw a massive revival in the fortunes of tramways in 
France, with systems being built in several major cities and more on the way. However, the 
construction of a tramway is a massive and expensive undertaking, so in the 1980s, studies 
began to establish a way of producing a vehicle which had the crowd-shifting capacity of a 
tram while being simpler and cheaper to install. 
 
Bombardier designed prototypes of the TVR - 'Transport Routier sur Voie Reservée' (in 
English the GLT - 'Guided Light Transit') in the 1980s. The vehicle can probably best be 
described as a 'guided trolleybus' - It runs on rubber tyres and is powered by electricity 
(although a diesel engine is also fitted). While the vehicle doesn't actually run on rails, it is 
guided by a single steel rail followed by guide wheels under the vehicle. The vehicles 
themselves are single-ended three section vehicles with four axles, with a guide wheel for the 
first and third axles in order that the whole vehicle follows the guide rail. 
 
The idea is to offer an entirely flexible mode of transport that is cheaper to install than the 
tramway. Since the guide rail bears no weight (and there's only one rail) it is of a lighter 
construction than typical tramway rail. The vehicle can also operate away from the rail and 
the wires, steered by a conventional steering wheel and powered by its diesel engine, so 
extensions and off-route diversions are easier to achieve and construction of depot facilities is 
quicker and easier. 
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 5 (359 YM 54) - September 2001 
This is a Bombardier TVR. Or, if you're the city of Nancy, it's a tram, despite the fact that it 
doesn't actually run on rails. When I visited Nancy the 'tram' was still under test - this vehicle 
was found away from the wires and guide rails operating on diesel power for driver training 
purposes. 
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CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 5 (359 YM 54) - September 2001 
No. 5 again, showing the great length of these vehicles. Note also the faired-in wheels to give 
a tramcar-like appearance and general tram-like styling. 
The first French city to show an interest in the GLT was Caen. Caen, like many cities, is too 
small to fully justify the costs of a full tramway system, however the GLT seemed a more 
realistic proposition. Caen began studies in the late-1980s and by the mid-1990s had settled 
upon the GLT as their favoured solution to the problems of traffic congestion in the town. A 
full scale mock-up of the GLT was produced and remained stationed outside the CTAC depot 
for some while. 
 
However, the first of the new vehicles into service were not in Caen, but in Nancy. Nancy was 
already notable as having been the only city in France in modern times to build a trolleybus 
system. The system, which opened in 1982, was operated by a fleet of Renault PER180H 
articulated diesel-trolleybuses. It served several important suburbs and a major hospital at the 
top of a steep hill. By the late-1990s the PER180Hs were getting towards the end of their 
useful lives and were in urgent need of replacement.  
 
Nancy wished to provide a heavy-duty transport solution for this important route, but it was 
felt that conventional trams would find it very difficult to climb the steep gradients on the 
route in all weathers (and even if they did, would not be able to do so without generating 
significant amounts of noise and disturbance to local residents). Clearly, Nancy wished to 
retain the use of the expensive electrical installations put in place for the trolleybus, so an 
electrically-powered mode of transport was desirable. The TVR seemed the ideal solution. 
Major works were carried out to install guide rails and stations and reorganise traffic flows in 
the city, and the system was scheduled to open in December 2000. Nancy chose to market the 
TVR as a 'Tram' presumably to cash in on the marketing value of trams elsewhere. 
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 22 (3351 YN 54) - September 2001 
Another TVR on test, this time operating under the wires and on the guide rail. 
Things did not quite go according to plan. The opening of the system was delayed until late-
January due to electrical supply problems. Teething problems with the vehicles meant that 
few were available for service in the early weeks. Then, in March, a TVR set entering the 
terminus at Mouzimpré partially lost contact with its guide rail. The third section of the set 
struck part of the structure supporting the overhead wiring and there were a number of minor 
injuries. The TVR sets were all withdrawn for safety checks. Driver error was blamed and 
after some minor alterations to the controls in the vehicle cab all the sets went back into 
service. However, the following day an identical incident occurred. Clearly there was a more 
serious problem, and the whole fleet was withdrawn indefinitely for tests to be carried out. In 
the meantime, a large new fleet of Heuliez GX417GNV buses, intended to upgrade other bus 
routes in the wake of the introduction of the Tram, ended up being used on a replacement bus 
service. CGFTE was also forced to scour the country for spare buses with other Connex 
subsidiaries that it could lease in order to plug the gap while the TVRs were out of use. 
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 5 (359 YM 54) - September 2001 
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The TVR from the rear. The diesel engine is installed at the rear of the vehicle. 
 
Testing restarted in August 2001. However, things were getting worse in Nancy. An oversight 
had meant that the TVR was not certified to operate in trolleybus mode away from the guide 
rail, which since there was no guide rail up the hill to Brabois hospital meant that it had 
previously been operating without official sanction. Meanwhile, the Ansaldo-Breda 
trolleybuses delivered to Nancy for one trolleybus route which was not being converted to 
TVR, could not go into service as the trolley poles fitted to them were too short. They had 
apparently been produced according to the specification laid down by the city of Nancy, but 
someone had made a mistake... A row ensued as to who was responsible for remedying the 
problem, and in 2004 the five trolleybuses STILL have not entered service. Back on the TVR 
front, an official report claimed that the TVR could not be operated in unguided mode with 
satisfactory levels of safety, which (as 20% of the route mileage lacked a guide rail) posed 
something of a problem. These claims were vigorously opposed by both Bombardier, Connex 
and the city of Nancy. 
 
Finally, in March 2002 and after several modifications, the Nancy TVR went back into 
service. The problems have not entirely disappeared though - there have been more 
'derailments', problems with excessive tyre wear, problems with wear of the guide rail, 
running-back on hills and cracks appearing in axles. In the meantime, the Caen system finally 
went into operation in 2002. The Caen vehicles are almost the same as those in Nancy, apart 
from the fact that they have a pantograph mounted on the middle section of the vehicle rather 
than the trolley poles found on the Nancy vehicles. The early days of the Caen system were, 
as with Nancy, marred by reliability problems and two derailments. 
 
The TVR is not the only high-tech rubber-tyred transit system being tried on the French 
market. Lohr of Strasbourg are developing a similar system (the Translohr) which is 
scheduled for introduction in Clermont Ferrand. Irisbus and Matra meanwhile have been 
developing an optically-guided machine known as the Civis which is guided by lines painted 
on the road. Prototypes have been tried in Clermont Ferrand and in Rouen, but plans to 
purchase more for Rouen seem to have been shelved. In the meantime, Irisbus are producing 
Civis' for operation in Las Vegas. 
 
Clearly the TVR has had a troubled beginning. It remains to be seen whether the problems 
can be sorted out and the vehicles made reliable, and indeed whether Bombardier ever 
manage to secure further orders for this innovative but problematic machine.  
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 22 (3351 YN 54) - September 2001 
No. 22 again, crossing the railway bridge at Nancy station on a test run. It's on the guide rail 
but is operating under diesel power. 

 

Only a few examples currently exist, but more are proposed in various countries. The longest 
guided busway in the world is the O-Bahn Busway route in Adelaide, South Australia, which 
has been operating reasonably successfully since the mid 1980s. 
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The first guided busway in United Kingdom was in Birmingham, branded as Tracline 65 and 
had a short 600 metre length as an experiment in 1984. It has since been removed.[1] A 
number of guided busways have since been built or are planned in the United Kingdom, see 
List of guided busways and BRT systems in the United Kingdom. 
 
In Mannheim, Germany from May 1992 to September 2005 a guided busway shared the tram 
alignment for a few hundred metres, which allowed buses to avoid a congested stretch of road 
in a location where there was no space for an extra traffic lane. It was discontinued as the 
majority of buses fitted with guide wheels were withdrawn for age reasons. There are no plans 
to convert newer buses. 
 
Nagoya Guideway Bus in Nagoya, Japan, opened in March 2001, and is the only guided bus 
line in the country. 
 
[edit] Rubber-tyred "trams" 
Diagram of the Translohr central guide rail (green) and the vehicle's guide wheels (red), 
which grasp the rail perpendicular to each other, thereby all but eliminating derailments. 
Diagram of the Translohr central guide rail (green) and the vehicle's guide wheels (red), 
which grasp the rail perpendicular to each other, thereby all but eliminating derailments. 
Cross section of guide rail and guide wheel of Bombardier's GLT 
Cross section of guide rail and guide wheel of Bombardier's GLT 
 
A further development of the guided bus is the "tramway on tyres", a rubber-tyred vehicle 
guided by a fixed rail in the ground, which draws current from overhead electric wires like a 
conventional tram. 
 
Two incompatible systems exist, the Guided Light Transit designed by Bombardier 
Transportation, and the Translohr system. There are no guide bars on the sides but there is a 
central guidance rail that, in the case of Translohr, is a special rail that is grasped by a pair of 
metal guide wheels set at 45° to the road and at 90° to each other. In the Bombardier system a 
single double flanged wheel between the rubber tires follows the guidance rail. This is why 
the two systems are not compatible, however the shape of the groove of the double-flanged 
Bombardier guide wheel could possibly be adapted to the shape of the top of the Translohr 
guidance rail. In both cases the weight of the vehicle is borne by rubber tyres on bogies to 
which the guide wheels are attached. Power is supplied by overhead lines, or by rechargeable 
batteries in areas where there are no overhead wires. 
 
The Bombardier system has been adopted in Nancy and Caen, France, while the Translohr 
system is in use in Clermont-Ferrand, France, and Tianjin, China, and is under construction in 
Padua, L'Aquila, and the mainland Mestre district of Venice in Italy. The Translohr system is 
intended for guidance-only operation, while the Bombardier system can be driven as a normal 
bus as requirements dictate, such as journeys to the depot. The Bombardier vehicles are 
legally considered buses, and must bear bus-like rear-view mirrors, lights and number plates. 
Unlike trams, GLT vehicles have a steering wheel, though it is not used when following the 
guidance rail. Because the Translohr "tram" cannot move without guidance it will probably 
not be classified as a bus. Hence the Translohr vehicles that on test runs on the Clermont-
Ferrand network are not equipped with licence plates. 
A Translohr rubber-tyred "tram" for the future system in Padua, Italy 
A Translohr rubber-tyred "tram" for the future system in Padua, Italy 
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These systems offer a much more tram-like experience than a regular guided bus, and offer 
some advantages over trams, such as a potentially smaller turning radius, the ability to climb 
steeper gradients (up to 13%), and quieter running around corners. The infrastructure 
installation can be less complicated than the installation of a complete tram line in an existing 
street. These systems have been likened to the tram equivalent of rubber-tired metros, and 
they are also correspondingly less efficient than steel-wheeled light rail vehicles. On the 
negative side, there have been significant technical difficulties in Nancy since the system 
opened with "derailments", where the guidance system becomes detached from the central 
guide rail.[2] 
 
Some commentators believe that rubber-tyred "trams" share the same problems of negative 
perception as other bus rapid transit systems. 
 
Other experimental bus systems have non-physical guidance systems, such as sensors or 
magnets buried in the roadway.[3] In 2004, Stagecoach Group signed a deal with Siemens AG 
to develop an optical guidance system for use in the UK.[4] 
 
[edit] 

 

TVR Transit on separated right of way 

 

 

The Guided Light Transit4 (Kühn, 1987) or Separated RoW Tramway guided by means of a 
single central rail has been developed by Bombardier and tested on an experimental site, the 
Trans-Val-de-Marne, in the southern suburb of Paris, in 1998 ; it has been chosen for the 
future Separate RoW Public Transport of Caen and for the Nancy dual-mode trolleybus 
system substitution where the new system will be  under operation in September 2001. 

From the choice of this system by the City of Caen, the manufacturers Bombardier - ANF and 
Spie-Énertrans developed the GLT becoming TVR 5 easily accessible with its low floor, dual-
mode diesel-electric, which can be either guided with the central rail or autonomous as rubber 
tyred vehicle. Under every axle there is an arm, on which are fixed two vertical rollers, 
located before and behind the axle, that follows the rail and drive the wheels by means of 
rods. The arm can either be brought down or raised by means of an hydraulic jack : to 
introduce these vertical rollers on the rail, it is necessary to put the vehicle in an introducing 
zone, that features a V shape switch or dropping place.  

This vehicle is monotrace. It is not a super trolleybus since its body, born from the new tram 
2000 of Brussels, is a rail rolling stock’s one; since it is electrically supplied by a pantograph 
power collector ; and since it includes three articulated bodies, with a total 24,5 meters length. 
It can roll to 70 km/h and can climb 13 % maximum gradient, enter in a 12 meters minimum 
curvature radius while the trams enter in 15 to 20 meters minimum curvature radius according 
to the track gauge.  

                                                
4 Guided Light Transit presented by Brugeoise & Nivelles during the 1985 UITP Conference in Brussels 
5 TVR : Transport sur Voie Réservée, Separated RoW Tramway 
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The TRANSLOHR system is developed by the Lohr-Industrie manufacturer associated to 
Fiat-Ferroviara manufacturer. The first prototype circulated on the Trans Val of Marne site, 
south of Paris, the first quarter 2001. 

Lohr-Industrie proposes a rubber - tyred guided trams range. The vehicle is guided by a single 
centrally embedded rail on a guideway. Every axle is equipped with a guidance device 
composed of two rollers in V fixed on a swiveling arm. The vehicle is monotrace. The main 
product is the tram TRANSLOHR STE with permanent guidance, derived from the new small 
gauge rubber-tyre electric transport system STEP concept. There are  three, four and five 
bodies vehicles6  ranging in length from 25 metres to 39 metres. Their body gauge is 2,20 
meters. These vehicles are easily accessible with a 0,25 meter low floor (above the ride level), 
always guided vehicles, they have an electric traction, supplied in electric energy by catenary 
and battery for the circulation in the depot – workshop. 

A bimodal version has also been studied : TRANSLOHR SE (the vehicle is able to leave its 
rail everywhere as  to continue in truck driver mode) for the experiment on the Trans Val de 
Marne site (South of Paris). 

 

The CIVIS system (bimodal vehicle with a disconnectable guidance device) has been 
developed by the manufacturers Renault Véhicules Industriels7 and Matra Transport 
International . It will be under operation on a Clermont Ferrand line in 2001 with a simplified 
version. The manufacturers  propose  vehicles of 18 or 19,5 long range, with a 2,60 meters 
gauge and an electric or diesel electric traction. Vehicles of 12 m or 24,5 meters are 
theorically possible, but their interest is not so obvious. With an operation autonomy, on 
rubber-tyred wheels and a first axle steering linked to a video-monitoring system and a road 
marking recognition system where it is necessary (in station and in a reduced separate right-
of-way at high speed), the Civis vehicle is never monotrace. Everywhere, this system can be 
operated on a busway whithout particular guidance device. At high speed, with restricted 
gauge road, if the vehicle is guided, the optical guidance should be duplicated by a safety 
lateral guidance (mechanical kerbs). 

Technical conclusions  

 
For these systems we find varied and innovating technical solutions,  for the guidance : 

- Lateral kerbs and side rollers (O-BAHN)  
- An optical guidance (steering linked to a video-monitoring system and a road 

marking recognition system : CIVIS of Irisbus and Matra Transport International, 
- A single centrally embedded rail (of tram type) with disconnectable steering bogies 

(GLT) or arms supporting tilting rollers in V form (TRANSLOHR), 
- An inductive cable guidance system (electronic steering by means of inductive 

cables embedded in the roadway) (Cegelec-AEG system), 
-A magnetic guidance system under design (magnetic steering servitude to an 

electric cable embedded in the roadway) which has been envisaged for STREAM. 
 

                                                
6 Called Translohr STE3, STE4 or STE5 
7 now IRISBUS 
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The different vehicles have an ordinary electrical supply and either an internal battery or a 
thermal generator. Nevertheless we note the constructors’ own characteristics : 

  
- The TVR and the TRANSLOHR can both run on a single wire light electric supply 

of the tramways type as the return current travels via the guiding rail, 
- The CIVIS uses electric wheel motor, which means an integral low floor between 

the wheels, 
- The STREAM power system consists of an electric contact line embedded in a 

roadway which has been adapted for urban purposes as voltage is only achieved beneath the 
vehicle. 

 
1. Le tramway sur pneu du type GLT 
 
Le véhicule GLT est de conception ferroviaire, guidé par un rail central, doublement bi-mode 
(rail-route  et électrique-diesel électrique), à roues orientables.  
 
Les caractéristiques principales sont rappelées ci-après : 
  
 - la conception ferroviaire : 
 cette conception est basée sur un châssis en acier Corten et une caisse en aluminium 
boulonnée, la durée de vie est de 30 ans. 
  
 - le guidage mécanique : 
  
 chaque essieu est doté de 2 galets à double bourrelet reposant sur un rail central. Ces 
galets imposent au trapèze de direction la force nécessaire pour faire braquer les roues. Un 
coussin pneumatique assure une pression de 750 kg sur le galet. Des détecteurs vérifient en 
permanence le bon fonctionnement du système de guidage. Le passage du mode manuel au 
mode guidé se fait à hauteur d’une zone de « droppage » qui canalise les galets sur le rail 
central. Le relèvement des galets pour repasser au mode manuel peut se faire à tout moment, 
au moyen de vérins hydrauliques. 
Le rail étant inséré dans la voie, un usage mixte (piétonnier, carrefour avec la circulation 
générale) est possible. 
  
 - essieux directeurs : 
 
 tous les essieux sont munis de roues orientables suivant un mécanisme de braquage 
progressif qui supprime également en grande partie le phénomène de balayage arrière du 
véhicule. Avec des rayons de courbe de 12 m, tant en mode manuel que guidé, l’insertion 
urbaine est aisée. La facilité de retournement permet d’avoir des terminus en boucle et donc 
une seule cabine de conduite et une seule façade latérale équipée de portes, par exemple. De 
plus pour de telles courbes, le gain d’emprise au sol par rapport à un autobus standard est de 
l’ordre de 150 cm. 
  
 - la traction électrique : 
 
 l’équipement de traction est composé de 2 moteurs asynchrones triphasés  de 150 kW 
de puissance unitaire alimentés par un onduleur à transistors IGBT. En mode autonome, le 
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courant est produit par un groupe diesel électrique qui développe 200 kW. Cette possibilité 
d’autonomie améliore la disponibilité du système de transport en laissant la possibilité 
d’extraire rapidement un véhicule défaillant du site propre. L’accélération maximale est de 
1,3 m/s2, le freinage d’urgence décélère à 5,5 m/s2. 
 
 - l’infrastructure : 
 
 à la différence des voies de tramway, la voie retenue est une voie routière similaire aux 
sites propres pour autobus. La spécificité réside dans le placement du rail central sur une 
longrine en béton armé.  
  
En mode manuel, le véhicule peut circuler sur une chaussée classique pourvu qu’elle ne soit 
pas limitée pour des raisons  de charges élevées : le GLT respecte les prescriptions de la CEE 
quant’aux charges à l’essieu. D’un poids total en charge de 38 tonnes, la charge maximale sur 
un essieu est de 11,7 tonnes, la longueur du véhicule est de 24, 5 m, la largeur de 2,5 m, la 
hauteur hors tout est de 3,22 m. 
  
En mode guidé, compte tenu de la canalisation du trafic et des charges dues au trafic, 3 types 
de voie onr été envisagés par les constructeurs : une voie sur chaussée en béton armé en 
continu, une voie sur chaussée en dalles épaisses de béton, une voie sur chaussée sur structure 
bitumineuse avec une couche de roulement en enrobés. Dans le cas du Glt, le constructeur a 
aussi envisagé une voie préfabriquée composée de traverses et de pistes de roulement en 
béton : l’avantage des voies préfabriquées réside principalement dans le fait qu’elles 
permettent une exploitation mixte Tram/GLT sur le même site. En effet, la voie de roulement 
du GLT comprend 2 bandes de roulement d’une largeur de 440 mm avec un entre-axe moyen 
de 2,06 m au centre duquel est fixé le rail de guidage. La distance maximum entre l’axe du 
rail et l’intérieur de la bande de roulement est de 810 mm, espace suffisant pour placer la voie 
d’un tram (gabarit de la voie normale : 1435 mm). 
  
Le rail central est un rail du type pont roulant fixé par attaches et encastré pour que le niveau 
supérieur du rail soit au niveau de la surface de roulement du véhicule, ce niveau peut varier 
de 0 à + 40 mm. 
  
Le système de guidage du GLT par axe central unique prévoit l’utilisation : 
 
 a) d’équipements de voie destinés au passage du mode route au mode rail dit zone 
d’engagement; 
 
 b) d’équipements de voies destinés au croisement; 
 
 c) des aiguillages destinés à la sélection des voies, installés en site propre uniquement . 
 
Le changement de mode du rail à la route et inversement ne nécessite aucun équipement de 
voie et peut intervenir en quelque endroit requis. La préférence est cependant donnée à des 
changements de mode en ligne droite, aux endroits où un arrêt a été aménagé. 
  
La zone d’engagement consiste en une plaque métallique de 1,20 m de large et de 2 m de long 
équipée d’un contre-rail en forme de V inversé dans le sens de la marche. Le véhicule conduit 
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manuellement, doit se présenter en ligne droite avec un écart maximum de 25 cm par rapport 
à l’axe du rail. Au passage du repère au début de la zone de droppage, le chauffeur engage le 
processus automatique de largage des guidages de chaque essieu. Chaque galet s’abaisse sur 
la zone d’engagement et est dérivé par les contre-rails de bordures avant de s’encastrer sur le 
rail. Le relevage des galets pour passer du mode guidé au mode manuel peut se faire en 
n’importe quel endroit. 
 
2. Les différents types de voie du TVR (système GLT) 
 
En mode guidé, nous avons vu ci-dessus que 3 types de voie peuvent être envisagés, nous 
nous intéressons ici plus particulièrement à 2 types de voie :  
 - la voie en béton armé continu, 
 - la voie constituée d’une structure en enrobés à module élevé. 
 
1. Le tramway sur pneu Translohr 
 

Le véhicule Translohr est de conception routière, guidé par un rail central. Il existera en 
trois versions, la première S2 de 18 m avec deux caisses articulées, la deuxième S3 de 24,5 m 
avec trois caisses articulées et deux essieux moteurs, et la troisième S4 de 34,8 m avec quatre 
caisses articulées et trois essieux moteurs. Les essieux extrêmes sont à roues pivotantes et non 
motrices, les essieux médians, plus chargés, sont motorisés et pivotants. La hauteur du 
plancher au dessus du sol s’établit à 18 cm. 

 
En mode guidé, grâce au système de guidage intégral, le Translohr est totalement ancré 

sur son rail central, et sa trajectoire est monotrace. Chaque essieu est équipé d’un dispositif de 
guidage composé de deux galets en « V », qui roulent sur le rail central. 

 
En mode routier, la trajectoire est également monotrace (essieux rayonnants), ce qui 

permet une optimisation des tracés urbains. 
 
Les caractéristiques principales sont rappelées ci-après : 
  
 - la masse totale du véhicule S3 en charge (8 passagers au m2) ne  dépasse pas 38 

tonnes et aucun des essieux n’est chargé à plus de 11,5 tonnes (future norme Cee). 
 
 - les essieux avant et arrière sont issus de la grande série. Les essieux moteurs (2 et 3) 

sont conçus pour obtenir la meilleure liaison possible entre les roues motrices et la chaussée. 
Le système « diabolo » (le bras de suspension est situé entre les roues jumelées) est oscillant 
suivant l’axe longitudinal ce qui permet de répartir également les pressions au sol quel que 
soit le profil de la chaussée. Les deux roues d’un même « diabolo » sont entraînées par 
l’intermédiaire d’un différentiel, ce qui évite les glissements pneus/chaussée lors des passages 
en virage. Dans ce système, les quatre roues d’un même essieu moteur ont des vitesses 
différentielles dans les circulations en courbe. 

 
 - en ce qui concerne la conception générale, les solutions qui concourent à minimiser 

les transferts de charges dynamiques ont été privilégiées. Les articulations n°1 et n°3 sont à 
trois degrés de liberté ce qui permet de conserver un équilibre des pressions au sol quel que 
soit l’uniformité du dévers de la chaussée. Les accélérations transversales sont limitées à  1 
m/s2. 
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 - le guidage mécanique : chaque essieu est doté à l’avant et à l’arrière de 2 galets en V 

reposant sur un rail central avec une pression de l’ordre de 60 kg par galet. 
Le rail étant inséré dans la voie, un usage mixte (piétonnier, carrefour avec la 

circulation générale) est possible. 
  
 - la traction électrique : le Translohr est équipé d’une chaîne de traction électrique à 

onduleurs et de moteurs asynchrones. La chaîne de traction avec onduleur à transistors (IGBT 
Insolate Gate Bipolar Transistor à commande numérique et microprocesseur) permet de 
limiter la valeur des accélérations au démarrage. Dans le cas du Translohr S3, l’accélération 
est limitée à 1 m/s2. 

 
 - l’infrastructure : à la différence des voies de tramway, la voie retenue est une 

chaussée routière similaire aux sites propres pour autobus. La spécificité réside dans le 
placement du rail central fixé sur une longrine en béton armé.  

  
En mode manuel, s’agissant du parcours haut le pied entre le terminus et le garage 

atelier, le nombre de passage étant inférieur à celui du parcours en ligne, le véhicule roulant à 
vide, les exigences vis à vis de la structure de chaussée sont moins importantes sous réserve 
de vérification de la structure en place : le Translohr S3 respecte les prescriptions de la CEE 
quant’aux charges à l’essieu. D’un poids total en charge de 38 tonnes, la charge maximale sur 
un essieu est de 11,5 tonnes, la longueur du véhicule est de 24,5 m, la largeur de 2,5 m et la 
hauteur de 3 m. 

  
En mode guidé, compte tenu de la canalisation du trafic et des charges dues au trafic, 3 

types de voie ont été envisagés par les constructeurs : une voie sur chaussée en béton armé en 
continu, une voie sur chaussée en dalles épaisses de béton, une voie sur chaussée en structure 
bitumineuse avec une couche de roulement en enrobés. 

  
Le rail central est un rail du type pont roulant fixé par attaches et encastré pour que le 

niveau supérieur du rail soit au niveau de la surface de roulement du véhicule. 
  
Le système de guidage en V du Translohr par axe central unique prévoit l’utilisation : 
 
 a) d’équipements de voie destinés au passage du mode route au mode rail dit zone 

d’engagement ; 
 
 b) d’équipements de voies destinés au croisement ; 
 
 c) des aiguillages destinés à la sélection des voies, installés en site propre uniquement . 
 
Le Translohr peut quitter le rail à tout moment pour continuer sa trajectoire en mode 

routier sans dégradations des performances. 
  
2. Les différents types de voie du Translohr 
 

En mode guidé, nous avons vu ci-dessus que 3 types de voie peuvent être envisagés, 
nous nous intéressons ici plus particulièrement à 2 types de voie :  
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 - la voie en béton armé continu, 
 - la voie constituée d’une structure en enrobés à module élevé. 
 
En effet, afin de pouvoir comparer les différents systèmes intermédiaires nous avons 

retenu 2 types de voies pour chacun des constructeurs qui sont les mieux adaptés pour se 
prémunir de l’orniérage. Néanmoins, selon les conditions locales un constructeur pourrait 
proposer une constitution de chaussée en dalle épaisse en prenant toutes les précautions 
relatives à ce type d’ouvrage (la proposition de Translohr relative à la voie sur une dalle 
épaisse est en annexe). 
 
2.1 Le dimensionnement des structures de chaussée 

 
La différence des démarches de dimensionnement entre le routier et le ferroviaire se 

situe au niveau des méthodes : la méthode routière croise des données stratégiques (niveau de 
service, durée de vie, entretien) avec des données mécaniques (rigidité, fatigue, portance du 
sol, sensibilité à l’orniérage) et le trafic (cumul, composition, charges par essieux) tandis que 
pour le ferroviaire urbain les données relatives aux trafics et aux comportements des 
matériaux sont moins explicitement identifiées. 

Le Lcpc a donné dans le cadre de cette expertise un avis sur les structures routières 
proposées par les constructeurs et en a éventuellement revu le dimensionnement.  

Pour mémoire, la démarche type d’un dimensionnement de structures de chaussée 
consiste à : 

 - vérifier sa compatibilité avec les sollicitations et avec le mode de gestion de 
l’ouvrage (durée de vie, scénario d’entretien). 

 - vérifier les matériaux et les épaisseurs vis à vis du risque de dégradation par fatigue 
et par orniérage due à l’intensité et la répétition des charges. 

L’orniérage des matériaux bitumineux est une déformation permanente et irréversible 
liée au fluage des matériaux sous l’intensité du trafic. 

Le béton est insensible à l’orniérage mais principalement sujet au risque de rupture par 
fissuration sous l’effet de la fatigue. 

Les trafics sont rangés en classes délimitées à partir du trafic cumulé sur 20 ans (dans 
notre cas nous prenons en compte une durée de service de 30 ans) : la difficulté tient à 
l’évaluation du trafic de référence qui nécessite un retour à la notion d’essieux équivalents. 
C’est là qu’apparaît l’incidence des roues jumelées par rapport à la roue simple. 

 
Pour une même fréquence d’exploitation du système de transport intermédiaire le choix 

de roues jumelées à la place de la roue simple fait redescendre un trafic de la classe T 1+ à la 
classe T 2.  

Le guidage est également un facteur aggravant dans la mesure où il réduit le balayage : 
lorsque le trafic routier n’est pas canalisé, la bande de roulement a une largeur de 1 à 1,2 
mètre; avec un système guidé le balayage est supprimé ce qui nécessite l’introduction d’un 
coefficient de correction par rapport aux structures habituelles. Les différents 
dimensionnements sont effectués sans tenir compte de la vérification au gel, pour chacun des 
systèmes expertisés.          
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"Misguided Bus"? Nancy's BRT Debacle Exposes Pitfalls of "Half-Price Tramway" 
 
Light Rail Progress – March 2001 
 
Does the "guided bus" really have a purpose in life? 
 
That question is increasingly being asked by many transit agency planners and 
decisionmakers, particularly in light of the recent experience of the transit authority in Nancy, 
a small city in the eastern Lorraine region of France, which in March 2001 was forced to shut 
down its brandnew guided-bus "tram on tires" system just one month after startup (and to 
provide substitute service with regular transit buses). Nancy's troubles highlight issues and 
serious problems with "guided bus" technology in general. 
 
"Guided-bus" fascination 
 
In the USA, where "rubber-tire" zealots seem to be waging a desperate and bitter battle 
against light rail transit (LRT), "guided bus" technology – in effect, the flagship of the "Bus 
Rapid Transit" (BRT) campaign – is being brandished as a cut-rate "train on rubber tires", an 
alternative which supposedly is "just like LRT, but cheaper", whereby the attributes of the 
low-cost, mass-produced bus are combined with various means of automatic vehicle guidance 
(such as small guidance wheels running against side curbs, or central guide wheels contacting 
an underground guidance rail through a slot in the middle of the bus's paveway). 
 

In Europe, where a tiny handful of cities have opted for "guided bus" systems, the interest 
seems more in getting the "effect" of a tramway (streetcar) – in other words, installing a 
"pseudo-LRT" system with extra-long, multi-jointed buses camouflaged as streetcar-like 
vehicles with LRT body styling. in France, where new systems designated as TCSP 
(Transport en Commune en Site Propre – Segregated Surface Transit) are beneficiaries of a 
vigorous government funding program, most cities designating projects have selected LRT as 
their preferred mode – such as Grenoble, Nantes, Strasbourg, Rouen, Lyon, Montpelier, 
Orleans. But a few have opted instead for this or that "guided bus" scheme, mainly goaded by 
politicians jumping at what they think is the chance to install a "tramway at half price". 
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Nancy selects "guided-bus" BRT 
 
That's essentially what seems to have been the case in the French city of Nancy (pop. 
255,000), which chose a "guided-bus" system as a way to upgrade its existing 30-km (18.6-
mi) electric trolleybus system. Nancy selected a new, "sexier" bus "tramway" called TVR 
(Transport sur Voie Reservé) being marketed by the Canadian firm Bombardier (a 
transportation-industry giant which makes everything from motorized sleds and jet skis to 
buses, railcars, and monorail systems). Nancy thus opted for one of the most ambitious high-
tech BRT installations in the world. 
Source: Mike Taplin, report in preparation, March 2001 
 
Unlike most other "guided-bus" schemes, which rely on side curbs to contact small horizontal 
guide wheels of rubber on the bus, Bombardier's TVR uses flanged metallic wheels on 
steerage mechanisms beneath the bus accessing a central, underground guidance rail via a slot 
in the middle of the paveway (or "guideway"). From a central point on the underside of the 
vehicle, a pair of in-line small double-flanged wheels are held down against the central slot 
rail by hydraulic force. The buses themselves are quite long – 24.5 meters (about 80 ft.) – 
with 2 bendable joints or "articulations" forming a 3-unit giant of a bus, with extra double-
width doors, 40 seats, and total capacity approaching that of an LRT car. On top of this, 
Bombardier fitted a sleek body styled quite like a true tram or light rail vehicle – not so hard 
to do, since Bombardier also makes LRT rolling stock. There are several doors on one side, 
facilitating faster boarding/exiting of passengers. 
Sources: Mike Taplin, report in preparation, March 2001; CUGN, Horizon 2006 (2000) 
 
The company have aggressively marketed their elongated bus as a "tram on tires", and 
Nancy's transit agency have maintained the strategy by calling their fancified bus system a 
"tramway". Of considerable assistance in the "tramway" project was the fact that much of the 
route was already (a) electrified and (b) located in reserved lanes or other segregated rights-
of-way. Bus stops have been upgraded, for the most part, into small stations resembling those 
of LRT. 
 
At a cost of 772 million francs (excluding vehicles) – about $108 million – construction of 
Nancy's initial 11-km (6.8-mi) TVR Line 1 comes out at about $9.6 mn per kilometer, or 
about $15.5 mn a mile. While that's relatively cheap compared with a typical US higher-
speed, "interurban"-style LRT system (like those in Denver, Salt Lake City, Dallas, St. Louis, 
Portland, etc.), it's surprisingly close to the cost of an LRT streetcar system, such as the 
Portland Streetcar (about $18.0 mn/mile). And, since each TVR bus has a maximum speed of 
only 70 kph (about 43 mph), a streetcar-type LRT – not an interurban, commuter-type 
operation – is exactly what the TVR "tramway on tires" is positioned to compete with. 
(Curiously, the TVR double-articulated bus weighs 25.5 metric tons – more than the Skoda 
LRT streetcar for Portland, which weighs 24.2 metric tons.) 
Sources: CUGN, Horizon 2006 (2000); Portland Streetcar 2001 
 
"Guided bus" rationale 
 
But if the installation cost of a "guided bus" operation is virtually equivalent to that of an LRT 
streetcar, what's the advantage? That's precisely what many LRT proponents are asking, 
leading some to characterize the so-called "guided bus" as ... a "misguided bus"! After all, for 
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about the same capital expense, the "guided bus" does not hold great promise for lowering 
operating costs like LRT – even multi-articulated buses aren't as large as LRT cars, nor can 
they be entrained to minimize peak labor costs. 
 
One of the factors that seems to be motivating interest in "guided-bus" technology is the 
problem of keeping a bus within a narrow pavement (paveway) width, particularly at higher 
speeds. A "guided-bus" route can be fitted into a narrower alignment profile, since such buses 
don't require the clearances needed for manually steered buses. 
 
The clearance problem is most perceptible as buses approach each other at higher speeds. 
Drivers instinctively want to veer away from the middle; thus an ordinary (unguided) bus lane 
or busway must allow adequate clearances for this. Particularly in street lanes and narrow 
one-way route sections (e.g., narrow streets of older cities), LRT has the advantage of positive 
guidance (flanged wheels on rails) while manually steered buses may "stray" left or right 
while in motion because of the inaccuracies of driver judgement. This situation seems to be a 
major factor motivating attempts to emulate LRT guidance with various bus-guidance 
schemes. 
 
While "guided-bus" technology has seen relatively little deployment to date, the most 
common system appears to be the curb (British "kerb") type of guidance (with small 
horizontal guidance wheels contacting a raised curb on each side of the paveway – thus it's 
also called KGB, for Kerb Guided Bus). Such buses seem to be capable of achieving higher 
speeds than those that use a center rail of some kind beneath the pavement (such as the Nancy 
system). in Adelaide, such curb-guided buses achieve 100 kph (about 62 mph) maximum 
operating speed. 
 
Factors behind Nancy's decision 
 
So, if it works so well, why are "guided-bus" developers and proponents looking for a better 
form of bus guidance? it turns out that the KGB system appears to have major complications. 
Wherever there are grade crossings or intersections, there must be a kind of funnel at each end 
of each curb to "collect" the guidance wheels and direct them into the proper alignment 
against the curb as it "reappears". Not only does this compromise reliability at high speeds 
(fortunately, Adelaide's higher-speed alignment has no grade crossings), but it also makes 
routing through city centers very cumbersome (since streets have to be fitted with the special 
guidance curbs). 
 
Thus, Nancy opted for Bombardier's central-slot system with its underground guidance rail, 
apparently lured by the appeal of a guidance system flush with the pavement (similar to LRT 
tracks, which are routinely embedded in street pavement). Clearly appealing also was 
Bombardier's tramlike styling for its buses, which, with double articulations, are also longer 
than the common articulated bus. Evidently, the axle-mounted guidance mechanism helped 
keep the entire complex vehicle properly guided, from front to end. 
 
Compared with LRT, the rubber-tired TVR bus "tramway" does have an advantage 
negotiating a very steep 13% grade in one section of Nancy's route system. in addition, the 
new TVR buses have 2 trolley poles, enabling them to readily use the existing 2-wire 
overhead contact system (OCS) of Nancy's electric trolleybus system. (LRT uses only a single 
wire, since electric current is returned via the steel railway tracks themselves.) Another 
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important advantage of the TVR system is its ability to operate on unelectrified streets 
"beyond the wires" – already a feature of Nancy's trolleybuses, which carry onboard diesel 
generators. 
 
However, by 1998 the specialized hybrid trolleybus vehicles were becoming increasingly 
unreliable, with replacements and spares harder to procure. Thus, when Bombardier salesmen 
came knocking, Nancy planners perceived an opportunity to preserve the investment in their 
system infrastructure while upgrading to supposedly LRT-like performance with 
Bombardier's TVR guided trolleybus system. 
 
Evidently, for Nancy's planners and decisionmakers, LRT's potential for lowering operating 
costs by running longer vehicles and coupling them in trains held no appeal. Nor were Nancy 
planners apparently daunted by leaping into a basically new and relatively untested, 
proprietary system, thus probably locking themselves into a single vendor for future rolling 
stock. 
 
Nancy races ahead ... Into trouble 
 
Hence, Nancy transit management plunged ahead to embrace the TVR "guided-bus" system, 
assuring a skeptical public they were shrewdly acquiring LRT performance at a fraction of the 
cost, while LRT proponents questioned why they would go to 85-90% of the capital expense 
of LRT to get none of its cost-cutting, capacity, and other advantages. (Actually, since only 
about 8.6 km – 5.3 mi – are guided, the cost for the guided alignment of Line 1 comes out to 
$20.4 million per mile, higher than the cost of Portland's LRT streetcar line, and closer to the 
cost of a US higher-speed interurban-style LRT system!) 
 
But for all their clever parsimony, Nancy transit managers begin encountering snags almost 
from the start. The problems of installing an unfamiliar infrastructure and deploying the first 
production batch of a unique type of vehicle took their toll. Planned opening dates in 
December 2000 and January 2001 were missed as "teething troubles" kept cropping up. 
 
Finally, on 11 February 2001, Nancy became the first French city to initiate the TVR 
"tramway on tires" system, opening its Line 1 to revenue service. At last, Nancy could claim 
that it, too, had its "tramway" ... and at a bargain price! So what if critics argued they had paid 
about as much as the cost of a steel-wheel LRT tramway for an unconventional, proprietary 
system limited in capacity? And that they would probably have less money for expansion 
because of higher operating costs? And that the public probably wouldn't be fooled that they 
had more than a fancier bus system? The TVR was different, it was supposedly "flexible", 
and it seemed to provide a "tramway" cachet on the cheap. 
 
"Misguided" buses ... literally 
 
But much bigger problems soon emerged. With allegations flying that the vehicles did not 
meet safety criteria, and complaints about the noise generated by their operation, the TVR 
"tram on tires" became an election issue. The situation soon got a lot worse. On 6 March, at a 
point where Line 1 route transforms from guided to unguided mode (Essey), one of the TVR 
pseudo-LRT buses lost stability, causing its rear end to strike a power-line pole, and injuring 
three passengers with flying glass. The drivers then went on a one-day strike on the grounds 
that the new system was unsafe. No sooner had they been coaxed back to work, when exactly 
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the same thing happened at the same point on 10 March, fortunately at 05:50 (5:50 AM) in the 
morning, so there were no injuries. The line was shut down immediately and indefinitely 
pending an inquiry to be held by a technical commission. 
Source: Mike Taplin, report in preparation, March 2001 
 
It turns out that a similar incident had occurred on a TVR test system running in Paris (where 
a TVR guide rail had been installed on 1.5 km of the 12-km Trans Val-du-Marne busway) in 
the spring of 2000. A witness described the bus's rear end as behaving "like a scorpion's tail", 
with only good fortune preventing contact with anything solid. That incident appears not to 
have been publicized – indeed, news of it may have been hushed up – but it now seems clear 
that there is an inherent instability to the rear section of a TVR vehicle, possibly triggered by 
certain conditions. "The Bombardier engineers must be worried people" observes Mike Taplin 
of the Light Rail Transit Association. 
Source: Mike Taplin, report in preparation, March 2001 
 
"Guided bus" vs. LRT 
 
While the Nancy "rubber tramway" system has been shut down for the moment, with 
conventional bus service apparently substituted, one can expect that Bombardier will 
eventually get it up and running in some fashion – engineers are clever and persistent people. 
But that still leaves the question hanging: Does the "guided bus" (or "misguided bus", as the 
case may be) truly have a viable purpose in public transit? On what deficiency of LRT does it 
improve? 
 
The "low cost" frequently claimed for busways, including "guided bus" systems, may be 
misleading. in Nancy, the system for the most part evidently is "upgrading" existing 
trolleybus routes (with much of their alignment already considerably segregated) with little 
actual modification except for the guiderail slot installed in the middle of the pavement. 
Evidently, much of the existing power/OCS facilities were utilized – thus saving costs. 
 
Since mostly existing routes were merely converted, large-scale purchase of right-of-way was 
apparently unnecessary. The longer, double-articulated BRT buses operate in streets pretty 
much as standard trolleybuses. The main items of construction seem to be upgrading of the 
OCS and some stations, and installation of the slot with the guide rail. 
 
Apparently, Nancy transit managers didn't even think of reconstructing streets or relocating 
utilities – the common practice in both North America and Europe for most new LRT 
systems, even the installation of a simple "streetcar" (tramway). indeed, European LRT 
practice – and the prevalent trend in the USA – seems to be to combine LRT installation with 
a sort of urban renewal program. That has not only given anti-transit zealots like Wendell Cox 
grist for their mill, but is increasingly becoming an impediment to LRT development in many 
cities (with various "BRT" permutations being offered as the only lower-cost alternative). 
 
In both North American and Europe, there seems to be a tendency to burden LRT with a 
variety of extra design elements and costs not deemed requisite for guided buses (or any form 
of BRT). in communities considering LRT vs. other possible alternatives like BRT, these 
design elements may need to be reevaluated, and reduced or eliminated, if LRT is to be 
assessed on a level playing field with such bus alternatives. 
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implications for LRT: KISS 
 
In any case, Nancy's transit managers evidently abided strongly by the KISS principle (Keep 
it Simple, Stupid) and produced a reasonably priced project (if they could only get it to work 
properly). They apparently kept the focus on improving transportation, not implementing the 
Grand Vision of a World Class City. One might also suspect that the vendor (Bombardier) 
was closely involved, wanted a working showcase example, and insisted that planners cut the 
frills. Which raises the question: Why isn't this same practice followed with respect to LRT? 
 
As previously noted, while the cost of Nancy's "guided bus" seems quite cheap compared 
with that of "standard" US interurban LRT (and European tramway) installations, it's 
important to realize that it's roughly comparable to the construction cost of comparatively 
simple LRT project, such as the Portland Streetcar (see photo at left), especially when the cost 
of electrification is backed out. in other words, Nancy have kept their sights on a "tram", no 
more, no less, and without the usual frills. 
 
It's clear that LRT planners and contractors need to offer similar low-cost options and 
approaches. One possibility would be to offer a kind of "2-tier" LRT approach – either the 
"grand package" with urban makeover, or a more modest streetcar-style (or barebones 
interurban) system which just seeks to make a fundamental transportation improvement, 
reduce operating cost, and cut out the fat. 
 
Will Nancy riders be fooled? 
 
In any event, now that they've installed a "guided-bus" BRT, what have Nancy transit 
managers and city fathers gained for their money? Apparently, a faux-LRT system that sort of 
looks like a tram or light rail vehicle, costs close to the same, negotiates 13% grades, and can 
roll (very carefully) away from the guideway. The slightly improved operating speeds of the 
new system can probably be attributed mainly to improved signal prioritization, segregated 
lanes, etc. While a vehicle life of 30 years is claimed, in all probability the TVR buses have 
an actual life of 15-20 years (about half that of LRT cars), and resale value is questionable. 
Since Nancy has locked itself into a proprietary system, one can expect that rollingstock bids 
in future will be reflected accordingly. 
 
As for the much-vaunted "tramway on tires", it is highly doubtful that the Nancy public will 
be fooled. it's rather likely that a TVR bus will pull up to the stop, and riders will think, "Ah, a 
nice new bus. What will they think of next?" 
 
Operating costs 
 
Certainly, one of the most important disadvantages of systems like TVR is the difficulty of 
bus vehicles to be entrained. That will almost surely mean that Nancy, with its "tramway on 
tires", will never see the operating cost savings which come from the ability to couple 
driverless vehicles into a trainset and improve operating productivity. 
 
Yet, curiously, the subject of operating cost for guided bus systems is almost totally ignored 
in connection with "guided-bus" and other BRT operations, including Nancy's. By and large, 
the full cost of paveway construction and maintenance does not appear be allocated to the bus 
service in all cases, particularly when a portion of the route uses public streets – unlike the 
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case with LRT, where strict accounting of costs is the norm. indeed, an LRT line may even be 
made responsible for elements of street infrastructure beneficial to motor vehicles. 
 
Nevertheless, heavy buses – particularly giant vehicles such as the TVR buses for Nancy – 
exact inordinate wear-and-tear which is incurred as a social cost, one way or another. (it 
should be noted, however, that from the point of view of the transit agency, transferring costs 
to a separate public works department is a budgetary advantage, and this may tip the 
comparative evaluation against LRT in some cases.) "Guided-bus" systems could be expected 
to exhibit vehicular operating costs per hour significantly above those usually demonstrated 
by buses solely using public streets and highways (even reserved lanes and HOV lanes). if 
these costs are not given, they could probably be extrapolated or inferred with reasonable 
accuracy. 
 
Systems using electric buses with OCS (like Nancy's) could be expected to exhibit operating 
costs per vehicle-hour quite close to those of LRT. in fact, one would expect maintenance 
costs of the guideway, and possibly vehicle maintenance costs, to exceed those of LRT. 
However, paveway installation costs may be reduced in some cases, either because existing 
pavement is used (with minimal alteration and no reinforcement), or because the original 
pavement had already been reinforced for heavy-duty bus service. Also, LRT often seems to 
be burdened with signallization costs not deemed necessary for bus service. 
 
in view of LRT's typically larger vehicles and ability to operate in trains, in most cases LRT 
operating cost can be expected to be considerably lower than for "guided bus", at least where 
peak volumes utilize the greater capacity and eliminate the need for many extra peak tripper 
buses. in addition, it is doubtful that guided-bus systems, including those with the "pseudo-
LRT" veneer, have fully equivalent appeal to the public sufficient to attract equivalent 
passenger volumes. Thus, one would expect cost per rider-trip and per passenger-mile in most 
cases to be significantly lower for LRT. 
 
However, it is possible that some of the higher-level guided-bus systems (e.g., those with rail-
like stations, electric propulsion, etc.) attract riders at a rate closer to that of LRT. But then, 
these systems also lack the ability of LRT to accommodate increased volumes at modest 
additional cost. in other words, for little to no capital cost savings compared with LRT, such 
"guided-bus" systems may, in all likelihood, burden operators with higher ongoing cost and 
less real-world people-moving capacity. 
 
Does the "guided bus" fulfill a need? 
 
So what have Nancy planners and decisionmakers now bought? They basically will have a 
system of elongated trolleybuses camouflaged as "trams", with lots of gadgetry to keep the 
buses on course. They will have a central slot to deal with in the middle of the paveway 
(tending to collect rain, mud, etc.). And they will be persistently trying to solve lots of 
operational challenges over the next months and years to prove the whole thing works. Thus 
one can safely predict that Nancy will be expending a lot of its planning and administrative 
energy trying to solve the challenges of making a trolleybus system mimic the performance of 
an LRT system. 
 
There's a recurring question: Why bother at all with the guide rail in the slot? it is dubious 
whether such an arrangement will permit higher vehicle speeds, although Nancy designers 
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seem to think their bus will run a bit faster in a narrow right-of-way if it's guided in this 
fashion. One is tempted to suspect that the extra-long, multi-articulated bus benefits from 
having its axles guided by such a mechanism, possibly minimizing any misalignment of the 
rear section while in the guideway (which might explain why the vehicle tends to "fishtail" 
when free-running). 
 
And beyond the question of whether it's worthwhile trying to imbue a bus with LRT 
characteristics, there's another issue as well. Once a transit agency or government entity buys 
into an entire, specific "guided-bus" technology, its planners and decisionmakers commit to a 
specialized guideway and technical infrastructure using one form or another of specially 
designed curbs, below-pavement conduits, special travel lane markings, etc. That might 
happen after the initial order of vehicles, where competition is alive and well, and the initial 
bidding environment may be fairly competitive among a number of vendors. 
 
However, the agency then has a stock of specialized buses with a 12 or 15-year life 
expectancy and capital costs sunk into building a specialized guideway which may work 
properly with only one manufacturer's product. When the agency proceeds to expand the fleet 
or must find replacement buses, it may well find itself "trapped" with only one 
manufacturer/bidder. is any vendor going to assure transit planners that its proprietary 
technology will become an industry standard in the next dozen years? it's not much different 
from going with a monorail, Maglev, or some other basically proprietary technology. 
 
in contrast, imagine instead that the transit agency set down a few miles of steel rails with 
1435 mm (standard) track gauge with readily available, dependable track switches, and 
mature signalling technology. The agency buys a couple of dozen light rail vehicles which 
have a lifespan of 30 to 50 years with trainlined controls so that one operator can control two 
to four cars. When it's necessary to expand that system or replace the vehicles, the agency will 
find at least half a dozen suppliers lined up who can make cars which will work fine with the 
previous generation. Productivity is better, competition is alive and well, and the technology 
is mature. 
 
Again, one might well ask: Upon which aspect of rail transit does a "guided bus" offer 
improvement? 
 
For information used in this report, Light Rail Progress particularly wishes to express 
appreciation to the following: Mike Taplin, Light Rail Transit Association, for his draft of a 
forthcoming report; R. Eacker, PE; contributors to the Light Rail Progress Professional online 
discussion list; Lightrail.com website, for Portland Streetcar (Skoda streetcar) graphics; 
Greater Nancy Urban Community website for data and graphics of Nancy BRT. 
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Caen Tramway, France 
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After 12 years of planning and two years of construction, the French town of Caen in 
Normandy, with 250,000 inhabitants, opened a new tramway at the end of November 2002. It 
is unusual in having rubber-tyred vehicles, yet is not a trolleybus as it sends the return current 
through a central rail. 
 
The new tramway is 40% cheaper than traditional tramways, with a cost of €15 million/km 
compared with €20 million. 
CAEN TRAMWAY PROJECT 
 
The scheme opened with two lines, called 'A' and 'B', serving districts in the north and north-
east, running through the city centre to the south and south-west of Caen. For the majority of 
their journey, both routes combine into one, splitting near the termini. In total there are 34 
stops and the total journey from one end of the system to the other takes 30mins. Travel from 
any of the four termini into the city centre at Saint-Pierre takes 15mins. 
 
The route is integrated with 25 existing bus routes, also run by the same franchised operator, 
Twisto, that sells combined bus/tram tickets. 
 
Within walking distance of the route, it serves 70,000 residents and 60,000 workers and its 
opening created 40 new jobs. The system has an on-line journey planner and timetable. Trams 
run seven days a week from 05:30 to 00:30 at 7min to 10min intervals on each branch, giving 
a 3.5min to 5min interval service on the main central section. 
 
The project has a licensor and two concessionaires in a three-way agreement. Viacités, 
Syndicat Mixte des Transports en Commun de l'Agglomération Caennaise is the public 
transport authority for the urban transport region. It is a local authority consisting of 19 
districts and the Calvados administrative region. The public works concessionaire is the 
company STVR (Société de Transport sur Voie Réservée) responsible for designing the mode 
of transport, financing, construction of the platform structures, fixed installations, rolling 
stock and maintenance of equipment. Twisto is the public service concessionaire responsible 
for the commercial operation of the bus and tram network. The civil engineering work was 
carried out by Spie Batignolles TPCI, with ancillary work by SGTE Construction. 
TRAMWAY INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
The tramway uses a purpose-built reserved street section, designed to also act as a 'buffer' 
between the pedestrian pavement and road. Cars are banned from using the reserved section. 
This also allows the trams to average 20km/h (12.4mph) during the journey - 30% faster than 
buses. 
 
The 34 stations are fully wheelchair-accessible, as are the trams, and are spaced about 300m 
to 400m (990ft to 1,320ft) apart. The maximum gradient allowed by the rubber-tyred system 
is 13% (1 in 8), which allows trams to reach critical areas of the city centre and the city's old 
quarters. 
 
Construction of the tramway went in hand with an urban transport plan, which saw the 
existing cycle-route network tripled in size, to encourage environmentally-friendly transport. 
 
To broaden its transport services, Viacités expanded its bus network to make it 
complementary to its tram services. To assist in this intermodal interchange, the new network 
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helps to connect principal modes of transport through the provision of car and cycle parks, 
'platform to platform' connections between tram and bus services which reduces walking 
distances and the sale of a one-price tram/bus ticket. 
TRAM-ON-TYRE ROLLING STOCK 
 
The hybrid system uses a vehicle on rubber tyres but is steered by an arm which drops into a 
single centre rail. This arm also provides a return path for the negative traction current. 
 
The trams are Bombardier GLT 'tram-on-tyre' three-car articulated units with a maximum 
capacity of almost 200 people each (154 seated plus 41 standing). They are powered by 
Alstom 300kW traction motors. An auxiliary 200kW diesel engine is available for running off 
route and at the depot, powering the traction motors. 
 
The vehicles are single-ended (creating more space for passengers) and are treated as road 
vehicles under French traffic law, so cannot run in multiple. 
SIGNALLING/COMMUNICATIONS 
 
The system uses conventional tram / traffic lights and there is radio communication from the 
driver's cab. 
 
The network also provides an online timetable, fares guide and journey planner to encourage 
integrated multi-mode travel. 
 
THE FUTURE 
 
The tramway is also producing a change in lifestyle for the people of Caen. It is enabling 
districts to be opened up and revitalised, creating links between central and outer districts, 
bringing living and working areas closer together and promoting access to public transport for 
the disabled (a 90cm movable platform has been specially developed to help access for 
passengers with impaired mobility). 
 
By encouraging mobility and offering rapid transport, the tramway is helping to expand the 
economy and is revitalising the city centre and the districts it serves. The tramway service 
should also encourage companies to set up along its route, promoting the emergence of new 
business communities in the city centre and its environs. 
 
Further extensions may be possible depending on the scheme's success. The effectiveness in 
service of the new technology is being watched with interest by other potential tramway 
operators. 
 
Printable Version Click here for printable version 
 
SPECIFICATIONS 
 
 Twisto Transports Urbains 
Population 250,000 
Date opened November 2002 
Cost €235.5 million 
Staff 40 
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Route Details 
Gauge Not applicable 
Lines 2 
Length 15.7km (9.75miles) 
Stations 34 
Passengers carried/year TBC 
Staff TBC 
Electrification 
Voltage 750V DC 
SystemOverhead 
Rolling Stock 
Builder Bombardier 
Type GLT 'tram-on-tyre' system 
Vehicles Three-car articulated, single-ended, rubber tyred, electrically-guided trams 
Traction motors Alstom 300kW 
Power Electric, plus auxiliary 200kW diesel generator 
Weight25.5t 
Length 24.5m (80ft) 
Width 2.5m (8ft 4in) 
Height 3.22m (10ft 7in) 
Maximum speed 70km/h (43.5mph) 
Maximum gradient 13% (1 in 8) 
Capacity 154 passengers plus 41 standing 
Special Characteristics 
Uses rubber-tyred trams   
Overhead pick-up, return current to centre rail   
Electronic guidance system   
Two lines running north-south   
Integrated with 21 bus routes including through ticketing   
Runs on reserved roadway   
Existing cycleways trebled at same time as tramway built   
Featured Suppliers 
AMEC SPIE Rail - Rail Project Consultancy 
ContiTech Railway Engineering - Railway Suspension Systems 
Faiveley Transport - Passenger Access Products, Air Conditioning, High-Voltage Solutions 
and On-board Electronics 
GERFLOR - PVC Flooring for Metros, Trams and Trains 
Kontron AG - Certified, Embedded Systems for Real-Time Rail Applications 
 
 
Home | New On This Site | Industry Projects | Products & Services | Industry News | 
Newsletter | Events & Exhibitions | Organisations | Advertise With Us 
 
Copyright 2007 SPG Media Limited a subsidiary of SPG Media Group PLC 
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Bombardier's website features a couple of webpages describing the guided bus system 
produced for Nancy: 
 
http://www.bombardier.com/en/1_0/1_2/1_2_2_2_1.jsp 
 
http://www.bombardier.com/en/1_0/1_2/1_2_2_2_1_1.jsp 
 
 
 
A good description of the problems encountered with the Nancy guided bus can be found at 
the following website: 
 
http://homepage.ntlworld.com/c.fuller1/Tvr.html 
 
Light Rail Now features a somewhat strident webpage concerning the problems with the 
Nancy system: 
 
http://www.lightrailnow.org/features/f_ncy001.htm 
 
The TVR - 'tram' of the future or expensive mistake? 
The latter part of the 20th Century saw a massive revival in the fortunes of tramways in 
France, with systems being built in several major cities and more on the way. However, the 
construction of a tramway is a massive and expensive undertaking, so in the 1980s, studies 
began to establish a way of producing a vehicle which had the crowd-shifting capacity of a 
tram while being simpler and cheaper to install. 
 
Bombardier designed prototypes of the TVR - 'Transport Routier sur Voie Reservée' (in 
English the GLT - 'Guided Light Transit') in the 1980s. The vehicle can probably best be 
described as a 'guided trolleybus' - It runs on rubber tyres and is powered by electricity 
(although a diesel engine is also fitted). While the vehicle doesn't actually run on rails, it is 
guided by a single steel rail followed by guide wheels under the vehicle. The vehicles 
themselves are single-ended three section vehicles with four axles, with a guide wheel for the 
first and third axles in order that the whole vehicle follows the guide rail. 
 
The idea is to offer an entirely flexible mode of transport that is cheaper to install than the 
tramway. Since the guide rail bears no weight (and there's only one rail) it is of a lighter 
construction than typical tramway rail. The vehicle can also operate away from the rail and 
the wires, steered by a conventional steering wheel and powered by its diesel engine, so 
extensions and off-route diversions are easier to achieve and construction of depot facilities is 
quicker and easier. 
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CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 5 (359 YM 54) - September 2001 
This is a Bombardier TVR. Or, if you're the city of Nancy, it's a tram, despite the fact that it 
doesn't actually run on rails. When I visited Nancy the 'tram' was still under test - this vehicle 
was found away from the wires and guide rails operating on diesel power for driver training 
purposes. 
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 5 (359 YM 54) - September 2001 
No. 5 again, showing the great length of these vehicles. Note also the faired-in wheels to give 
a tramcar-like appearance and general tram-like styling. 
The first French city to show an interest in the GLT was Caen. Caen, like many cities, is too 
small to fully justify the costs of a full tramway system, however the GLT seemed a more 
realistic proposition. Caen began studies in the late-1980s and by the mid-1990s had settled 
upon the GLT as their favoured solution to the problems of traffic congestion in the town. A 
full scale mock-up of the GLT was produced and remained stationed outside the CTAC depot 
for some while. 
 
However, the first of the new vehicles into service were not in Caen, but in Nancy. Nancy was 
already notable as having been the only city in France in modern times to build a trolleybus 
system. The system, which opened in 1982, was operated by a fleet of Renault PER180H 
articulated diesel-trolleybuses. It served several important suburbs and a major hospital at the 
top of a steep hill. By the late-1990s the PER180Hs were getting towards the end of their 
useful lives and were in urgent need of replacement.  
 
Nancy wished to provide a heavy-duty transport solution for this important route, but it was 
felt that conventional trams would find it very difficult to climb the steep gradients on the 
route in all weathers (and even if they did, would not be able to do so without generating 
significant amounts of noise and disturbance to local residents). Clearly, Nancy wished to 
retain the use of the expensive electrical installations put in place for the trolleybus, so an 
electrically-powered mode of transport was desirable. The TVR seemed the ideal solution. 
Major works were carried out to install guide rails and stations and reorganise traffic flows in 
the city, and the system was scheduled to open in December 2000. Nancy chose to market the 
TVR as a 'Tram' presumably to cash in on the marketing value of trams elsewhere. 
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 22 (3351 YN 54) - September 2001 
Another TVR on test, this time operating under the wires and on the guide rail. 
Things did not quite go according to plan. The opening of the system was delayed until late-
January due to electrical supply problems. Teething problems with the vehicles meant that 
few were available for service in the early weeks. Then, in March, a TVR set entering the 
terminus at Mouzimpré partially lost contact with its guide rail. The third section of the set 
struck part of the structure supporting the overhead wiring and there were a number of minor 
injuries. The TVR sets were all withdrawn for safety checks. Driver error was blamed and 
after some minor alterations to the controls in the vehicle cab all the sets went back into 
service. However, the following day an identical incident occurred. Clearly there was a more 
serious problem, and the whole fleet was withdrawn indefinitely for tests to be carried out. In 
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the meantime, a large new fleet of Heuliez GX417GNV buses, intended to upgrade other bus 
routes in the wake of the introduction of the Tram, ended up being used on a replacement bus 
service. CGFTE was also forced to scour the country for spare buses with other Connex 
subsidiaries that it could lease in order to plug the gap while the TVRs were out of use. 
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 5 (359 YM 54) - September 2001 
The TVR from the rear. The diesel engine is installed at the rear of the vehicle. 
 
Testing restarted in August 2001. However, things were getting worse in Nancy. An oversight 
had meant that the TVR was not certified to operate in trolleybus mode away from the guide 
rail, which since there was no guide rail up the hill to Brabois hospital meant that it had 
previously been operating without official sanction. Meanwhile, the Ansaldo-Breda 
trolleybuses delivered to Nancy for one trolleybus route which was not being converted to 
TVR, could not go into service as the trolley poles fitted to them were too short. They had 
apparently been produced according to the specification laid down by the city of Nancy, but 
someone had made a mistake... A row ensued as to who was responsible for remedying the 
problem, and in 2004 the five trolleybuses STILL have not entered service. Back on the TVR 
front, an official report claimed that the TVR could not be operated in unguided mode with 
satisfactory levels of safety, which (as 20% of the route mileage lacked a guide rail) posed 
something of a problem. These claims were vigorously opposed by both Bombardier, Connex 
and the city of Nancy. 
 
Finally, in March 2002 and after several modifications, the Nancy TVR went back into 
service. The problems have not entirely disappeared though - there have been more 
'derailments', problems with excessive tyre wear, problems with wear of the guide rail, 
running-back on hills and cracks appearing in axles. In the meantime, the Caen system finally 
went into operation in 2002. The Caen vehicles are almost the same as those in Nancy, apart 
from the fact that they have a pantograph mounted on the middle section of the vehicle rather 
than the trolley poles found on the Nancy vehicles. The early days of the Caen system were, 
as with Nancy, marred by reliability problems and two derailments. 
 
The TVR is not the only high-tech rubber-tyred transit system being tried on the French 
market. Lohr of Strasbourg are developing a similar system (the Translohr) which is 
scheduled for introduction in Clermont Ferrand. Irisbus and Matra meanwhile have been 
developing an optically-guided machine known as the Civis which is guided by lines painted 
on the road. Prototypes have been tried in Clermont Ferrand and in Rouen, but plans to 
purchase more for Rouen seem to have been shelved. In the meantime, Irisbus are producing 
Civis' for operation in Las Vegas. 
 
Clearly the TVR has had a troubled beginning. It remains to be seen whether the problems 
can be sorted out and the vehicles made reliable, and indeed whether Bombardier ever 
manage to secure further orders for this innovative but problematic machine.  
 
  
 
CGFTE (STAN), Nancy no. 22 (3351 YN 54) - September 2001 
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No. 22 again, crossing the railway bridge at Nancy station on a test run. It's on the guide rail 
but is operating under diesel power. 
 
December 2006 - n°27  
> 6 October - Saint Etienne line 5:  
a“Y-shaped” network  
As tramways progressively left the streets to allow more space to car traffic after the 1950’s, 
only three cities in France did not abandon it : Marseille, Lille/Roubaix/ Tourcoing and Saint-
Etienne. However only in this city the remaining tram line (line 4) has always served the 
centre of the town, through a North/South main street.  
However, the Châteaucreux railway station served by the high-speed train (2h45 from Paris) 
and the regional rail network TER (50 minutes from Lyon) was not served.  
The new tramway line 5 starts from Châteaucreux where a urban project of 250.000 sq.m 
offices and 400 housings will be developed. The line 5 joins line 4 and then uses the same 
infrastructure alternatively in both directions, forming a “Y-shaped” tram network.  
www.agglo-st-etienne.fr > 6 November – Nantes line 4:  
Busway, a new concept for surface transport . 
As the south-east part of the Nantes metropolitan area was lacking efficient public transport 
lines, but as the expected demand in this area was not in accordance  
with the cost of a tramway line, it has been decided to introduce “Busway”, a new transport 
mode, coupling the flexibility and the cost of a bus (Mercedes Citaro) with the reliability and 
image of a tramway.  
The Busway runs every four minutes at peak hours, uses a dedicated infrastructure  
separated from car traffic and has priority at crossings which allows a commercial speed of 20 
km/h.  
Busway is 7-kilometre long and has 15 stops served by each service. Stops have a specific 
shelter design and four Park and Ride facilities have been built on the line.  
The investment costs amounted to €53 million including € 10 million for the rolling stock.  
www.nantesmetropole.fr/ligne4  
> 13 November - Clermont-Ferrand (line 1): an innovative tyre technology from Translohr  
The specificity of the first tramway line of this city (14-kilometre long, 31 stations,  
€ 290 million invested) lies mainly in the technology using the Translohr tram on tyres.  
The result is a combination of excellent performances in terms of acceleration / braking, 
noise, and climbing (up to 13%) with the benefits of guided systems, however with  reduced 
visual impact due to a single rail sunk in the platform.  
Focus  
Tramway renewal in France  
Five years after the municipal elections of 2001, a large number of cities in France 
inaugurated new tram lines in Autumn 2006, showing very different approaches for clean 
surface urban transport.  
© Thomas Richier / tanexpress.free.fr 
11, avenue de Villars ●F-75007 Paris  
EUROPEAN METROPOLI TAN TRANSPORT AUTHORI TI ES  
The vehicles have an extra narrow width of 2.20 metres and allows curves with a radius of 
10.50 metres.  
www.letram-clermontferrand.com  
>18 November- Aulnay-Bondy in Ile- de-France (T4): a significant upgrade of old train tracks  
This 8-kilometre line serves a dense area within the eastern suburbs of Paris / Ile- de-France 
region. A former heavy rail line has been closed, upgraded and doubled where constituted by 
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a single track. 3 new stations have been added to the 8 existing and a new tram-train rolling 
stock (Siemens Avanto) has been purchased.  
The headway at peak hours has been significantly improved from 15 minutes to 6 minutes.  
The investment costs amounted to € 55 million for the infrastructure and € 70 million for the 
rolling stock. Despite this line is currently built only on existing tracks, future urban 
extensions have been studied and would be possible due to the ability of tram-trains to use rail  
infrastructure as urban streets.  
www.stif.info  
>29 November - Lyon (T3 - LEA): a suburban tram line  
This 14.6-kilometre line uses a former rail corridor closed during late 80’s and protected from 
other uses. From the main railway station, it serves the partly urbanised western area of 
greater Lyon region. The investment costs amounted to € 172 million, including a brand new 
track.  
The interest of LEA lies in its commercial speed of 38 km/h (maximum speed: 70 km/h), 
allowed by a reduced number of stations (10) and the total separation of the tracks from urban 
streets except in the centre of Lyon.  
One other specificity is the expected sharing of the infrastructure with the future LESLYS 
line, using the same tracks and serving Lyon Airport, 8.4 kilometres further.  
This will increase the complexity as the transport authorities will be different for the two lines 
(Sytral for LEA and Rhône County Council for LESLYS), as the operators (TCL-Keolis and 
Veolia Transport). Moreover, direct services to the airport will be able to bypass LEA 
services on specially built bypasses at certain stations. The opening of LESLYS is expected 
during the autumn of 2009.  
www.sytral.fr  
>16 December- Paris (T3 – Tramway des Maréchaux): a tram line with a strong ambition of 
urban renewal. The third tram line in Ile-de-France is actually the first to be opened in the city  
of Paris since 1937, is located along the municipal boundaries of Paris. Therefore, the 100,000 
expected daily passengers will be constituted by inhabitants of the capital and of the near 
suburbs. The 7.9- kilometre long line serves 17 stations at a commercial speed of 20 km/h. It 
uses the so called ‘Boulevard des Maréchaux’ that constitutes a urban ring road and aims at  
reducing car traffic by 25% on it.  
More than only transport, T3 aims at improving the urban public space on these noisy and 
polluted avenues.  
The transport investment budget of € 215 million and € 53 million for the rolling stock have 
been completed by a urban renewal projects for an amount of € 44 million.  
www.tramway.paris.fr   
>16 December– Montpellier (Line 2):  
a tram partially operated with single tracks.  
The second tram line of Montpellier will complete the existing Est/West line 1 with a 19.6-
kilometre long line serving 35 stations from North to South and 6 park and ride  
facilities. The investment costs amount to € 400 million. Line 2 will meet line 1 at four 
different stations of the city-centre, serving an alternative route. The two ends of the line be 
operated on single tracks.  
The design of the vehicles is very specific, as the blue ones with birds in service on line 1.  
www.montpellier-agglo.com/tam  
 
 
Technical aspects of the West London Tram proposal  
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by Professor Chris Wright  
Head of Transport Management Research Centre, Middlesex University  
  
Summary  
  
This report comments on technical aspects of the West London Tram scheme, in  
particular, the viability of the tram and track system in comparison with possible  
alternatives, and how the scheme might develop in future years.   
  
In technical terms, there is no reason to believe that the TfL scheme will fall short of its  
objectives. With relatively conventional technology, the proposed scheme should offer a  
service that is robust, reliable, popular with passengers, and contributes a greatly  
increased capacity for passenger movement along the West London corridor.  
  
However, Members of the London Assembly will want to be reassured that (a) the  
objectives themselves are the right ones, and (b) there is no better alternative.  Here,  
the case is not so clear. There is evidence that new tramways are not competing with  
bus services in terms of capital and operating costs per passenger-kilometre delivered.  
The National Audit Office report of April 2004 contends that of the five schemes built  
in Britain since 1992, only one has achieved its target passenger volume. Three are  
running at a loss and one is just breaking even (the fifth, Nottingham, was opened in  
2004 and no performance figures are yet available). Although the TfL Information Sheet  
23 gives some information on the Benefit-to-cost ratio (BCR) for the WLT scheme,  
there is no comparable information for the more advanced bus alternatives that are now  
being taken up by operators outside the UK.   
  
In the short term, the WLT scheme may be justifiable on the grounds that none of the  
advanced guided bus alternatives are yet feasible given the particular characteristics of  
the route and an overarching requirement for reliability in service, and there are  
considerable risks in opting for a less well tried system that may turn out to be  
insufficiently robust for the traffic conditions along the WLT route without further  
development and testing. There is no reservoir of operating experience with these  
systems in Britain. Nevertheless, Members of the London Assembly may care to consider  
the implications of the rapid development of guided bus technology and the likelihood  
that within a few years, most new rapid transit systems could be very different from the  
one envisaged by TfL.  
  
Under these circumstances, it would be prudent to consider a modified strategy: to  
press ahead with a conventional tram scheme but to configure the infrastructure so that  
it can be adapted to advanced guided bus working in parallel with the trams in future  
years.  
  
Introduction  
  
As set out in Information Sheet 23, TfL have given five main reasons for pursuing the  
West London Tram (WLT) scheme. It will  
  
(i) produce the capacity to support growth   
(ii) deliver a highly segregated, reliable service  
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102  
(iii) reduce operating costs per passenger  
(iv) offer a highly attractive service to compete with car travel and generate high  
mode shift  
(v) encourage necessary environmental improvements and aid regeneration.  
  
The aim of this report is to provide an independent review of the scheme from a  
technical point of view. The report comments on the viability of the proposals,  
compares them with possible alternatives in the light of recent developments in other  
European countries, and suggests a longer-term view of how the scheme might develop  
in future years.   
  
The report is divided into four main parts: a review of current tram technology together  
with brief details of systems that have been commissioned in recent years, a review of  
potential alternatives including advanced forms of guided bus, and the conclusions.  
  
Trams and tram technology  
  
Austria, Italy, Switzerland, and countries throughout Eastern Europe have an unbroken  
tradition of tramway operation. Major cities have inherited a permanent way system that  
is now proving invaluable as they modernise their rolling stock. In other countries,  
tramways are being revived, with sophisticated (and expensive) vehicles, segregated  
track to provide fast journey times, and efficient fare collection. They include 5 cities in  
Germany1. Paris is planning a major expansion. One report lists 45 cities in the USA  
where existing systems are being extended, or new systems being planned or are under  
construction2.  
  
The state of the art  
  
These cities are not all buying the same kind of tram. There is no standardisation. In  
fact, the vehicles now on offer cover a wide technological spectrum ranging from the  
simple and robust vehicles typical of Eastern European systems to the sophisticated and  
complex ultra-low-floor vehicles recently introduced in Vienna.   
  
Britain’s new tramways lie somewhere in the middle of this technological spectrum. The  
five new tramways that have opened in recent years (Croydon, Manchester,  
Nottingham, Sheffield, and the West Midlands) differ in two main ways from the old-  
fashioned tram systems that were abandoned during the 1950’s. Firstly, they are more  
sophisticated in engineering terms, borrowing on experience accumulated in continental  
Europe. Secondly, they are prestige projects, relying on priority arrangements at traffic  
junctions together with segregated track wherever possible to ensure quick journey  
times with minimum interference from other street traffic.   
  
STEEL WHEEL ON STEEL RAIL  
  
Trams are distinguished by their steel wheels, which run on steel rails. Most of the  
wheels are attached to swivelling bogies so they follow the track alignment accurately  
around sharp curves.  Note that a conventional bogie with solid axles is intrinsically  
stable. A solid axle forces the wheels that are attached to it to rotate at the same speed,  
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and since the running faces are slightly conical in shape, any small deviation of the  
bogie from the track centreline means that the ‘outer’ wheels must cover more ground  
than the inner ones. The result is that if it deviates for some reason to one side, the  
103 bogie will tend to return to the centre of the track automatically. The wheel flanges  
rarely come into play, and wear is minimised.   
  
Although there is no standard layout, modern trams often consist of two articulated cars  
supported on three bogies. Two bogies are powered, with a central ‘trailing’ bogie in  
between. Power bogies take up more room and are therefore located under high-floor  
areas at the front and rear. The central bogie is not really a bogie at all, but a steel  
frame forming an integral part of the central body section, to which the wheels are  
attached via short stub axles. The low floor then passes through the gap between the  
wheels. This arrangement effectively replaces two heavy bogies with a single,  
lightweight frame, but the wheel flanges of the centre section tend to wear more  
quickly than those attached to the power bogies because they rotate independently and  
do not centre themselves automatically on the track in the same way as wheels having  
solid axles.  
  
INDEPENDENT HUB DRIVE  
  
In recent years, designers have experimented with a completely different approach,  
doing away with bogies altogether, and replacing them with all the wheels mounted on  
stub axles. This arrangement is lighter than a conventional bogie, and also permits a  
lower floor. The ultra-low floor (ULF) vehicles commissioned for Vienna in 1996 have a  
motor fixed vertically above each wheel. Each pair of wheels is attached to a portal  
frame that is steered through a system of links so that the wheels follow the track  
alignment. Each portal frame supports the rear of the preceding body section and the  
front of the next via a ‘pendulum suspension’3. Like the Viennese ULF tram, the  
Chemnitz Variotram has independent electric hub drive.   
  
Both these types of tram lack the inherent stability of a conventional tram with regard  
to ‘hunting’ on straight track, owing to the lack of a solid connection between nearside  
and offside wheels, although in both cases the motor torque is controlled electronically  
so that, in effect, each pair of wheels is electronically coupled. However, an ‘electric  
axle’ may itself be subject to dynamic oscillations, and the maximum speed is limited  
accordingly.  
  
Advantages of trams  
  
The particular advantages of trams over other forms of public transport are as follows:  
  
(i) Trams have a lower rolling resistance per unit weight than equivalent rubber-  
tyred vehicles, and they use an electrical overhead power supply; hence they are  
pollution-free at the point of use.  
  
(ii) Depending on the quality of the track and the suspension, trams can give a  
smooth ride.  
  
(iii) Cars can be coupled together to make larger units capable of carrying high  
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passenger loads, while the infrastructure occupies a relatively narrow strip of land that  
can overlap with areas of carriageway used by other traffic.   
  
(iv) Trams have a long life. The cars for the Manchester Metrolink system, for  
example, are expected to last 30 years, with a major overhaul every 10 years.  
  
104  
(v) Passengers like them.  
  
It is important to stress that passengers prefer trams to buses. Apart from giving a  
smoother ride, trams integrate well into shopping streets because they are clean and  
they move in a predictable way. The tracks are reassuring: pedestrians can tell at a  
glance whether there is a tram service operating in the area, and visualise where the  
service might take them. Consequently, a modern tram system tends to attract more  
passengers than an equivalent bus system; one report4 suggests a 30% increase in  
ridership as the ‘tram bonus’ in Germany.   
  
CAPACITY  
  
The passenger-carrying capacity of a tram or a bus depends mainly on the floor area of  
the passenger compartment together with the mix of seated and standing passengers.  
Modern European trams are 2.6m wide, only a little wider than the maximum width of  
2.55m allowed for buses, so one would expect a rail vehicle 35m long to hold roughly  
twice as many passengers as an 18m-long articulated single-deck bus, and this indeed  
turns out to be the case. The fourth column of Table 1 gives figures for a selection of  
bus, tram and metro systems; the number of passengers per vehicle is between 6 and 7  
per metre length. The exception is the Hong Kong Mass Transit stock, which is wider  
than European stock, and carries passengers at a higher density.  
  
For planning purposes, it is more important to know the maximum number of  
passengers that can be carried per single track per hour. Various estimates have been  
put forward for the maximum line capacities of different modes, and some  
representative values are given in Table 1. The table includes details of actual flows  
carried by the Sheffield Supertram and Midland Metro, which together span the  
capacity range for the ‘new’ generation of light rail systems constructed in Britain since  
1994. In principle, trams can run at service intervals much shorter than the ones shown,  
and most new systems are designed with the aim of building up the fleet size and  
increasing the service frequency to cope with future expansion in demand. A realistic  
upper limit would be in the region of 6 000 passengers per hour with conventional  
articulated units running at 2-minute intervals. The anticipated capacity of the WLT  
scheme at 5 500 passengers per hour is close to this value. By comparison, the  
maximum capacity of a reserved bus lane is about 4 000 passengers per hour, this being  
the value observed at one of London’s busiest bus lanes in Streatham5.  
  
Furthermore, trams can be coupled into pairs for peak running. If the service interval  
remains unchanged, then coupling the cars in pairs will double the capacity of the line.   
  
  
Bombardier Receives An Order From Nancy In France To Build 25 Trams On Tyres 
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Montréal (Quebec), December 01, 1998 
Bombardier Transportation, through its French-based facility ANF-Industrie, announced 
today the signing of a contract with the Grand Nancy Urban Community for the supply of 25 
trams on tyres GLT. These vehicles will operate on a segregated right of way, which will 
shortly be installed by the City of Nancy. This contract is valued at approximately CAN $ 70 
million (274 million French Francs). The manufacturing of the vehicles will start in June of 
1999, at the Crespin facility in France, and the first cars are planned to be in revenue service 
at the end of year 2000. 
 
The GLT is a tram on tyres which operates as a classical tramway when it is guided by a 
central embedded rail and powered by an overhead catenary, or as a trolleybus when it leaves 
the rail; or even as an autonomous regular bus. 
 
Bernard Dolphin, President, Atlantic Europe, Bombardier Transportation, said he was 
delighted with this accomplishment, which clearly demonstrates the technological know-how 
of Bombardier for trams on tyres, and confirms the choice made by the City of Caen in July 
1994 for this type of vehicle. 
 
Bombardier Transportation, a world leader in the manufacturing of passenger rail cars, is 
responsible for all Bombardier’s operations in the field of rail transportation equipment. It 
offers a complete range of urban, suburban and intercity vehicles as well as turnkey rail transit 
systems worldwide. It also manufactures freight cars and provides operations and 
maintenance services. Bombardier Transportation is the leading supplier of passenger rail cars 
in North America, where its activities are carried out by Mass Transit - North America and 
Transit Systems (Canada), Bombardier Transit Corporation (USA) and Concarril (Mexico). In 
Europe, Bombardier Transportation operates manufacturing facilities in Austria, Belgium, the 
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. 
 
Bombardier Inc. is a Canadian corporation, active in the fields of aerospace, rail 
transportation equipment, recreational products, financial services and services related to its 
products and core businesses. It operates plants in 11 countries in North America and Europe 
and more than 88% of its revenues are generated outside Canada. Bombardier's revenues for 
its fiscal year ended January 31, 1998 totalled $8.5 billion.  
Sources:  
  
1. STEWARD, M, J GENT and C STANNARD (2000) Tramlink official handbook. Harrow   
Weald: Capital Transport Publishing; see also www.tfl.gov.uk/trams  
2. SENIOR, J and E OGDEN (1992) Metrolink. Glossop: Transport Publishing Co Ltd.   
3. POWLES, J K (1993)  Implementing Line 1: Birmingham to Wolverhampton. Proc Conf 
on Light Rail '93, 23-25  
November 1993, Birmingham (L Lesley, editor). Liverpool: Transport Science.  
4. www.travelmetro.co.uk  
5. LAST, A (2002)  UK LRT developments - opportunities and challenges. Proc European 
Transport Conference,  
Cambridge, 2002. London: Association for European Transport.  
6. D Skirrow (personal communication)  
7. www.nottinghamexpresstransit.com  
8. Croydon Tramlink management  
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9. Metrolink staff  
10. NET staff  
   
The GLT - The Tram On Tyres - Approved For Running 
 
Crespin, France, December 06, 1996 
Series production of the GLT - the tram on tyres - constructed by Bombardier Eurorail 
company ANF-Industrie, has just been approved by the DRIRE (a regional organisation 
taking administrative decisions regarding industry, research and the environment) of the 
Parisian region. The approval, a prerequisite to bringing all new urban transport vehicles into 
service, was granted following a complete series of tests made on the first vehicle under the 
guidance of UTAC (Technical Group of the Car and Cycle Industry) and CNRV (National 
Centre for Vehicle Approval). 
 
The GLT passed all the performance tests and the trials proved that the vehicle performs 
extremely well both as a road vehicle and in guided mode. Its ability to run on tracks with 
steep gradients and to slow down in the most difficult road holding conditions proved to be 
far superior to estimated performance. 
 
The GLT, designed by Bombardier Eurorail, is a tram fitted with tyres offering two distinct 
running modes. As a tram, it is guided by a central rail and takes power from an overhead 
electrical supply, via a pantograph. As free running vehicle, it retracts its guidance system and 
is powered by a generating set, conforming to the most stringent anti-pollution measures 
(EURO2). 
 
Bernard Dolphin, Managing Director of ANF-Industrie, said : "This is a major success, which 
confirms the validity of the technical aspects of the GLT. We can now launch mass 
production of this innovative vehicle". 
 
The first vehicle has been produced for the French city of Caen in an order placed by the 
"Syndicat Mixte des Transports en Commun de l'Agglomération Caennaise", the organisation 
responsible for the management of public transport in the city of Caen and its suburbs. 
 
A further GLT will now be built for the demonstration site of the RATP (the organisation 
which manages transport in the Parisian region). This GLT will provide public transport at the 
site in the Val de Marne region. 
 
The GLT is 24.5 metres long and 2.5 metres wide, with the ability to carry 
200 passengers in excellent comfort. Due to the positioning of its axles, the GLT can 
negotiate very tight curves in either running mode, with a 12 metre radius turning circle. 
 
ANF-Industrie is the second largest French rolling stock manufacturer and Bombardier 
Eurorail's principal company in France. The GLT is constructed at the ANF-Industrie 
workshops at Crespin, near the town of Valenciennes. 
 
Bombardier Eurorail, based in Brussels, Belgium, comprises the activities of Bombardier 
Prorail (United Kingdom), ANF-Industrie (France), BN Division (Belgium), Bombardier-
Wien Schienenfahrzeuge AG (Austria) and 
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Waggonfabrik Talbot (Germany) and offers a full range of rail transportation equipment, 
including light rail vehicles, subway cars, electrical and diesel multiple units, passenger train 
coaches, high speed train equipment, freight wagons and bogies (undercarriages). A 
subsidiary of Bombardier Inc. of Canada, Bombardier Eurorail employs 4,400 people and is a 
member of the Bombardier Transportation Group, which is responsible for all of 
Bombardier's operations in the field of rail transportation equipment and is the leading 
manufacturer of passenger railcars in North America. 
 
Bombardier Inc. is a Canadian corporation engaged in design, development, manufacturing 
and marketing activities in the field of transportation equipment, civil and military aerospace 
and motorised consumer products. It also provides services related to its core competencies. 
The Montreal-based corporation operates plants in Canada, the United States, Mexico, 
Austria, Belgium, France, the United Kingdom, Germany and Finland, employing 40,000 
people. Bombardier's business volume totals 7.1 billion Canadian dollars and more than 85 
percent of the corporation's revenues are generated in markets outside Canada. 
 
Why the Trolleybus? 
  
 
This article is an update of one previously published in UIT magazine in July 2002. 
 
 
The author Eur Ing Irvine Bell BSc CEng MIMechE CDipAF PGCE is a professional 
automotive engineer with over 25 years experience in the commercial vehicle manufacturing 
and operating industries. 
 
Promoting quiet, clean urban transport using Overhead Electric, Zero Emission Trolleybuses - 
email The Electric Tbus Group 
 
updated 1/2/06 
eQdigital 
  
Introduction 
The electric trolleybus is a long established form of urban public transportation. It had a 
heyday in the 1930s and 1940s as replacement for street tramways. Its fortunes began to 
decline in the 1950s as diesels became as cost effective and the 'inflexibility' of a fixed 
infrastructure became to be perceived as a disadvantage. At that time, decreasing public 
transport ridership was often just accepted as inevitable and environmental issues were of 
little concern. As equipment wore out, many trolleybus systems were replaced by diesels. 
Falling markets for trolleybuses and their equipment increased costs and accelerated the 
decline. 
Major oil supply crises in the 1970s reversed the process. Since then the need to improve 
urban public transport and increasing awareness of environmental issues have generated 
renewed interest in trolleybus technology. Existing systems have expanded and re-equipped 
and new systems opened. The announcement of a new trolleybus system for Rome and the 
opening of a new system in Landskrona in Sweden are examples. Rome, which already has 
metro and tramway systems, is investing in a 300 vehicle, 10 route trolleybus system, with off 
wire operation in the city's historic centre. 
 Fig 1 First of Romes new Solaris/Ganz articulated trolleybuses 
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Substantial numbers of trolleybuses have been ordered by or recently delivered to Athens [Fig 
2], Arnhem, Basel, Bern, Bologna, Boston, Dayton, Esslingen, Genoa, Grenoble, Lausanne, 
Linz, Lyon, Naples, St. Etienne, Salzberg, San Francisco, Sao Paulo, Seattle and Solingen, 
amongst other places. 
 
 Fig 2 One of Athens new Neoplan articulated trolleybuses 
 
Interest has developed in places like Hong Kong, where there was no previous experience of 
trolleybuses. The Stagecoach subsidiary Citybus in Hong Kong has recently converted a 
Dennis double deck diesel bus to a trolleybus and set up as test circuit. 
 
Current worldwide situation 
From a handful of installations in the early 1900s, the number of trolleybus systems in the 
world open grew to a maximum of about 400 in the mid 1950s, dropped back to below 300 in 
the early 1970s and has since grown again to over 350. The world distribution [Murray, Alan] 
in 2000 is shown in the table below: 
 
  
The West European distribution is shown below: 
 
  
 
The country with the largest number of trolleybuses is Russia with 89 systems and 14110 
vehicles. The world's largest system is Moscow with 2032 vehicles. The largest West 
European system is Athens with 315 vehicles. 
[Data from Alan Murray's World Trolleybus Encyclopaedia 2000 ISBN 0 904245 18 1] 
 
Modern Trolleybus technology 
Established trolleybus systems generally operate at about 600V DC, but new systems at 750V 
DC. The 25% higher voltage permits lighter, neater and cheaper overhead. 'Elastic' overhead 
and modern designs of 'switches' or 'points' or 'frogs' permit trolleybuses to operate without 
having to slow down to avoid dewirement. 
Modern low mass high stiffness trolley booms with modern overhead reduce the possibility of 
dewirements to rare events. Automatic lowering in the event of dewirement reduces the 
chance of a damaging dewirement even further. 
The latest trolleybus designs feature individual motors at each driven wheel. These permit 
much better accessible low floor layouts than can be achieved with diesel bus mechanical 
transmission systems. An example of an Irisbus Cristalis 18m trolleybus interior with a wide 
low flat floor possible with individual wheel drive is shown in Fig 5. The drive configuration 
of an Irisbus Civis, which shares the same hub motor drive arrangement, is shown in Fig 10. 
 
 Fig 5 Interior of Irisbus Cristalis 18m trolleybus showing wide low flat floor possible 
with electric drive. The Irisbus Civis is similar. 
 
 Fig 10 Civis Hub mounted motors on the two rear axles, turning special 'super-single' 
tyres, provide a low platform height of 320mm 
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Modern trolleybuses typically feature auxiliary power units [APUs] to permit operation away 
from overhead. In conjunction with automatic lowering of trolley booms, a modern trolleybus 
can divert from route without having to stop. Automatic rewiring can be achieved with 'pans' 
fitted to the overhead at appropriate locations. 
The most popular choice of APU is a 50kW to 75kW diesel alternator unit, permitting 
operation at up to 15 to 20 MPH. Alternative battery or flywheel APUs have the advantage of 
zero emissions but performance and / or range are more limited. 
Heating and / or air conditioning require substantial amounts of power, which can be more 
readily found from the overhead on electric vehicles rather than from auxiliaries on diesel 
engines. 
Modern trolleybuses have around double the power to weight ratio of similar diesel designs, 
permitting comfortable acceleration rates [around 3 mph/second or 1.3 m/s/s] to be 
maintained up to around double the speeds diesels can. An Athens Van Hool - Alstom A300T 
trolleybus can maintain about 3 mph/second [1.3m/s/s] up to about 16mph [26 kph] and fully 
laden can cover 0.37miles [600 m] from a standing start and stop again in 50 seconds - an 
average speed 27 mph [43 kph] without exceeding 40 mph [65 kph] or accelerating or braking 
at more than 3 mph/second [1.3 m/s/s]. To attempt to match that performance, a similar 12m 
diesel bus would need an engine of at least 300 kW. Trolleybus hill climbing performance is 
also very much better than diesels. If not constrained by congestion, a route can be operated 
faster and with fewer vehicles by trolleybuses than by diesels. 
Modern trolleybus electrical equipment is based on AC motor technology. [See my article in 
'Trolleybus Magazine' July - August 1999]. As well as being very reliable and long lived, it is 
almost maintenance free compared with diesel engines and transmissions. Most service 
braking can be achieved electrically meaning that foundation brake maintenance is very much 
less than with conventional diesel designs. Regenerative braking in modern trolleybuses - 
putting the energy that would otherwise be dissipated as heat back into the contact line - can 
give energy savings of the order of 30%. The better availability and reliability and lower 
maintenance and energy requirements of modern trolleybuses and higher performance, mean 
smaller operational fleets than diesel designs and significantly lower maintenance and energy 
usage costs. 
The benefits of electrical individual wheel drives are finding their way into diesel designs. 
Products such as the Irisbus Civis [Fig 6] are also available in diesel electric versions. A 
diesel electric version of Civis has been proposed for the Cambridge 'superCam' guided 
busway project. 
 
 Fig 6 Irisbus Civis trolleybus 
 
In reality, these are trolleybuses with large APUs and possibly without current collection 
equipment. With current collection equipment, they can operate in either electric or diesel 
modes. An example of such a vehicle is the Lausanne Neoplan, [Fig 7], which incorporates a 
330kW diesel generator. 
 
 Fig 7 Lausanne Neoplan diesel electric hybrid trolleybus 
 
Earlier [1980s] hybrid trolley / diesel designs attempted to integrate electrical driveline 
components in with a retained mechanical transmission. Perhaps not surprisingly, these 
designs proved to leave much to be desired. The new generation of all electric driveline diesel 
/ trolley hybrids avoid the former design compromises. They open up the possibility of 
electric networks with infrastructure on only those parts of a network where the volume of 
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traffic and / or environmental considerations dictate the most benefit. Such networks can be 
developed incrementally, from diesel only to whatever level of electric operation is deemed 
appropriate. 
There has been considerable interest, particularly in France, in developing trolleybus 
technology into 'trams on tyres'. New rubber tyred [partly] guided electric or diesel electric 
vehicles are going into service in for example Nancy [Fig 4] and Caen and being trialled in 
Paris. 
 
 Fig 4 (a) Bombardier single rail guided trolley vehicle(s) in Nancy 
 
Trolleybuses and the environment - the twin problems of air pollution and sustainability 
 
Air quality is a problem in most urban areas. In 1999 more people died from air pollution in 
London than from road traffic accidents. 
In major urban centres, the most significant emission source is internal combustion engine 
[IC] vehicles. Two pollutants - nitrogen oxides [NOx] and fine particles [particulates]- are the 
greatest cause for concern. Over half of emissions of NOx and over two thirds of particulates 
come from IC engines, particularly diesels. 
In the longer term and being dependent [in the main] on fossil fuel, diesel or any other 
combustion engine vehicles can never be a significant part of a sustainable low carbon road 
transport system. 
Environmentally superior alternatives to conventional diesel traction are a necessity. At the 
same time however, any such alternatives have to compete with the practicability and the 
proven cost effectiveness of diesel traction. The trolleybus has the capability to do this. 
Trolleybuses provide true zero street emissions. This is guaranteed under all circumstances, 
including idling, cold running, transient conditions, sub optimal maintenance, etc., throughout 
the life of the vehicle. This is impossible with diesel or other combustion engines. 
Electric vehicles indirectly introduce pollutants into the environment as a whole. The nature 
and level of these pollutants depend on the electric power source. However modern power 
stations produce far lower levels of pollutants than vehicle engines and the pollutants from 
power stations are not pumped directly into the air to be breathed on the streets. 
As well as NOx and particulates, Greenhouse gases [GHGs] are a serious concern. The main 
GHG is Carbon Dioxide [CO2]. Burning fossil fuels in modern power stations is more 
efficient than in vehicle engines and less CO2 results. 
A typical modern combined cycle thermal power station has a conversion efficiency of up to 
60%. The best that the most efficient diesel bus engine can achieve is about 40% [other 
combustion engines are much less efficient]. But the bus engine operates under varying load 
reducing its average efficiency below 30%. In contrast, the power station operates under 
constant efficiency conditions. After allowing for transmission line losses [9% in the UK 
Grid] and factoring in gains from regeneration, a trolleybus is up to twice as energy efficient 
as a combustion engine bus. The trolleybus may only be responsible for half the GHGs 
therefore. 
The authors of the report 'New Concepts for Trolley Buses in Sweden' describe a recent 
environmental study on the trolleybuses in Arnhem. This compared the emissions from 18m 
articulated trolleybuses with equivalent Euro 3 diesels, based on the Netherlands power 
generation mix, which is about 45% coal, 45% natural gas and with only about 10% from non 
fossil fuel sources. 
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The authors extrapolated this data to Swedish power production mix, which is about 90% 
hydroelectric and other non-fossil sources. Comparative emissions for trolleybuses with both 
power mixes against diesels are shown in the table below: 
 
 As can be seen trolleybus emissions into the environment as a whole are generally 
minute compared with even the best diesel technology. Euro 4 or Euro n IC engines or 
whatever will not change this. 
The bulk of renewable energy resources such as wind, wave, solar, and waterpower, burning 
biomass, etc., generate electricity. Therefore, electricity just has to be the green flexible 
environmentally friendly sustainable 'fuel' of choice for urban transport systems for the future. 
Trolleybuses could have a major role in a greener and sustainable future. 
 
Economics of trolleybuses 
The economics of trolleybuses, compared with diesels, depend on balancing the greater 
capital cost of trolleybuses and the infrastructure, against savings in maintenance costs, 
energy usage costs, reductions in fleet sizes due to better performance and better reliability 
and availability of electric vehicles, and longer life of electric vehicles and their major 
components. These savings are most apparent on demanding heavily trafficked urban trunk 
routes The economics also depend on balancing benefits such as increased ridership and 
revenue, plus whatever [financial] importance is attached to health costs and environmental 
issues. 
Every situation is different and needs to be evaluated individually. A situation such as 
operating in a subway may be very clear-cut - savings in ventilation equipment may easily 
repay the costs of electric operation. A situation may have a significant but subtle aspect. For 
example, it has been reported that round the clock operation of trolleybuses in Hong Kong, 
with quiet night time operation and needing fewer visits to depot than diesel buses, would 
mean significant savings in depot size and costs. 
The main capital cost difference between a trolleybus and an otherwise similar diesel is due to 
the replacement of a high volume production diesel engine and transmission by a low volume 
production electric traction package. 
Information published [article by the author 'Trolleybus Magazine' July - August 1999] 
indicates that the extra cost of a trolleybus over a diesel of the same basic design, is around 
£100k, if purchased in a batch of about 100 from a West European manufacturer. 
Many orders for trolleybuses are for considerably less than 100 vehicles. It can benefit 
operators to join together to place orders, as Arhem and Solingen have recently done. Arhem, 
work on the assumption that a trolleybus will cost them about double the cost of a similar 
diesel, in a 50 vehicle fleet. 
A further complication is what kind of 'diesel' the comparison is made against. The above 
figures are based on trolleybus designs derived from diesel designs with mechanical 
transmissions and sharing similar final drive arrangements A trolleybus using the latest 
individual wheel motor drive technology such as a Cristalis cannot strictly be compared with 
a conventional diesel with a mechanical transmission. The trolleybus has a very much better 
accessible low floor layout, which can only be achieved in a diesel with an electric 
transmission. In such comparisons, the trolleybus is cheaper than the comparable diesel. 
Figures which have been given to the Electric Tbus Group, which are indicative only, for 
diesel electric / trolleybuses with individual wheel drive, are £400k for a 12m and £600k for 
an 18m vehicle. 
As with vehicle costs, it is difficult to be pedantic about infrastructure costs. The most 
expensive single item is the cost of manufacturing and planting the support poles. Once 
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planted and given suitable corrosion protection, although depreciated in accounting terms 
over perhaps 20 years, these can well have a life of over 50 years or more. Curved sections of 
routes are more expensive than straight sections as they need more poles. 'Special work' - 
junctions and crossings - adds to the cost of overhead. 
Figures obtained by the Tbus Group in connection with the proposed East London Transit 
[ELT] scheme indicate current infrastructure costs [including sub stations] of around £400k 
per kilometre in the UK. 
A problem with trolleybus costs is that they vary significantly between contexts. The costs 
mentioned above have been quoted in connection with proposed UK projects sourced from 
European suppliers. Much lower quoted prices can be obtained from East European or 
Russian suppliers, for example, although the comparisons may not be like for like. And unlike 
a diesel bus network, the unit costs of setting up and operating a trolleybus network decrease 
significantly for larger networks. If contemplating trolleybuses, it can pay to think big. 
Comparing diesel and trolleybus economics is not straightforward, as one is comparing a low 
capital cost - higher operating cost scenario against a high capital cost - lower operating cost 
plus other benefits scenario. One needs to look into the future and make assumptions about 
parameters such as the lives of vehicles and infrastructure, relative diesel and electricity costs, 
likely increased ridership and revenue from trolleybus operation and the value placed on 
environmental benefits and so on. 
Regarding ridership, the evidence is that trolleybuses attract higher riderships than diesels. 
For example, in Salzburg, ridership increases of 16% have justified further conversion of 
diesel routes to trolleybus. In Arnhem during the period 1999-2000 trolleybuses increased 
ridership 17% on routes converted from diesel and maintained market share while the trend in 
other cities in the Netherlands was a declining market share for public transport. The Arnhem 
operator Connexion have carried out market research that indicates by implementing their 
"Trolley 2000" strategy, they will get 21% more over five years compared with substituting 
the best type of diesel buses. 
North American experience indicates that trolleybuses can attract 10% to 20% more rider ship 
than diesels as the chart below indicates. 
 
Ridership increases, Seattle and San Francisco, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Trolleybus Study 
for RTC and LACTC, 1992, Wil Teunissen, 2004, Salzburg AG, 2004 
 The public consultation exercise in connection with the Transport for London [TfL] 
proposed ELT system, a 53 km bus based transit scheme in East London, showed a 2:1 public 
preference for trolleybuses over diesels ['Tramways and Urban Transit' magazine February 
2002]. TfL expect that trolleybuses will generate 24% higher revenue than diesels. ['East 
London Transit - Summary Report' published by TfL July 2001]. 
The only practicable way to compare alternative trolleybus and diesel proposals is by whole 
life benefit costing methods. In 1999 Vancouver reported in conjunction with proposals to 
renew and expand their trolleybus fleet that the expected costs per vehicle over a 20 year 
period were in C$ millions 1.7 for diesel, 1.9 for trolley and 2.9 for compressed natural gas 
[CNG]. These figures are costs and exclude benefits such as increased trolleybus ridership or 
environmental benefits. [Figures from article by Millar, Brown and the author in July 2000 
'Buses' magazine]. 
Looking at cost - benefits, TfL expects trolleybuses to show a 14% greater cost benefit for 
ELT over diesels. This figure does not attempt to quantify environmental benefits of 
trolleybuses such as health costs. The Swedish report mentioned earlier estimated the 'social 
cost' of emissions of a diesel bus over trolleybus at about £6K / year / vehicle. 
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London Buses, in "Cleaner Air for London - London Buses leads the way", estimate the 
pollution from their diesel buses to a mean figure, which equates to a cost of 13 pence per 
kilometre as the cost of health care caused by the pollution. Trolleybuses tend to be employed 
on intensive services and can be expected to run 60,000 km / year. Based on London Buses 
health cost, the benefit of using a trolleybus instead of a diesel would be £8K / year per 
vehicle. As more is learned about the effects of IC engine exhausts on health, estimates of the 
financial costs are bound to rise. 
As noted earlier, individual situations need to be assessed individually, but it is probably a 
truism for a network, that trolleybus lifetime costs will be of the same order as diesel. The 
environmental benefits therefore effectively come free. One can contrast this with, for 
example, experience reported by major North American operators of CNG where CNG has 
been found to be considerably more expensive than diesel. Technologies such as battery / 
combustion engine hybrid and fuel cell buses have yet to prove themselves, but the likely 
hood is that they will struggle to prove cost effective compared with diesel or trolleybuses. 
Both hybrid and fuel cell buses feature electric drives and will always tend to be more 
expensive than trolleybuses. Hybrid and fuel cell buses tend to have problems with unladen 
weight, limiting carrying capacity. Battery replacement costs may well be a substantial item 
in the long-term costs of hybrids [and fuel cells]. One fleet of 50 hybrid buses needs battery 
replacement every couple of years, according to an industry source. North American 
experience has shown that overall energy efficiency of fuel cells is so low that around a dozen 
equivalent electric trolleybuses can be operated for the primary energy consumption of one 
fuel cell bus ['Transport 2000 Canada Western Newsletter' November 2000]. 
 
Where to deploy trolleybuses? 
While there will always continue to be 'niche' applications, such as subway running that may 
dictate the use of trolleybuses, the circumstances that are generally most likely to 
economically and operationally favour trolleybuses are intensive urban trunk route networks. 
And the larger the sale of deployment, the more favourable the economics of trolleybuses 
become. 
Around the world there are increasing numbers of very high quality bus routes and networks 
being implemented or proposed. These are characterised by considerable investment in 
infrastructure such as bus lanes, bus ways, bus guide ways and other priority measures for 
buses, high quality raised platform stops for level entry, accessible low floor vehicles, real 
time information systems, etc. Such investment can easily amount to £1 million/km and up to 
as much as £5 million/km in the case of the proposed ELT [Fig 9]. 
 Fig 9 - Artist's impression of proposed East London Transit scheme 
 
Particular consideration is worth giving to trolleybuses for such schemes. High quality diesel 
electric buses, which have similar unit capital costs to trolleybuses, may well be the preferred 
diesel choice for such schemes. The additional costs of trolleybus infrastructure will be a 
small part of the investment and can pay for itself in energy usage costs, vehicle maintenance 
and other savings. Ridership with trolleybuses will be higher. The trolleybus infrastructure, 
which once was seen as 'inflexible' is now seen as 'commitment'. Potential riders will factor 
the existence of a stable electric high quality public transport system into their decisions about 
where to work, where to live, whether they need an extra car in the family, etc., generating 
long term ridership growth. 
 
Conclusion 
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If one is looking for an environmentally responsible and cost effective alternative to the diesel 
for operating intensive urban bus networks, then the trolleybus is the only general current 
contender and is likely to remain so. Apart from anything else, alternatives such as CNG, 
hybrid combustion engine/battery or fuel cell vehicles are not likely to be cost competitive. 
And trolleybuses will bring benefits such as higher ridership. Employed in high quality bus 
schemes, trolleybuses have the potential to bring the ambience, functionality and benefits of 
modern light rail, but at lower capital cost and to a wider travelling public. 
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